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Space Station Freedom, now under development, is a manned low Earth orbit
facility which will become part of the space infrastructure. Starting in the mid
-- 1990s, Freedom will support a wide range of activities, including scientific
research, technology development, commercial ventures and, eventually, serve as
a transportation node for space exploration. While the initial facility will not be
-- capable of meeting all requirements, the space station will evolve over time as
requirements and on-board activities mature and change. The space station
design, therefore, allows for evolution to:
- expand capability,
- increase efficiency, and
- - add new functions.
It is anticipated that many of the evolutionary changes will be accomplished
_ through on-orbit replacement of systems, subsystems, and components as
- technology advances. Therefore, technology development is critical to ensure the
continuing operation and expansion of the facility.
- The Office of Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology (OAET) has sponsored
development of many of the technologies that are now part of Space Station
Freedom' s baseline design. Evolutionary and operational aspects of Freedom
- continue to be an important thrust of OAET's Research and Technology (R&T)
efforts.
-- This workshop has been an important step in our understanding of the space
station's baseline systems, the evolutionary scenarios including the station's role
in space exploration, and the technologies that will be necessary to meet
-- evolutionary and growth requirements.
It is anticipated that application of the information acquired through the
-- workshop will lead to further technology development efforts to benefit Freedom
and will lead to continued collaboration between the Space Station Freedom
Program and the technology development community.. ................
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CLARIFICATION
Since the workshop was conducted in January of 1990, there have been some
organizational changes throughout the agency. The Office of Aeronautics and Space
Technology (OAST) has been reorganized to include the former Office of Exploration
and is now called the Office of Aeronautics, Exploration, and Technology (OAET).
Also, the Human Exploration Initiative (HEI) has been expanded and renamed the
Space Exploration Imtiative (SEI). Some of the materials in these proceedings were
prepared after the workshop, and, therefore, references to new organizational entities --
and new programs may be found in certain sections.
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INTRODUCTION.
NASA's Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) conducted a workshop
-- on technology for space station evolution January 16-19,1990, in Dallas, Texas. The
purpose of this workshop was to collect and clarifySpace Station Freedom technology
requirements for evolutxonand to describe technologies that can.potentially fill those
_ requirements. OAST will use the output of the workshop as input for planning a
technologyprogram to serve the needs of space station evolution. The main ]productof
the Workshopis a set of program plans and descriptions for individual technology areas.
These plans are the cumulative recommendations of the more than 300 participants,
-- which included researchers, technologists, and managers from aerospace industries,
universities, and government organizations.
- The identification of the technologyareas to be included, as well as the development of
the program plans, was initiated by assigningNASAchairmen to the eleven technology
disciplinesunder consideration. The disciplinesare as follows:
Attitude Control and Stabilization (ACS)
- Communicationsand Tracking (C&T)
- Data Management System (DMS) '_
- Environmental Control and Life Support Systems (ECLSS)
- ExtravehicularActivity/Manned Systems(EVA/MANSYS)
-- - Fluid Management System (FMS)
- Power System(POWER)
Propulsion (PROP)
Robotics (ROBOTICS)
Structures/Materials (STRUCT)
- Thermal Control System(THERM)
Each chairman worked with a panel of experts involved in research and development in
_ the particular discipline. The chairmen, with the assistance of their panels, were
responsible for selecting invited presentations, identifying and inviting Space Station
FreedomLevel III subsystem managers, and focusingthe discussion of the participants.
In each disciplinesession,presentations describing status of the current programs were
- made by the Level III subsystem managers and by OASTprogram managers. After
invited presentations by leading industry, university, and NASA researchers, the
sessionswere devoted to identifyingtechnologyrequirements and to planning programs
for development of the identified technology areas. Particular attention was given to
the potential requirements of the Human Exploration Initiative (HEI). The combined
inputs of the participants in each sessionwere incorporated into a package including an
1
overall discipline summary, recommendations and issues, and proposed development
plans for specific technology areas within the discipline. These technology discipline
summary packages were later supplemented by the chairmen and their panels to
include the impact of varied funding levels on the maturity of the selected technologies.
OAST will review the program plans and recommended funding levels based on
available funding and overall NASA priorities and incorporate them into a new OAST
initiative advocacypackage for space station evolution technology.
These proceedings are organized into an Executive Summary and Overview and five
volumes containing the TechnologyDisciplinePresentations.
Volume IV consists of the technology discipline sections for Power, Propulsion, and
Robotics. For each technology discipline in this volume, there is a Level 3 subsystem
description, along with the invited papers for that discipline.
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Key EPS Technical Requirements
• Performance
• 75 kW at AC (100 kW Peak)
• 37.5 kW at PMC (50kW Peak)
• Growth to 175 kW (215 kW Peak)
• Mass
• 94,586 Ib (total launch mass)
• Assemblysequence
= • NSTS compatibility
• MB-1, MB-6, MB-11 assembly sequence
• Active station / evaluate passive options
• Reliability
• Failure tolerance requirements
• System availability requirements
• Maintainability
• 30-yr. life through ORU replacement
• EVA & IVA allocations (54 & 100 hr/yr)
• Resupply mass allocation (TBD Ib/yr)
• Environment
• Low earth orbit (180-240 miles)
• NSTS launch vehicle environment
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Rephasing Impacts
• PMAD distributionchanged from AC to DC
+ Lowest initial costs
+ Heavier system
+ Channelized system does not grow gracefully
+ Risk is probably about the same
+ Switchgear area of concern
• Polar platform hardware/software deleted
• Solar Dynamic "PGS" test eliminated
+ Hooks and scars plus key development tests retained
+ Viable program still in place
+ Growth here is inevitable
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PHASE I EPS DELIVERABLES
Space Station
(75 kW)
Power Management and
0o Distribution (I'MAD) System Solar Dynamic Definition
• EPS End to End Architecture "Photovoltaic
Power Module (4) • Power Convcrsiol! and • Preliminary Design for
(18.75 kW) Distribution Equipment Hooks and Scars
• Power System Control .o Supporting Development for
• Photovoltaic Power ltardware attd Software Concentrator & ReceiverGeneration
• Electrochemical • CollllllOll swilchgear for
Energy Storage Secondary Distril)ution
• Power Conversion and
Control Equipment
• Beta Gimbals
• Thermal Control
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Inboard and Outboard Station PV Module
LJlil~ly Porla 
Visual Altjs 
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PV Module
Beta Glmbal
Electrical
Junction /_ Assembly (2)• Drive Motor
Box • Bearing
• Roll Ring
Cam Follower
Set
Deployable
Mast/Canister (2)
PV Cable
Set
I--L
)--L
Integrated
Equipment
Assembly
Utility PV Blanket/
Plate (8) Box (4)
Fluid SequentialJunction mdard
Box (2) ORU Box (26) Shunt Unit (2)Radiator
Subassembly
Jl_RockwellInt_Rockeldyne Division
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Solar Power ModuleArchitecture for the PMCConfiguration
Alpha Gknbal
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sun PV MODULE SYSTEM
BLOCK DIAGRAM|
SOLARARRA..__.__YASSEMIIL___Y
• Power Generation and Control
• Blanket ' l _ 160 VDC PHmary. Bus
• Sequential Shnnt Unit (SSU) t160 VDC I
[ ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT ENERGY STORAGEIIETA GIMIIAL ASSEMBLY !
• Solar Array Pointing ] SUBSVSTEM SUBSYSTEM
• Roll Ring Prover/ J • Controls, Converts, Regulates Power
_., Data Transfer 160 .jDC 160 VDC • Energy Storage• DC Switch Unit (DCSU)C,_ • NIH2 Batteries
• DC/DC Converter (DDCU)*
• Charge/Discharge
• PV Control Unit (PVCU) Unit (BCDU)
.oo..DL 1o ..oEQUIPMENT ----IP 12OV PV
ASSEMBLY Module THERMAl. CONTROL SUBSYSTEM
Power
• Acquisition/Transport of Heat
• Temperature Control
• Utility Plates
• Pumps,Vah'e$
*Inboard PV Module only L • Control Unit _.l
- -- --. _adT_e-_lea'_o Space (PV Radiator)
Q
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Solar.ArrayAssembly
•Container _'_ I
Cover 33.8 11 ,,i_,"_
Assembly i.7 ItBlanket
Assembly 33.8 fl
200 Sohlr ! 14.4 ft
Per Panel _(4 Rows, 50 C_lls •
Each) SS -- 2.7 fl dlem(8x8cm!
_" "_ PARTIALLY DEPLOYEDBlanketSupport Boom
Tension Assembl1 Onenrf _
Panel (1 1 3.9 I1(,.2s.,4.2.) _" >,_
.3.7. ,*..__"_,_ -_
Cont-,I.erBmm
With Tension Unl_ , Sl'OWED
!
"rmmnnkm 0
82 Active Porlkm ,
•Panels
84 Total netmcled
Mast ( 3N P_.on
Deployment Mechanism
Wing Extenelon
Mast Assembly
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BLANKETCONTAINMENT BOX AND_BOX
POSITIONING SUBASSEMBLIES
17.6 FT
! _ _. 3.9 FT • BLANKET COVER AND CONTAINER
I_._ _" LATCHED TOGETHER FORMING
- J'_'!_" 1.3eF'r CONTAINMENT BOX FOR
._,,,_'_,,,"_ _ STOWEDFOR RETRACTED BLANKET
_" €_ll:_ _ LAUNCH • BOX STRUCTURALLY SUPPORTS
1.4zF'r __eFT_ BLANKET DURING LAUNCH
z.7In"ozx-_,_ _-L-__ • FABRICATED FROM ALUMINUM
AND ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB
MATERIALS
• FOAM PADDING INTERFACES
.TO-EXTEND WITH FOLDED BLANKET
STACK AT BASE AND COVER
• GUIDE WIRES RUN THROUGH
GROMMETS ALONG BACK OF
=_ __._ DURING BLANKET PANELS
e,,_r_ "" "__ • CONTROL BLANKET
•coxonu _ _ --v- POSITIONING DURING
-,p n=_ mGHeLANKET EXTENSION AND RETRACTION
CANm'rznO_U...--_" _ oRuBLANKETSREPLACEMENTARERETRACTED FOR
DURING "_'.'__REPLACEMENT
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SOLAR CELL
COVER • SILICON CELL
• 200 urn(0.008 In.) THICK
(_ COVER • 8 X 8 ¢m (3.15 X 3.16 In)AOHESIVE SQUARE|0.0003 in.}
• COVER SLIDE
_) • 150 m. THICKCELL (0.008 In.) CERIA DOPED(CMX) GLASS
• DOW CORNINO.IX:03.,.500
,_<_ CELL MOUNTING ADHESIVETAPE OR CELLADHESIVE • PANEL SUBSTRATE CIRCUIT
WELDED TO CELL BACKSURFACE
_ I_EIq_ICXED 1 THROUGH OVERLAY PUNCHED
OVERLAY HOLES
1-ndl KAPTON
• AVERAGE CEULTEN_RATURE
pmmrLq) ,DURING OPERATION
CIRCUIT
SUOSTRATE • 50 DEGREESC FOR STATION
PflOTO.ETCHEDCOPPER CIRCUIT
_ 1._1 KA_rON
EXPLODED VIEW OF ARRAY
AND CELL SUBSTRATE
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BYPASS DIODE ASSEMBLY
• THE BYPASS DIODE IS A CIRCUIT
PROTECTION DEVICE THAT:
--°1_'_ "'_-_F ONEOFTWO -- MINIMIZES PERFORMANCE IMPACT OF
FRACTURED OR OPEN CIRCUIT CELLS
- ELIMINATES POTENTIAL CELL DAMAGE DUE TO
_-, REVERSE BIAS HEATUP DURING SHADOWING
._ "_ - _ 8.17]l
o.om[._, __" • ONE DIODE IS ELECTRICALLY CONNECTED IN
PARALLEL WTFHEVERY EIGHT SOLAR CELL
ASSEMBLIES
_'_ • DIODES WILL CONSIST OF EITHER GERMANIUM,
SIUCON SHOTTKY, OR PLANAR SILICON DIES
SANDWICHED IN A HOUSING T AT CONT INS
0.400f I LOCATIONS FOR ATTACHMENT TO THE PRINTED
EXPANDED VIEW OF BYPASS DIODE CIRCUIT
(DIMENSIONS IN INCHES)
• LARGE AREA REQUIREO FOR HEAT DISSIPATION
WEIGHT: 73.5gm
• THIN DIODE REQUIRED TO PREVENT EXCESSWE
STACK HEIGHT BUILDUP IN THE STOWEO BLANKET
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KAPTON WITH ATOMIC
OXYGEN RESISTANT COATING
DESCRIPTION
• 1 mll KAPTONH POLYAMIDEFILM
• 1300 A RF SPUTTEREDSIOx COATINGON BOTHSIDES
Go
PROPERTIES COMPATIBLEWITHSOLAR ARRAYFLEXIBLE
CIRCUITDESIGN
• PROVIDESREQUIREDEMITrANCE AND ABSORPTANCE
• PROVIDESGOOD BONDINGSURFACEFOR COPPER
INTERCONNECTS
• RESISTSFLEXIBLECIRCUITFABRICATIONPROCESSING
• PROVIDESSPACEVACUUMSTABILITY
• RESISTSATOMICOXYGEN DEGRADATION
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SOLARARRAYDESIGNBENEFITS
• Minimumweight (fewerSTSlaunches)
• Transparentblanketyields higherarrayefficiency
• Deployment/retractionconceptminimizedIVA/EVAtime and reducescost
• Demonstrated with CAST-1 flight experiment (STS41-D)
• Largeareassiliconcellsminimizecosts and increasereliability
• Reducednumberof cellsand interconnects
• Reducedarrayarea/weight
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SEQUENTIALSHUNT UNIT
• PROVIDES EFFICIENT METHOD FOR
• MATCHING ARRAY POWER TO
LOAD DEMAND
: • REGULATING ARRAY OUTPUTt
.I VO LTAG E
• ONE SSU PER WING
I
• MOUNTED TO ARRAY MAST CANISTERLARGE FACES OF BOX RADIATE SU
j WASTE HEAT DIRECTLY TO SPACE• BOX FAC S HAVE REQUqREDTHERMAL
, MASS TO CONTROL SUNIECLIPSE
o
TEMPERATURE EXCURSIONSI
I I • AUTOMATICALLY MAINTAINS
o _ VOLTAGE BELOW SAFE MAX OF 2OOVi
._ • PRECLUDES COLD-ARRAY
OVERVOLTAGE AT ECLIPSE
EMERGENCE
• CAN BE COMMANDED BY PV
CONTROLLER (PVC] TO SHUNT ALL
ARRAY POWER FOR ARRAY
MAINTENANCE
SEQUENTIAL SHUNT UNIT f._SU)
,\
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SSUPerformanceSummary
REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
J n
Shunt Segments 82
i
Power Dissipation
All Shunts Open 326 W
All Shunts Closed 386 W
Standby 67 W.
i i
Maximum Power Capacity (38.4) kW.
Inn I
Arry Voltage Range 140 - 180 Vdc (Adjustable)
Voltage Regulation
About Set Point + 3 Vdc.
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Gimbal Assembly
Latch Platform ORU
Subassembly
J
t',O
I
o
DriveMotor ORU
Subassembly _k o° • Strut set
Features/Characteristics
• Station beta common with SD beta
• Space proven single wlru race bearing
• Accuracy +_2deg
Bearing/Gear ORU • Mass: 420 Ib (station)
Subassembly ,, Roll ring power transfer(50-yr life test at NASA/LeRC)
• Power/signal circuits sized for
Roll Ring ORU redundancy & growth)
Subassembly = Redundant drive motors 20 ft/Ib torque
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ENERGYSTORAGESUBSYSTEM
Ni/H2BATTERYORU
STATION
• 38 Cellsper ORU
Box• Two ORU'sper battery
• Nominal95V
• Six Batteriesper PVModule
• 24 Batteriestotalat Assembly
Complete
bO REQUIREMENT
• ORU Interface Configuration 36xsex17
• Battery ORU Assembly Mass 320ro
Nominal/MINmtanBattery
_.', Hi_ Oottor/' t'_..n
c=_=,,_ ,.._,,Capacity 81/77Ah
• Mean Time between
Replacement s.oyr
... _ _, • Des!gn Life s.syr
• Destgn Cycle Life 36.000cycles
• Storage Life 4yr
• NominalDepth of Discharge 35-/.
• BatteryORUprovidesstationpowerduring
solareclipseperiods
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EnergyStorageSubsystemPerformance
Station
Performance Parameter Unit (4 Modules)
Configuration
Total number of batteries -- 24
Capacity per battery Ah 81
Cells per battery -- 76
ORUs per battery -- 2
Electrical
Nominal power rating kW 94.8
Peak power rating kW 135.6
Nominal average discharge voltage V 95
Average charge voltage V 120
Nominal DOD % 31.5
Peak orbit % 33.3
Nominal, one battery out, DOD % (39)
Peak, one battery out, DOD % (42)
80=,',,DOD, contingency support kW 45.9
capability - one orbit
Thermal
Operating temperature range °C 0 to +10
Off-nominal temperature range °C 0 to +20
DOD = Depth of Discharge
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BATTERYCHARGE/DISCHARGE UNIT
• DEDICATED BCDU FOR EACH
STATION BATTERY28
IN._// • EACH BATTERY CHARGED FROM
ASSOCIATED BCDU DURING
SUNLIGHT
t • PROVIDES VOLTAGE -- REGULATED] BATTERY POWERTO DC SOURCE
12IN. BUS DURING ECLIPSE
• BCDU INCLUDES
• CHARGE POWER CONVERTER
38 IN. (CPC)
• DISCHARGE POWER
CONVERTER (DPC}
• BATTERY FAULT ISOLATOR (FI}
• BATTERY MONITOR AND
INTERFACE MODULE
• CONVERTERS. PROVIDING
HOUSEKEEPING POWER
• LOCAL DATA INTERFACE (LDI}.
PROVIDING CONTROL
COMMANDS FROM PVC
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SINGLEPHASETHERiVlALCONTROLSUBSYSTEM
• Radiator (1)
• Utility Plate (8)
• Pump (2)
• Junction Box (2)
--3 Pump
ORU Subsystem Characteri_tics
• Total Heat Rejection 9 kW
• Battery Cell Temp (normal) 5oc ± 5oC
• Battery Cell Temp (off normal) 5oc + 15/-5oCFluid
.Ju,,cuon • Electronics Junction Temp 900C
ORU_ - Be= • Temperature Regulation :t:loc
.->. .,,-"-. • Ammonia Flow Rate 3000 Ibs/hr
""""/I • Operating Pressure 120 psia
"-_. ..-''J • RadlatorArea 1000 ft2
I ""_:)• • Total Mass (auto deployed Rad.) 4513 Ibs
',.
UTILITY PLATE FINS
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I
TYPE I
0O
Orbital ReplacementUnit BoxandUllllly Plate Interlace
\
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Thermal Control Subsystem
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ThermalControlSubsystemORUCharacteristics
im II I l i .
Nominal
Mass Dimensions ParasiticORU (ib) (in.) Power(w)
i
° Utility plate (Type 1) 334 126 x 38 x 6 0
(Type 2) 299 126 x 38 x 6 0
Pump unit 156 28 x 38 x 12 250
Fluid junction box 93 155 x 10 x 8 0
Radiator 1316 140 x 78 x 540 0
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Direct Current Switching Unit
24 in. • OCSU RBI status monitored &
.------ _ commanded open/close
' • By PVC
c_
_ .. --"" • Through local data
Interface (LDI)
1 • DCSU con_nl Ptt conlrol
eleme.t(PVCE)
• _ error_gnal
toSSU forarraypower
regulaUon
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NSTS Electrical Interfaces
• EPS start-up terminal
• Ground/flightcheck (bit)of electronics
• Systempowerupb_
• Systemmonitoring
• Orbitalinterfacepowerunit
• Ground/flighttricklecharge
• Ground/flightbatteryhealthmonitoring
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IntegratedEquipmentAssembly(lEA)
• Providestructural support
• EnergyStorage
• ElectricalEquipment
• ThermalControlSubsystemORU'sco
co
• Interface S_u_re
• NSTSOrbiterCargoBay
Longero
Attachm
Point
Keel AttacP
Point
F/7'CEZ_M
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lEA Assembly
Standard Orbital
Replacement
Unit
(26 Places)
Deployable
Radiator
co Longeron
Bulkhead
Assembly
Strongbeck
Assembly
Utility Plate
(8 Places) Keel Bulkhead
Assembly
) / )
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Conceptual Packaging Approach
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lEA Structural Framework ORUCharacteristics
I
Mass DimensionsORU (Ib) (in.)
Structural framework 2,637 179 x 156 x
117
Electrical junction 85 8 x 10 x 95
box
Transition structure 64 5M x 5M x 5M
(on orbit)
I _ I I I I I i I J I I I I I I I I I
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lEA & BGATransition Structure to Truss Assembly Interface
BQA'I'S Transition
(Typ.) Y Struoture|RD)
IEA.TS |RD) X
Transition
SPM Trua= Braoket
(Typ.) (MDSSC}
TyploadInterfaoe
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INTEGRATED EQUIPMENT ASSEMBLY
o Array Assembly (2)
=t
. r-- " a t,=
= ,n,o0r°,e0• Equipment Assembly
PV Array/Beta Gimbal
Assembly (2)
PV Away/Beta LongeronAttachment. _
__,, _ Gimbal Assembly (2)__,, Point_ ;_.___L_ F__.
i _
I
-_- _-_-
Keel Allachment __
Point "''_ _
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PV CARGO ELEMENT
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PV Cargo Element
• BetaGimbalAssembly
• SolarArrayAssembly
• lEAStructuralFramework
• SinglePhaseThermalControlSystem(TCS)
• EnergyStorageSubsystem
• ElectricalEquipment
• PVIntegrationHardware
• FSE
• TransitionStructures
1 _ , I 1 1 1 ] ! ] I 1 t t I i ! i t
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Integration HardwareCharacteristics
i
ORU Mass Dimensions
,_ (lb) (in.)
Cable trays 135 20 in. x 20 in. x 10 m
Truss structure (two bays) 342.4 5 m x 5 m x 10 m (on-orbit)
EVA translation rails 45.4 TBD
Truss closeout 82.5 -
PV cable set 231 -
i
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Truss, Ceta RailBoxes, and UtilityTrays / PVModuleInterfaces
j Top Transport Box WP:02
I ..... ° "1
I. ' I
l =
' I ! 'i !_ L I I ,
_ , ,, ....I--| PV Module
' [ I , (enclosed by
dashed lines)
I WP-04
I I
! t
!
' '
! -
I
I
!
(Side View} Bottom Transport Box WP-02
• Truso, Ceta Railsand Utility Trays Will Be Packaged InTransport Boxes
• Transport Boxeo Will Be Packaged Above and Below PV Module For Access
• Transport Boxes Will Be Attached to PV Module Via Latches (Not Shown)
Note: PV Module's Integrated Equlp,nent Assembly (lEA) Is Not Current Conllguratlon
) \ /
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PV-1
PV-2
Separate PV Module Launch Package is
Common Across Flights
..... C11 Coote...
..-. ..
..·.tt ••.•
i3.~.,. -
..-:.~ 1
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._.._~l~~~\l WP-2 CARGO iI'-----T'
·o\:: ~ ELEMENT
•
PV Module
Launch Package
PVModule
Launch Package
PV·3 & 4
._ ... -1ii.-..L. -.l.. .......
-
PVModule
Launch Package
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PV Module Equipment
Solar Array Assembly Thermal Control Subsystem
• Left PV Blanket & Box (2) • Fluid JunctionBox (2)
• RightPV Blanket & Box (2) • Auto. Depl. Radiator (1)
• Mast & Canister (2) o Pump ORU (2)
• SSU (2) • Utility Plates - Type i (2)
• Utility Plates - Type II (6)
Beta Gimbal Assembly • Ammonia (1)
• BearingSubassembly (2)
•- • Cam Follower Subassembly (2) Electrical Equipment Subs3/stem
• Roll Ring subassembly (2) • DCSU (2)
• Drive Motor Subassembly (2) • PVCU (2)
• Drive Motor Controller (2) • DDCU (2) - Inboard Modules Only
• Latch Platform (2) • PV Cable Set
• Core Structure (2) • Startup Terminal (1) - PVM #1 Only
• Transition Structure (2) • Orbiter Interface Power Unit (1)
• MSC/RMS Grapple Fixture (2) *
EnerL=_VStorage Sub.stem
IntegratedEquipment Assembly • Batteries (12)
• Structure (1) • BCDU (6)
• TransitionStructure (1)
• ElectricalJunction Box (2) Integration Hardware
• NSTS Interface Hardware (5) * • Truss Bays *
• MSC/RMSGrapple Fixture (1) * • Truss Closeout *
• Translation Rails & Cable Tray*
• GFE
1 _ } ! I 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 ! I t I
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PMAD System Responsibilities
Design end-to-end Power System Architecture
Design, Develop, Produce PMAD Hardware for Station
- Hardware responsibilities include:
0 DC/DC Conveners
,_ O PV Controller
O Cabling/Connectors/Switchgear for Primary Distribution
0 Common RPC Modules for Secondary and Tertiary Distribution
- Software responsibilities include:
O Condition Monitoring and Controls
O Energy Management
O Fault Tolerance and Redundancy Management
O PMAD Modeling and Simulation
End-to-End PMAD System Verification and ORU/Component Verification
EPS Specifications and Standards
Deliver PMAD Hardware to Element Owners and Support Integration
FR'_'Z'ZTOM
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Key Power Requirements - AC
• Power:
User 75 kW-A/100 kW-P
Habitat Module 25 kW peak
Lalx)ratory Module 25 kW peak
Nodes 12.5 kW peak
ESA 25 kW peak
JEM 25 kW peak
APAE & MSC ('I'BD) (10 kW)
Pre_zed Payload (TBD) (12 kW)
Cables Sized and installed to deliver peak
power
Growth 175 kW-A/215 kW-P
Grounding Single point (designed negative)
) ,,
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Key Features of PMC and AC Architecture
PMC Station:
- 37.5 kW average 50 kW peak
- PMAD is dividedinto four DC channels each producing 9.4 kW average
- DC channel size is limited by the ability of DC switches to break fault current
"_ - 9.4 kW channels produce 300-400 A fault currents which can be broken with
existing DC switch technology
- Small channel size limits user flexibility; loads must be timelined so total is less
than 9.4 kW per channel
AC Station:
- 75 kW average/100 kW peak
- Four DC channels each producing 18.75 kW average
- Improved user flexibility
- Requires high power (600-800A) DC switch
POWER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
PMC CONFIGURATION
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POWER SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
AC CONFIGURATION
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SIMPLIFIED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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DDCU & MBSU External Interface
Rocketdyne
38.00
Efect_ca| _ • Electricalconnectorsfor power
Connectors 8(data
12.00
V .2 guide pins for mechanicalAttachment
Pin 2!00 attachmentThermal InterfacingRadiatorRns eEVA& roboticInstallation&
replacement
HostElement I
JJ_'_ ,Rn heat exchangerthermal3e.oo _,e.oo Interface
' ,Coldplate temperature<50°F
Electrical Coldplate Rns
Connectors
Attachment Mounting Structure
Pin Coldplate (50°F)
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Common RPC Modules for Secondary and Tertiary Distribution
RPC Module Features:
- An RPC is a remote controlled switch
_ - An RPC module is an ORU box containing one or more RPC's
- Four RPC module types have been identified:
1 x 130 Amp
2 x 50 Amp
4 x 25 Amp
8 x 10 Amp
- All modules have same outline and mounting
- All modules have same input connector
- All modules have same output connector shell; pin configuration unique
to module type
I , I I I 1 I 1 I I I I } I I ! I I
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RPC Module
3.50
0.o0 • Wedge provides the necessary
contact pressure between RPC
base & coldplate to conduct
RPC Box heat away
6.00 ". • J1 & J2 are electlcal Inputs.
_a, _ .. 't .'- '" "_" " " j2J3 J3 Is output
" - "- "-'_ J1
• Four RPCTypes:
8-channeloutput, 10 A/channel o
4-channeloutput,25 A/channel
2-channeloutput,50 A/channel _'
1-channeloutput,130A o
qm)
• Same overall dlmenslons for each type RPC.
Onlyconnectorplnoutconfigurationwould differ
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Electric Power System Control Hierarchy (Rephase)
PV Modules Dishibuled PMAD
Power I
Managmenl
Alpha PMAD Conlr ller
Gimbal Conlrol Bus J
¢..n
PV I I M U I
Controller I [_Olcle t
Inlerlace]
- DC Swllch
-SSU
- Ballery ChargolDIscharge
-Belal Glmbal Conlrol
-FII_
• Power Management Controller • MBSU Controller
• DMS/PMAD interface, load management • Primary dislrlbution monitoring and conlrol,
conliguralion control, system analysis DC-DC converter control
• Photovoltalc Controller
• Array regulation, battery charge/discharge
control, beta gimbal control, oulboard power
dislribulion conlrol, PV Ihermal conlrol
I I I ) I I 1 ] i ) I I I I I I )
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PMAD Controls Implementation
• Software Implemented
• Sensorvalidation(detectionofsoftfaults)
= • Contingencyreadiness- reconfiguration/Ioadshedpreplanning
= model
• Statusdatato DMSlOMSIcrewlground
• Manualoverride- viaDMS command
• GN&CdatafromDMS
• Faultdetectionisolation& recoverylRedundancymanagement
(FDIR/RM)
• Startup-shutdown
• Pointingandtracking
• Batterychargeldischarge
• PV modulethermalcontrol
FREEDOM
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PMAD Controls Implementation
• Hardware Implemented
• Basicoverloadprotection(RPC)
¢J1
= • Hard fault (line)protection (RBI)
• Voltageregulation
• .Arraycontrol
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PMC Control Architecture Design
• Two PMCU's (1 SOP = 1 PMCU), one active, one in cold standby
= Two Bus Controllers I Monitor Interfaces (MIL-S'I'D-1553B)in each SOP:
• Meets fault tolerance requirements with reduced hardware
• Two Hot PVCUs on each PV lEA
• Supports failure of I PVC with no loss of PV control
• PVCU to MBSU Communication
• Required for lwo fault tolerance given only two SDPs and no Tier II
peer-to-peer communication
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PMADSystems Fault - Tolerant Features
System/ORU/Assembly Features
iH I I
PMAD System Dual-sourcePV power, dc star distribution;
cross-strappedMBSus;multiplepower feeds
for each module,node, and pallet;dc backup
co control bus; dual-redundant dedicated EPS
Control Data Bus. PVCU system control with
loss of both PMCUs.
MBSU-PMC, MBSU-AC Component redundancy; three fault-tolerant
power interfaces at habitable modules; dual
redundant data interfaces.
PMCU, PVCU Dual redundant data interfaces; redundant
ORUs.
Cables/connectors Redundant cables and diverse routing.
I ' 1 1 } 1 I ! l I ! ! I } } ! I i 1) )
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EPS Weight Summary
Engineering Design Weigh! *
December I i, 1989
Item Flight Quantity Item Wt (Ib) Total Wt (Ib)
PV Modul_
Solar Array Assembly 8 1,551.3 12,410
Beta Gimbal Assembly 8 462 3,360
Thermal Control Subsystem 4 4,381 17,524
Battery ORU's 48 320 15,360
Integrated Equipment Assembly 4 2,913 11,484
PV Module Cabling 4 231 924¢j1
BCDU 24 168 4,032
DCSU 8 182 1,456
DDCU (PVM #1&2) 4 167 668
PVCU 8 147 1,176
SSU 8 37.5 300
O/PU 4 185 740
Start-Up Terminal (PVM #1) 1 225 225
pMAD
DDCU 32 167 5,344
MBSU - PMC 4 183 732
MBSU - AC 4 201 804
PMCU 2 87.5 175
RPC (10A) 205 8 1,640
RPC (25A) 89 9 801
RPC (50A) 76 9 684
RPC (130A) 63 10 630
PMAD Cabling 1 4,410
• Excludes GSE Total 84,879
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Reliability and Maintainability Allocations
II •
MTTR (hr! Design
PV Module ORUs MTTF (yr) EVA IVA WAR Life (yr)n
Deployable Mast & Canister 15.0 2.25 30
PV Blanket & Box (L) 15.0 0.75 15
PV Blanket & Box (R) 15.0 0.75 15
SSU 15.0 1.50 15
Beta Glmbal Cam Follower ..... 30.0 0.50 30
Beta Glmbal Bearing Subass'y 30.0 1.00 30
c_ Beta GImbal Roll Ring 10.0 0.50 30
Beta Glmbal Drive Motor 10.0 1.50 30
Beta Glmbal Assembly/Housing 60.0 3.00 0.50 60
Beta Glmbal Trans Structure 30.0 6.00 30
Battery Subass'y 5.0 1.50 6.5
BCDU 15.0 1.50 15
DCSU 15.0 1.50 15
DDCU (12.5 kW) 10.0 1.50 15
PVC/SPDA 10.0 1.50 15
PV Cable Set 30.0 12.00 30
lEA/Structure 60.0 4.00 0.20 60
lEA Transition Structure 30.0 6.00 30
PV Utility Plate, Type I 30.0 3.00 30
PV Utility Plate, Type II 30.0 3.00 30
Pump 15.0 1.50 30
Fluid Junction Box 30.0 2.50 30
Electrical Junction Box 30.0 2.50 30
Radiator Subass'y 15.0 3.00 30
I I
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Major Design Drivers
• Design requirements
• Power output & quality
• Environment (launch & on-orbit)
• Thermal control
• Loads & dynamics
• Electrical Isolation & ground!ng
_" • Growth capability
• Producibility & testability
• Integration requirements
• System Integration (architecture & Interfaces)
• NSTS Integration
• Flight by flight partitioning (Including mass)
• On-orbit assembly
• User accommodation
• Commonality
• Operational requirements
• Reliability, availability & failure tolerance
• Maintainability
• Safety
• Operability
• Supportability (Including resupply mass & drag)
• Automation & robotics
• Cost (Initial & life cycle)
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SOLAR DYNAMIC POWER GENERATION
"'_ O'_
__ T. Springer
J. Friefeld
RockwellInternational o_.
vA_,
Rocketdyne Divisk_ (_
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SPACE STATION FREEDOM
SOLAR DYNAMICS
BRIEFINGAGENDA
o_
• Prime Contract Activity
• Advanced Development
- Heat receiver
- Concentrator
_ RockwellInternational
Rocketdyne Division
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25-kWeNet CBC PowerModuleConfiguration
:o_centratorAssembly
19HexTrussPanels
EffectiveDiameter:47.2fl
EffectiveAperture175th2
HealRe
8PumpedCoolantRadiantPanels
26.4I1x7.5ItEach
RadiantArea=3168112
TotalLength=70.211
TotalWidth=27.611
ModuleInterlace
Trays
I Pointing
Gimbal
I I
I I
I ReceiverAssembly
I .. LiF-CaF2 Eutect(cSalt
ThermalStorage
DirectIn._olation
InlegralHe-XeHealer
Length= 118in.
Diameler=85 in.
InlegrallonHardwareAssembly(GFE) Equipment
TransverseBoomTrussBays Assembly(PFE)
RadtalorBa_e Beta Interlace_lruclure r ConversionUnilAssembly
Structure Gimbld Assembly Recuperaled-Brayton-Cycle
Assembly Hehum/XenonWorkingFluid
(PFE) 4554-11-247(1)
#_4 Rockwell InternaUonalRocketdyne Division
FREEL)OM
CBC Receiver G _"
#dL_ Rockwell InternationalRocketdyne Division
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SOLAR DYNAMICS PRIME CONTRACT ACTIVITY
o Solar Dynamic Power Module preliminary design
• Prepare design to define hardware configuration (sizes and
mass). Conduct trade studies (structural/dynamic analyses,
materials selection, operational procedures). Develop top level
drawings.
• Provide credible knowledge of Solar Dynamic Power Module to
perform "Hooks and Scars" activities
• "Hooks and Scars"
• Define assembly, operational and physical/functional interfaces
imposedby the SD module
• Provide requirements to Non-SD elements/systems to ensure
that SD power can be added
• Solar Dynamic Component Development Tests
• Concentrator (coupons, full-size facets, face up/face down)
• Receiver (canisters, single tube test, full-size element)
• Radiator (Hypervelocity, AO, UV, etc)
• Integration (FP & T and receiver/concentrator interface)
Rockwell Intemattonal
/k_keh:fyrr4 Divtsk_
Key Solar Dynamic Power Module
Requirements
• Provide minimum of 28-kWe NET to inboard PV Module throughout any
orbit at any time of year within prescribed orbit altitude envelope (after
distribution via PMAD, provides 25-kWe at user interface)
• Provide peaking power of 32.2-kWe NET to inboard PV Module for up to
7.5 minutes during both sun and shade portions of the orbit (maximum
of 15 minutes total peaking per orbit)
• Be capable of automatic startup, shutdown, and continuous operation
° throughout load changes, peaking, turndown, and load shedding
• Shall not produce dynamic instabilities
• Maximize the use of common hardware, software, and standard
interfaces
• Be capable of long term operation by means of ORU replacement
_ RockwellInternational
Rocketdyne DtvJek_
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Orqanization Major Responsibilities
Rocketdyne Prime Contractor
Module Integration
Interface Structure Assembly
Electrical Equipment Assembly
Beta Gimbal Assembly (PFE-PV)
Integration Hardware Assembly (GFE-WP02)
Fine Pointing & Tracking
Launch Packaging and On-Orbit
-_ Module Assembly
Allied-Signal Receiver Assembly
Power Conversion Unit Assembly
Harris Corp. Concentrator Reflective
Surface Subassembly
Concentrator On-Orbit Assembly
Concentrator Launch Packaging
LTV Radiator Subassembly
Deployment Mechanism
Base Plate
#_ RockwellInternationalRocketdyne
FREEDOM
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT .!___i
• Heat Receiver (NAS3-24669) - Boeing
._ • Concentrator (NAS3-24670) - Harrist,o
_ RockwellInternational
Rocketdyne Division
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FREEDOM
SOLAR DYNAMICHEAT RECEIVERTECHNOLOGY '_
• Purpose
• AddressKeyTechnicalIssues AssociatedWith Heat Receiver
• ProvideDatabaseto Support Detail Design
• DemonstrationTesting
• Background
• NAS3-24669Awardedto Boeing in October1985
• ProjectObjectives
• Identifyand ResolveTechnical Issues AssociatedWith 25 kWe CBC Heat
Receiver
• Developand ValidateAnalytical Methods
-_ Fabricate,Test and Evaluate25 kWe CBC Heat Receiver03 •
• Key DesignConsiderations
• MaterialSelection
• TESPerformancein Micro-Gravity
• TESCompatibilityWith ContainmentMaterials
• ThermalExpansion
• Fabricability
• Sea LevelTest In Vacuum
• Tasks
• ConceptualDesignsand Trade Studies
• Preliminary/DetailDesign
• Fabrication,Test and Delivery
_ RockwellInternational
Rockeldyne Di_cm
FREEDOM
t metaldisks _ _,il',Jl'
1. Thermal conductivityenhancement
2. Void distributioncontrol
annulus
Felt metal/PCM composite Mounting plates
;corltminment tube
(Notre: All tubes are corrugated) support ring
_red
support
PCMfill tu be
HX tul_
Insulation
(terrestrial testing Lifting lug
only)
External structu re
"7,txJ
Inlet _ _-
ul
Exit plenum Insulation
_ Rockwell International Receiver Shown Without Aperture Assembly
RocketdyneD,ivhdOn
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FREEDOM
SOLARDYNAMICHEAT RECEIVERTECHNOLOGY #_
KEY REQUIREMENTS/FEATURES
REQUIREMENTS
• Power102kwt (25 kwe CBC)
o Temperature900°F Inlet; 1300°F Exit
• Inlet Pressure92 psia
• WorkingFluid- Helium- Xenon (MW 40)
FEATURES¢._
• GEOMETRY - Diameter- 70 In.
Length- 80 In.
ApertureDia. 13 In.
• TUBING - FluidTube - 2 In. OD + 0.06 In. Wall
TES Tube - 3.94 In. OD, 3.60 In. ID, 0.01 In. Wall
ConvolutionPitch- 0.25 In.
• Materials - TES Salt - 21% LiF - 79% CaFi
FluidTube & TES Containment- Inconel 617
Felt Metal - Nickel
Other- CRES
#_ RockwellInternational
Rocket/Jyml Division
FREEDOM
SOLAR DYNAMIC HEAT RECEIVER TECHNOLOGY
SIGNIFICANTEVENTS
• Felt Metal Concept Demonstrated
• Thermal Conductivity Enhancement
• Symmetrical Salt Distribution
• 2500 Hours Thermal Cycling
• 5000 Hours Materials Compatibility - Inconel 617 & LiF-CaF2
= • TES Containment Closure Welds Validated
• Laser Weld of Bellows to End-Cap
• Electron-Beam Weld of PCM Fill Tube
• Full-Size, 6-Tube Molten Salt Fill Demonstrated
• Receiver Fabrication Complete May 1990
• Thermal Vacuum Testing Complete August 1990
_ RockwellInternational
Rocketdyne DIvle_on
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FREEDOM
SOLARCONCENTRATORADVANCEDDEVELOPMENT J_**.'7
• Purpose
• AddressKey Technical IssuesAssociatedWith Concentrator
• Detail DesignSupport
• DemonstrationTesting
• Background
• NAS3-24670Awardedto HarrisCorp. in November1988
• ProjectObjectives
• SelectDesign,Fabricateand Test a ViableConcentratorfor SSF
-.1 . Key DesignConsiderations
• MaterialSelection(EnvironmentalProtection)
• Aiming Errors
• FacetAlignment
• Fabricability
• Reflectance
• StructuralRepeatability
• Tasks
• ConceptualDesign& Trade Studies
• Preliminary/DetailDesign
• Fabrication,Test & Delivery
#_ RockwellInternationalRockitd,/M D_vt_on
FREEDOM
SOLAR CONCENTRATOR f'_ff
KEY REQUIREMENTS/FEATURES
• Requirements
• Deliver 188 kw of Thermal Energy to the Receiver
• Pointing Accuracy: + 0.1° (1 G)
• Specular Reflectance: >0.88
• Slope Error: + 2.25 mr (half cone angle)
-,.1
oo • Design Lifetime: 15 years
• Features
• 19 Hexagonal Panel (456 facets)
• Toroidal Facet Curvature
• Parabolic Mapping
• <2lb. per facet
• SiO2 Protected, Silver Reflective Surface on Graphite Epoxy with A1
Honeycomb
k_ RockwellInternational
• Rocketdyne D_vlsion
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SOLARCONCENTRATORADVANCEDDEVELOPMENT
SIGNIFICANTEVENTS
• RefinedDesignWith SignificantCommonalityof Components
• DemonstratedFabricationand PanelStructuralTest Techniques
• ImprovedBox BeamConstructionTechnique
• RefinedFacetOpticalSpecificationsand Capabilities
.,3
• DemonstratedSeven PanelAssembly/StructuralRepeatability
• DevelopedFabricationMethodsfor Facets HavingA Vapor DepositedReflectiveSurface
• Deliveredto NASAThree Vapor DepositedReflectiveSurfaceFacetsthat had
MeasuredSlope ErrorsLessThan 1.5 mrad
• DemonstratedNineteenPanelAssembly/StructuralRepeatability
#,_ RockwellInterr_tional
ReckeldynQI_vh_oe
FAEEDO,_'
AccomplishmentsIn SD Development
= Module Integration
• Initial release for Hooks and Scars document prepared
• Fine pointing and tracking concept prepared for elevation axis
• Four launch package options defined & prioritized
• SD impact on GN&C in terms of aerodynamics, gyroscopic, &
gravity gradient torques found to be minimal
• Initial module assembly procedure defined
oo • Concentrator
• Latch guide designed, reviewed, and placed in fabrication for
LeRC NBF test (coordinated with JSC Crew & Thermal Sys. Div.)
• NBF hardware fabrication
• Silver-coated, high temperature facet samples produced and met
requirements
• Aluminum coated, high temperature full-size facets produced
• Completed design, fabrication, and testing (optics and
repeatability) of 19-Panel solar concentrator (SCAD)
#_ RockwellIntematior_l
Roc'ketdyneDivhdon •
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AccomplishmentsIn SD Development
(Continued)
• Receiver
• Single canister and breadpan tests show no significant corrosion
between Haynes 188 and Salt (> 14,000 Hrs)
• Single-tube test has verified receiver heat transfer element
performance
oo • Power Conversion Unit
• Engine startup power requirement calculated
• 15kW BRU refurbished and in test at LeRC
. Radiator Assembly
• Hypervelocity test conducted at JSC
• Hypervelocity test articles fabricated for future test at JSC
#_ RockwellInternational
RlocketdVneDivision
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=_ ADVANCED SOLAR DYNAMIC
':_ TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM
_' PRESENTATION
,;_ FOR
"tECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE STATION
EVOLUTION - A WORKSHOP"
JANUARY 16-19, 1990
BY
JAMES CALOGERAS
NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ¢j_,
SOLAR DYNAMICS AND THERMAL SYSTEMS BRANCH _
_1._ %"
ADVANCEDSOLARDYNAMICTECHNOLOGYPROGRAM
• MISSIONSANDSYSTEMSANALYSIS
DETERMINESDPOWERSYSTEMSREQUIREMENTS
CRITICALTECHNOLOGIESWHEREADVANCEMENTLEADSTOLARGEPAYOFF
• ADVANCEDCONCENTRATORS
- MOREEFFICIENT(HIGHERCONCENTRATORRATIOS)
co - AUTODEPLOYABLE(WITHOUTASTRONAUTASSISTANCE)4==
- LONGERSERVICELIFE
• ADVANCEDCONCENTRATORS
- LIGHTERWEIGHT
- MOREEFFICIENT
- SMALLER
• MICROGRAVITYEFFECTS
THELOWGFIELDONORBITHASASIGNIFICANTEFFECTONTHEVOIDSTHAT
FORMINTHEHEATSTORAGEMATERIAL.RESEARCHINLOWGENVIRONMENTS
ISBEINGCONDUCTEDTOLEARNHOWTOAVOIDTHEPROBLEMSWITHVOID
FORMATIONANDMIGRATION.
) I ,
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ADVANCEDSOLARDYNAMICTECHNOLOGYPROGRAM
, SPACECRAFTENVIRONMENT
VARIOUSORBITSHAVEELEMENTS,UCHASAO,UV,CHARGEDPARTICLES,
ETC.,THATA'FI'ACKVARIOUSMATERIALS,THEREBYSHORTENINGTHEIR
SERVICELIFE.ANONGOINGEFFORTISBEINGCONDUCTEDTOIDENTIFY
THOSEMATERIALSTHATAREIMMUNETOTHEENVIRONMENTORMETHODS
TOPROTECTHOSEMATERIALSTHATARE.
• POWERCONVERSIONSUBSYSTEM
TWOHEATENGINECONCEPTSARETHEPRIMECANDIDATESFORCONVERTING
THEFOCUSEDSUNLIGHTINTOELECTRICALENERGY:
- STIRLINGENGINE(ThisengineisunderdevelopmentbyanotherBranchwithin
thePowerTechnologyDivision)
BRAYTONENGINE(Thetechnologyofthisengineismature)
• RADIATORS
ADVANCEDRADIATORSFORSPACEAREBEINGDEVELOPEDFORCSTI
HIGHCAPACITYPOWER.
THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLYBLANK
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ADVANCEDSOLARDYNAMICTECHNOLOGYPROGRAM
0
_- . MISSIONSANDSYSTEMSANALYSIS
= • ADVANCEDCONCENTRATORS
• ADVANCEDHEATRECEIVERS
- CONCEPTS
- THERMALENERGYSTORAGE
• MICROGRAVITYEFFECTS
Ii_ • SPACECRAFTENVIRONMENT_ • POWERONVERSI SUBSYSTEM
_z
- STIRLING
'== - BRAYTON
" RADIATORS• t.r •
ADVANCEDSOLARDYNAMICTECHNOLOGYPROGRAM
GOALS
SPECIFICPOWER
THEELECTRICPOWEROUTPUTPERUNITMASSOFTHETOTALPOWERSYSTEMISANIMPORTANTFIGUREOFMERIT HAT
IMPACTSTHELAUNCHWEIGHTSANDCOSTS.TOLOWERTHESE,BOTHTHEMASSANDEFFICIENCYOFTHESDSYSTEMANDTHE
COMPONENTSOFTHATSYSTEMNEEDTOBEREDUCED.
REDUCTIONOFHEATRECEIVERMASS
SINCEHRWEIGHTISTHELARGESTFRACTIONOFTHEOVERALLSDSYSTEMWEIGHT,ITSREDUCTIONISAPRIMEGOALOFOUR
ACTIVITIES.
REDUCTIONOFCONCENTRATORMASS
co WITHPRESENTTECHNOLOGY,THECONCENTRATORSPECIFICMASS(INCLUDINGTHESUPPORTINGSTRUCTURE)ISMORETHAN
co DOUBLETHEGOALSHOWN.RESULTSTODATESUGGESTTHATTHISGOALISACHIEVABLE,VENFORAUTODEPLOYABLE
CONCENTRATORS.
CONCENTRATORRATIO
THEOVERALLSDSYSTEMEFFICIENCYISINLARGEPARTAFFECTEDBYTHEABILITYOFTHECONCENTRATORTOREFLECTAS
MUCHOFTHEINCOMINGSUNLIGHTASPOSSIBLE(HIGHREFLECTIVlTY)ANDFOCUSITINTOTHESMALLESTPOSSIBLEDIAMETER
(CONCENTRATORRATIO).TOACHIEVEAHIGHCONCENTRATOREFFICIENCY,THEDISHEDSURFACEMUSTCONFORMVERY
CLOSELYTOAPERFECTPARABOLICSURFACE(TOWITHINASLOPEERRORLESSTHAN1.0MILLIRADIAN)ANDMUSTHAVEA
VERYSMOOTHSURFACE(LESSTHAN50TO100ANGSTROMS)WITHAHIGHLYREFLECTIVELAYER(SILVERORALUMINUM).
REDUCTIONOFRADIATORMASS
THESTIRLINGANDBRAYTONENGINESOPERATEMOREEFFICIENTLYATHIGHRATIOSOFTHEINLETEMPERATURETOOUTLET
TEMPERATURE.THELOWERTHEOUTLETEMPERATURE,THELARGERISTHERADIATORAREAREQUIREDTOREJECTHEAT.
(THERADIATORAREAINCREASESA THEFOURTHPOWEROFTHEOUTLETEMPERATURE).LARGE FFICIENTRADIATORSWILL
REQUIRETHEUSEOFHEATPIPESANDVERYLIGHTWEIGHTDESIGN.
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POWER TECHNOLOGYDIVISION
OSPACE I£CHNOI.OGV ,DIR£CTORAr_ Le_| Relnfch Cenkif
ADVANCEDSOLARDYNAMICTECHNOLOGYPROGRAM
GOALS
SPECIFICPOWER 20-25W/kg
Oo
REDUCTIONOFHEATRECEIVERMASSTO 20-33kg/kWe
REDUCTIONOFCONCENTRATORMASSTO 1-2kg/M2
CONCENTRATIONRATIO 2000-5000
2
REDUCTIONOFRADIATORMASSTO 4-5kg/M
(HEATPIPE)
ADVANCEDSOLARDYNAMICTECHNOLOGYPROGRAM
TECHNOLOGYAPPROACH
ADVANCEDCONCENTRATORS
TOMEETTHEGOALSOFLIGHTWEIGHT,HIGHEFFICIENCY,LONGSERVICELIFE,
ANDAUTODEPLOYABILITY,ACTIVITIESAREUNDERWAYTO:
- DEVELOPMETHODSFORINCREASINGTHESURFACECONTOURACCURACY,THE
SURFACESMOOTHNESSANDREFLECTIVITY.
- DEVELOPTHEFABRICATIONTECHNIQUESREQUIREDFOREFFICIENT
CONCENTRATORS.
- IDENTIFYSPACECOMPATIBLEMATERIALTHATWILLRESIST HESPACE
HAZARDSANDRETAINTHEDIMENSIONALSTABILITYNEEDEDFORHIGH
EFFICIENCYANDLONGLIFE.
- IDENTIFYCONCENTRATORCONCEPTSTHATCANBEPACKAGEDINTOA SMALL
VOLUMEFORLAUNCHINGANDTHATAREAUTODEPLOYABLEONORBIT.
l i I I 1 I I t 1 I ! t ! l I ! I I !
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ADVANCEDSOLARDYNAMICTECHNOLOGYPROGRAM
o ADVANCEDHEATRECEIVERS
• TESVOID-MICROGRAVITY.ITSUNDERSTANDINGISKEYTOTHESUCCESSFUL
OPERATIONOFA SALTTESSYSTEM(CURRENTSTATE-OF-THE-ART).EFFORTS
INCLUDEBOTHANALYTICALANDEXPERIMENTALCTIVITIESTOWARDA
TECHNICALUNDERSTANDINGOFTHEPHENOMENONOFVOIDBEHAVIOR
UNDERMICROGRAVITY.
o POWERCONVERSIONSYSTEMS
• A MAJOREFFORTISINPROGRESSATNASA-LEWISTODEVELOPLIGHTWEIGHT,
HIGHEFFICIENCYSTIRLINGENGINEFORUSEINSDSYSTEMS.NOWORKIS
BEINGDONEINSIDENASATOIMPROVETHEBRAYTONENGINE;HOWEVER,DOD
ISSUPPORTINGBRAYTONR&D.
INCREASECONFIDENCE........o
• TECHNOLOGYVERIFICATIONGROUNDEXPERIMENTSAREPLANNEDFORTHE
MAJORCOMPONENTSOFANSDPOWERSYSTEM.
ADVANCEDSOLARDYNAMICTECHNOLOGYPROGRAM
TECHNOLOGYAPPROACH
• ADVANCEDHEATRECEIVERS
THETECHNICALAPPROACHTOADVANCEDRECEIVERSI THEINCORPORATIONF
DESIGNSANDTHEDEVELOPMENTOFMATERIALSDIRECTEDATSMALLER,LIGHT
WEIGHT,ANDMOREDURABLERECEIVERS.
- BULKTESVOLUME(ASOPPOSEDTOSMALLELEMENTS)LESSENSTHENEEDFOR
STRUCTURALSUPPORTSTRUCTUREANDREDUCESRECEIVERMASS.EFFORTS
AREBEINGDIRECTEDTOINCREASETHISVOLUMEWITHOUTSACRIFICINGITS
STORAGEPERFORMANCEORIMPOSINGSTRUCTURALSTRESS.
t_
- TESWITHHIGHTHERMALCONDUCTIVITY,HEATOFFUSIONANDDENSITYSHRINKS
THEVOLUMEOCCUPIEDWITHTHESTORAGEMATERIALANDDECREASESTHE
TEMPERATUREDIFFERENCEWITHINTHETESMATERIAL.TESMATERIALSARE
BEINGINVESTIGATEDTHATHAVETHESEPROPERTIESWITHOUTDETRIMENTAL
EFFECTSUCHASCORROSION.
- CAVITYHEATPIPEDESIGNSINEFFECTDISTRIBUTETHEINCOMINGSOLAR
FLUXTHROUGHOUTTHEINTERIORECEIVERSURFACEATA CONSTANT
TEMPERATURE.THISFEATUREWOULDCONTRIBUTETOEXTENDINGLIFEOF
THERECEIVERSTRUCTURE.THEEFFORTISTODESIGNSUCHHEATPIPES
WITHINTHECONSTRAINTSOFRECEIVERDESIGNSASDESCRIBEDABOVE.
) I ,,
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ADVANCEDSOLARDYNAMICTECHNOLOGYPROGRAM
TECHNOLOGYAPPROACH
• ADVANCEDCONCENTRATORS
-- HIGHEFFICIENCY/ACCURACY(.5-1.50MRAD)
-- NEWFABRICATIONTECHNIQUES
-- MATERIALSSPACECOMPATIBILITY
-- DEPLOYMENTTECHNIQUES
• ADVANCEDHEATRECEIVERS
-- BULKTESVOLUME(ASOPPOSEDTOSMALLELEMENTS)
-- TESWITHHIGHTHERMALCONDUCTIVITY&DENSITY
-- CAVITYHEATPIPEDESIGNS
-- TESVOID-MICROGRAVlTY
• POWERCONVERSIONSYSTEMS
-- INCREASEDEFFICIENCYTHROUGHTECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENT
1) STIRLING- MAJOREFFORTCARRIEDOUTBY
LeRCSTIRLINGBRANCH
2) BRAYTON- CARRIEDOUTOUTSIDEOFNASA
• INCREASECONFIDENCEINRELIABILITY&PERFORMANCEOF
CONCENTRATOR,RECEIVER,PCS,ANDRADIATOR
-- TECHNOLOGYVERIFICATION/VALIDATION
1) EXPERIMENTS&ANALYSIS
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,.--'_ TECHNOLOGYAPPROACH
o THEAPPROACHTOCONCENTRATORDEVELOPMENTCONSISTSOFTWOPARALLEL
-4
EFFORTS:
IDENTIFYINGSUITABLECONCENTRATORFORCONCEPTStW
- IDENTIFYINGSUITABLEREFLECTORCONCEPTSANDMATERIALSFORTHOSE
REFLECTORS.
¢j1
CONCENTRATORCONCEPTSDEVELOPMENT
' THEREAREBASICALLYTWOTYPESOFCONCENTRATORS:
- THEREFLECTINGPARABOLICDISHTYPE
• THEPARABOLICDOMESHAPEFRESNELLLENSTYPE.
!_ THEWORKONADVANCEDAUTODEPLOYABLEPARABOLICDISHCONCENTRATORS
,i__(_. ISCONTINUING.
g,
ADVANCEDSPACECONCENTRATORDEVELOPMENT
REFLECTORCONCEPTSANDMATERIALS
A REFLECTORCONSISTSOFFIVEDIFFERENTLAYERS:
1. ASUBSTRATE:ITISTHEPRIMARYMINORSTRUCTUREONTOWHICHTHEREFLECTING
LAYERISDEPOSITED.CANDIDATESARE:HONEYCOMBSANDWICHPANELS,
LIGHTWEIGHTFOAMSANDWICHPANELS,THINMETALLICORCOMPOSITE
MEMBRANES.
2. A LEVELINGLAYER:USUALLYTHESUBSTRATE,FACEONTOWHICHTHEREFLECTING
LAYERISTOBEDEPOSITEDISNOTSMOOTHENOUGHTOYIELDAHIGHLYSPECULAR
REFLECTINGSURFACE.HENCE,THESUBSTRATEFACEMUSTBESMOOTHEDBY
POLISHINGORAPPLYINGATHIN(5MICRONSTO0.5mm)SMOOTHINGLAYER.
CANDIDATEMATERIALSARE:VERYLOWVISCOSITY/HIGHSURFACETENSION
MONOMERS,POLYMERS,ANDOTHERSIMILARMATERIALS.
_o 3. REFLECTINGLAYER:SILVERANDALUMINUMARETHEMOSTHIGHLYREFLECTIVE
o_ MATERIALS,ILVERBEINGMOREREFLECTIVETHANALUMINUM.SILVER,ONTHE
OTHERHAND,ISEASILYCORRODEDBYTERRESTRIALCONTAINMENTSSUCHAS,
MOISTURE,OXYGEN,ANDOTHERGASES,ANDBYAOINLEO.ALUMINUMISAMUCH
MORERESISTANTMATERIALBECAUSEOFTHEALUMINUMOXIDETHATFORMSON
THESURFACEINTHEPRESENCEOFOXYGEN.
4. THERMAL-PROTECTIVECOATING:USUALLYATRANSPARENTPROTECTIVECOATING
OFSILICONDIOXIDE,ALUMINUMOXIDE,ORBOTHISPUTONTHEREFLECTIVELAYER
TOPROTECTITAGAINSTDAMAGEBYHANDLINGBYAIRBORNGASESANDVAPOERS,
ANDBYATOMICOXYGEN.ATRANSPARENTTHERMALCONTROLCOATINGMAYBE
NEEDEDTOALLOWTHEREFLECTORTOACHIEVETHEDESIREDOPERATING
TEMPERATURE(PREFERABLYABOVETHECONDENSATIONTEMPERATUREOFSPACE
CONTAMINANTS.
5. THERMALCONTROLCOATINGONBACKFORCE:JUSTLIKETHEFRONTFACE,THIS
COATINGISALSOUSEDTOMAINTAINTHEOPERATINGRANGEINTHEDESIRED
. RANGETOPROTECTHESUBSTATEFROMONORBITHAZARDSLIKEAO,UV,ETC.
I , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l I I
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ADVANCEDSPACECONCENTRATORDEVELOPMENT
THERMAL/PROTECTIVE
COATING
REFLECTIVECOATING
LEVELINGCOAT
SUBSTRATE
IDENTIFYTHESUITABLE
THERMALCOATING CONCENTRATORCONCEPT(S)
•TYPE
• PACKAGINGANDDEPLOYMENTSCHEME
IDENTIFYTHESUITABLE • RECEIVERATFACHMENTSTRUCTURE
REFLECTORCONCEPTAND
MATERIALS
. SUBSTRATEYPE
° SURFACESMOOTHINGTECHNIQUES
. SPACECOMPATIBLEMATERIALS
° COATINGSFORPROTECTION&
THERMALCONTROL
DISHEDALLMETALHONEYCOMBSANDWICHPANELS
(FORSPACESOLARCONCENTRATORS)
THESEONEFOOTSQUAREPANELSWEREDEVELOPEDBYTHESOLARKINETICSINC.,DALLAS,TEXAS
UNDERAPHASEI SBIRCONTRACT.THEPHASEII EFFORTISNOWINPROGRESS.THESEPANELSARE
SLIGHTLYDISHEDANDHAVEA FOCAL ENGTHOF20FT. ASSHOWNBYTHECAPTIONSINTHEFIGURE,
EACHPANELISA HONEYCOMBSANDWICHSUBSTRATEWHOSEFACESHEETWASPOLISHEDBUTNOT
OVERCOATEDWITHA REFLECTIVELAYEROFALUMINUMORSILVER.
THISPHOTOSHOWSTHAT:
OO
(1) THESURFACECONTOURGOALOF1MILLIRADWASMET.NOTETHEABSENCEOFA WARPED
REFLECTIONI ANYOFTHEPANELS,
(2) THEWEIGHTGOALOF1TO2 kg/SQ.METERISACHIEVABLEWITHTHESESUBSTRATEPANELS,
(3) ANADEQUATELYSMOOTHSURFACEMAYBEACHIEVABLEWITHTHEELECTROPOLISHING
POLISHINGMETHOD.
OTHERNOTEWORTHYFEATURES:
(1) ALUMINUM&TITANIUMAREIMMUNETOATTACKBYTHESPACEENVIRONMENT,
(2) THEFOCALPOINTDIAMETERWASABOUT2 INCHESDIAMETER.
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DISHEDALLMETALHONEYCOMBSANDWICHPANELS
ml"lEl_,,: _ ALUMINUM m_tlUlU
WEIGHT: 1,1_ 1.1y_ 1.6Kg/mz
ERI!O_ 0`8MRAO 0.7MRAD 0.6 MRAD
FINISH: HAND HANDPOUSHED
!0.012"10.003"i
FACESHEET$;0.00710.003 1/8" HEXCELL_ 0.005"10.005"
CORETYPE: !_" HEXGELL 114" SQUARECELL
FABRICATEDBY: _ . • :
SOLARKINETICS,WC. HONEYCOMBHEXCELL
DALLA41,TEXAS 0.625in. THICK
THISPHOTOILLUSTRATESTWOPOINTS
(1) ACCURATESURFACECONTOURYIELDSA REFLECTED
IMAGEWITHNOIMAGEDISTORTION( OTEREFLECTION
INTHECENTERPANEL).
(2) ANINADEQUATELYSMOOTHSURFACEYIELDSABLURRED
REFLECTEDIMAGE.(COMPARETHEENDPANEL
REFLECTIONWITHTHATOFTHECENTERPANEL.)THIS
RESULTSINAFOCALPOINTWITHALARGEDIAMETER.
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ALUMINUM&TITANIUMHONEYCOMBSANDWICHREFLECTORSUBSTRATES
ADVANCEDHEATRECEIVER DEVELOPMENT
o ADVANCEDRECEIVER TECHNOLOGYVERIFICATION
Two advanced receiver designs are being investigated; one has application
for the Stlrltng engine, the other for Brayton. They both Incorporate many
common features, e.g. bulk TES storage design, heat pipe operation, with Its
common concerns on TES containment and on heat pipe operation throughout the
heating and cooling cycle. But there are important differences also:
-- The Stlrling-Sanders Associates design has a closed receiver volume and
the entire cavity surface is covered with wtcking. Incoming solar heat
is absorbed and transferred by the "dome" to the Interior surfaces
simultaneously to the Stirling engine head and to TES. During shade,
the heat absorbed by the TES provides the source to continue heating the
engine. The choice of the TES material, LiF/CaF2, was due to the
temperature requirements of the Stirling cycle. The technical areas
unique to the Sttrling design that are to be addressed are the dome
design and the wlcklng system.
-- In the Brayton-Sundstrand Corporation design the cavity Is not enclosed
by a "dome". but rather by an inner cylindrical receiver wail. The
transfer medium is also sodium which transfers heat to the heater tubes.
The TES material In this case if LiF which again has been determined by
temperature requirements of the Brayton cycle for this application. The
critical technical areas for Brayton are the TES container design to
minimize the thermal conductivity effects and whether the design wlll
accommodate the TES void when freezing.
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0 SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY
-- Advanced TES Materials -- Ge and NiSi
These materials have the highly attractive properties of high density
and high thermal conductivity. Virtually the only drawback is their
corrosivity to most materials that could be used for containment. Both
Oak Ridge and the University of South Florida are Investigating
candidate container materials.
-- TES/Containment Compatibility
Containment compatibility efforts of fluoride salts and their eutectics
are being undertaken at NASA-LewIs in the Materials Division through
long term exposure experiments.
-- Thermal Conductivity Enhancement
Another In-house effort, this under the Electro-Physics Branch. Is
investigating methods to increase TES thermal conductivity. Corrosion-
resistant graphite fibers constitute one avenue of research.
-- Analytical Support
The Unlversity of South Florida and the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
are both developing analytical codes to describe the effects of TES
materials as they change phase. South Florida's effort is directed
toward evaluating those parameters affecting the temperature variation
of the engine working fluid as the TES material changes phase. ORNL
looks at the basic mechanisms governing void behavior under microgravity
and is entitled "NASA Oak Ridge Void Experiment" or NORVEX.
-- Space Flight Experiment (TEST)
No extended flight data is available for materials undergoing melting
and freezing in mlcrogravity. The TES flight experiment will be the
first attempt to obtain such data. Such data will include thermal data
and visual information on the void and will provide a basis for
verification of the NORVEX code.
\
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Stlrling Cavity Heat Pipe (CHP) Receiver
Sanders Associates, A Lockheed Company - Nashua, Nil
The operation of the CHP receiver is such that incident solar flux
impinges on the underside of the evaporator dome. Because tile internal surface
of the dome is wicked it serves as the heat pipe evaporator during the sun
portion of the orbital cycle. Also, because of the internal wicking the solar
flux is evenly distrihuted throughout the dome thus the occurrence of hot
spots is greatly reduced.
The entire cavity is wicked and the heat pipe transport fluid is sodium.
During the sun portion of the orbit the sodium is evaporated off of the dotl,e
and condenses on the outside surface of the thermal energy storage (TES)
canisters (thus melting the TES material "LIF-CaF2" and storing energy to he
used during the shade portion of the orbit), and the Stlrllng engine heater
head tubes.
The TES material LIF-CaF 2 has a heat of fusion of 753 kJ/kg and its
melting point is 1039 K. During the shade portion of the orbital cycle, heat
is extracted form the TES material, now making the containment canisters the
heat pipe evaporator and providing uninterrupted heat input to the engine for
the entire orbit.
_ This conceptual heat receiver design is currently in the critical
technology evaluation phase. The critical technology issues identifled for the
receiver arez
- thermal ratchetlng
- evaporator dome fabrication
- identification of a wick system
- heat pipe operation
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Cavity Heat Pipe Stirling Receiver
WITH FINNED TUBE/SHELL HEATERHEAD
,o I
• |_RUN$
• HEATE|
TESMOOUL
Brayton Cavity Heat Receiver
Sundstrand Corp.
With the cavity heat pipe heat receiver all of the solar
energy from the concentrator falls on a cylinder that forms the
inner liner of the cavity and acts as a heat pipe evaporator
during the sun portion of the orbital cycle. The energy is
transferred to the sodium heat pipe working fluid by evaporating
the sodium. The energy is then given up as the sodium vapor
condenses on the Brayton engine working gas tubes. Condensation
also occurs on the thermal energy storage (TES) canisters,
storing energy in the TES material for operation during the shade
portion of the cycle.
During the shade portion of the orbital cycle, the TES
canisters act as the heat pipe evaporator, transferring energy to
the Brayton engine working gas tubes thus, providingo
uninterrupted power during the shade portion of the cycle. These
processes take place at very nearly isothermal conditions.
The TES material is lithium fluoride (LiF) which was chosen
because it has a melting point at which the Brayton cycle has
high efficiency, 1122 K and it has a high heat of fusion, 1087
kJ/kg. However, the fluoride salts, such as LiF, have very low
thermal conductivities, resulting in poor heat transfer through
the TES, which in turn, results in high working gas temperature
swings as the system goes from sun to shade and back to sun.
Also, they expand when melting which must be addressed in the
receiver design to prevent canister failure.
Critical technology experiments are underway to determine
designs that minimize the thermal conductivity effects and that
will accommodate the void formed by the decrease in TES material
volume when freezing.
p
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BRAYTON SOLAR RECEIVER
GAS INLET MANIFOLD
F-HOT GAS OUTLET MANIFOLD/
LITHIUM FLUORIDE
o
THERMAL ENERGY
STORAGE CANISTERS
HEATER TUBE
_- APERTURE
SODIUM"'HEAT PIPE"CAVITY
THER.V_ALENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY (TESTI PROJECT
OBJECTIVES
The two objectives of this project are to fill a need that has. to date. been
lacking In understanding the effects of melting and freezing of TES materials
under microgravity.
o Analyses prior to this present effort have been based on simplified,
2-dimensional work. NASA-Lewis contracted with ORNL to develop a code
based on what was regarded as an essential element in receiver
applications -- 3 dimensions, and which would integrate all of the
different thermo-physical aspects involved with melting and freezing.
The code development is to include the condition of mlcrogravlty
o
o The flight program is intended to supply the first experimental data of
TES operation under microgravity. No such information exists. The data
then becomes the reference against which the NORVEX code is compared.
Retrieval of the experiment after flight will provide visual information
as well as thermal data.
ORNL has completed their first effort for both l-g and microgravity and is in
the process of validating the program (checks for internal consistency and for
agreement with known resultsl.
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THERMALENERGYSTORAGETECHNOLOGY
,(TEST)PROJECT
OBJECTIVES
• ANALYSISOF TESMATERIALSBEHAVIOR- NASA/OAKRIDGEk-A
VOIDEXPERIMENT,NORVEX(FUNDEDBY CODERP):
DEVELOPA COMPUTERPROGRAMTOPREDICTRANSIENT
BEHAVIOR(CONTINUOUSANDREPETITIVESOLIDIFICATION/
LIQUlFICATION)OFTESMATERIALS,PARTICULARLYVOID
SHAPEANDLOCATION,UNDERMICROGRAVITY.
• MICROGRAVITYEXPERIMENTS(FUNDEDBY CODERX):
" VERIFYCAPABILITYOFDEVELOPEDCOMPUTERCODETO
PREDICTVOIDLOCATIONANDTHERMALHISTORYOFTES
UNDERGOINGPHASECHANGEINMICROGRAVlTY.
IN-REACH THERMALENERGYSTORAGETECHNOLOGY{"TEST" !
Thermal energy storage is conventionally associated as being an integral part
of the solar receiver, located in the focal region of the concentrator. TES
serves to store heat during the sun period and transfer that heat to the
working fluid during the shade period of an orbit. Better understanding of
the operation of TES is required to meet the advanced solar receiver
objectives of lower mass and longer life. A better understanding involves two
thrusts -- analysis that describes all of the thermo-physical phenomena of TES
undergoing phase change under microgravity, and a flight experiment to verify
the analysis.
The schematic is configuration for experiment #I in which a TES salt, LiF, is
contained in an annular container.
N.il,r_.dAi,ton;JulY-_,_lnd
..;,_..,,^,,,,,,_,_,,,,,oo POWER TECHNOLOG Y DIVISION
Lew,s Research Center
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IN-REACHTHERMALENERGYSTORAGETECHNOLOGY("TEST")
_RESISTANCEHEATER\
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OBJECTIVES
° DEVELOPMENTOF COMPUTER
PROGRAMTO PREDICTTRANSIENT
•" BEHAVIOROF TES MATERIALS
• ' f'P_ ,
.._...._:i--
•' • • °" ,,16,
• VERIFYCAPABILITYOF COMPUTER
CODETO ANALYZETES IN A
MICROGRAVlTYEXPERIMENT
THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE PROJECT
This chart shows the milestone schedule for the TES flight project. Four
experiments are proposed with the first two paired for a single flight and the
second two likewise.
The project is presently in the Engineering Development phase. Flight date
for experiments 1&2 is March 1993 on the Hitchhiker M. Experiments 3&4 follow
a year later. The phases in between are steps which address technical
problems about the experiment itself, then to the flight structure, and
finally launch. Safety is a concern throughout. Reviews are an important
part of the process. The Flight Experiment Review takes place when the
Engineering Development phase has been completed. All questions about the
experiment -- Justification. feasibility, instrumentation -- must be answered
satisfactorily before the project can proceed to the Flight Development phase.
Three reviews -- Preliminary Design Review. Critical Design Review, and the
Flight Readiness Review -- ensure that the entire support structure and
equipment is sound and ready for flight.
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• System Requirementsevolution
• SpaceStationFreedomTimeline
• Development of Technology Selection Criteria
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• Candidate Technologies
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Eo-'-H-_= System RequirementsEvolution
• Changes in load power profile
Classification Item Requirements Flowdown
Low Power, Long Duration Science Instrument Increases energy content
requirement
HighPower,ShortDuration Furnace Increasespower (rate)
requirement
? SatelliteServicing ?
• SpaceStationTime-phasedconstraints
- OtherEPSComponents
- ThermalControlSystem
- DataManagementSystem.....
(_ Ford Aerospace
FREEDOM
Developmentof TechnologySelectionCriteria
• FormulateSpecificGoals,e.g.
• "Identify the most cost-effectiveenergy storage technology
capable of meeting the SpaceStation requirements projected
for the year ....
• "Identify a methodologywhich will:
Provide objectiveassessments;
Maintaindatabasefor future assessments;
II
======================
bO
• Identify Issues, e.g.
• Constraining Characteristics/LifeCycle Costs of Current
Design
- RequirementsEvolutionDefinition
- Adequacy of Technology Assessment
- Obtaining RealisticFigures of Merit for Each Technology
-- Technical Performance
-- Technical Risks
-- Cost (N/R & R)
-- Life Cycle Cost
-- Technology Readiness/Timelines/Margins
- Potential Impact on EPS Components
- Potential Impacton Other Subsystems...... _ FordAerospace
• Transform Issues into Objectives
) P
FREEDOM
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Candidate Energy Storage Technologies
CANDIDATE POTENTIALTECHNICAL BENEFIT SUBSYSTEMSIMPACTED PRINCIPALCOST CONSIDERATION
ADVANCEDNi-H2
Electrochemical Improvements Longer life, higher efficiency Power Source, Thermal Control Replacement cycle
Larger Diameter IPV -10% massreduction @ 200Ah Structures Possibility of reduced number of batteries
CommonPressure Vessel -12% mass reduction@ 200Ah Charge Mgmt; Thermal Control Reduced Complexity
Bipolar -10% mass reduction; -50% vol. reduction Charge Mgmt; Thermal Control Dev/Qual;TCS Interfaces
SODIUMSULFUR Higher Efficiency Pwr Source,Chg Mgmt,TCS, Struc. New Chg Mgmt,TCS; Dev/Qual
-60% mass and 35% vol.reduction; (Low cycle life; TCS)
t--, reduced quantity
t,o LITHIUMSYSTEMS Pwr Source,Chg Mgmt,TCS, Struc. New Chg Mgmt,TCS; Dev/Qual
P" (Low cycle life; TCS)
InorganicCathodes -50% mass & volume reduction
Organic/PolymerCathodes -50% mass & volume reduction
REGENERATIVEFUELCELLS On-boardoxygen & hydrogeninventory Pwr Source, Chg Mgmt,TCS, Struc. New Chg Mgmt,TCS; Dev/Qual
(Low cycle life; TCS; tanks)
Hydrogen/Oxygen
Low Temperature(80°C) ~50% mass reduction
HighTemperature(1000°C) Higher Eft.; -65% mass reduction
Hydrogen/Halogen Higher Efficiency
KINETICENERGY Extended life Pwr Source,Chg Mgmt, TCS, Strut. Storage Mgmt; Dev/Qual
Flywheel (Bearings; slow response time)
v . ".... r ........... l
Ford Aerospace
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_,,tarArraysA.._ MiniatureCassegrainianConcentratorConcept_olar Arra_,s
_olar Arrays
IncidentLight Primary
• Requiredcellareareducedby99% ',1 Reflector
• Permitscost-effectiveuseof
high-efficiencysolarcells
13mm
• Providespotentialforsignificantreduction Secondary
inarraycostandarea Reflector
• Haslowprofile(13mm)which Light
permitsefficientstowage Catcher GaAsSolarCell
Solar ArraYs
so_._A_s MCC Elemento PanelIntegration
_5olar Arrays
k-a
1'0
,,_,_.,.__,..<_ FoldedBoxBeamDeployment
olar ArraYs
o_._a,,.,_ of MCCArraySub.Wingolar Arrays
Space
Station "_
Structure /'--- DeployedSub-Wing/
k--l
t'_
PanelJ PartiallyDeployed
Sub-Wing
StowedSub-Wing_ BoxBeam
Mast
StowedSub-Wing
oi;_,r A1"r_J(,'_
_olar ArraYs
_olar ArraYs
_olar ,_rra_s 100-KWMCCArraySystemAnalysisSummary
:)olar Arrays
I ,--RSS of Worst-CaseErrors
Rangeof I I "
NominalOperation _ J/ FPredicted Performance
1.0_:'_......................................._ _ .............................._.........................." ._"'_ '_ _ Pointing Pointing
...._............. _.......... _._+_._:<_:.:_:_:_:_::::_:.:_:_:_._.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. ,............... .....<.:.:_:_,::<.:
° I: I ..........Component (Degrees)0.9t.I.
o Thermal
m" _ Distortion + 0.2
IE 0.8
o
_. 0 I I I I I I I I J I I I I I I I Manufacturing* -+0.8
t_3 0 1.0 2.0 '
Total ElementPointingError(Degrees) Control
Sensing +_0.1
F PointofWorstCase
Distortion Dynamic**
Distortion + 0.7
T BOLPower: 100 KVV SUM 1.8
98FT
Performance: 160 W/mz
28 W/kg ess 1.1
*Worst-Case Sum
I*"38 FT"*1 ReferencePoint **Worst-CaseCr wMotion(NotTzmePhased)
_,_ 1993Technology
1989Technology • 240W/m2
• 160W/mZ • 82 W/kg
• 28 W/kg Lightweight
Optics 1991Technology
• 160W/mz
• 55W/kg
............. , _- T,
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High Efficiency Low Cost GaAs/Ge Cell Technology
Frank Ho
Applied Solar Energy Corporation
Technology for Space Station Evolution Workshop€.O
January 16-19, 1990
Dallas, Texas
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HIGH EFFICIENCY, LOW COST GaAs/Ge SOLARCELLS
• Performance Comparison
- Beginningof Life
-- End of Life
-- Panel Level
co
• Cost Comparison
-- Solar Cell $/W
- Relative Area/W
• AF MANTECH Status
• Technology Trend
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ADVANTAGES OF Ge
• Ge stronger than GaAs, therefore suited to larger, thinner cells
• Ge wafer 40% cheaper than GaAs
• Higher mechanical yield
• Same high efficiency as GaAs (inactive junction) or potentially
higher efficiency (approaching cascade cell)
'.-.':::.'.', APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORPORATION
I
COMPARISON OF TYPICAL PRODUCTION CELLS FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS
Thick- BOL, AMO BOL, AMO EOL, 1 MeV Electron
ness EFF, 28 o EFF, 60 °C EFF, 600 C, (%) AMO
Type Resistivity (mils) (%) (%) 3 x 1014 1 x 1015
2 ohm-cm
8 13.4 11.47 9.5 8.37BSR¢o
b_
10 ohm-cmSilicon
BSR 8 12.5 10.82 9.4 8.38(2 x 4 cm)
10 ohm-cm 8 * 14.8 12.81 9.5 8.20
BSR/R
2.5 13.5 11.69 9.8 8.60
GaAs .001ohm-cm 3.5- 18 16.85 14.83 12.8
(2x4cm) GaAs/Ge 12
* Space Station type solar cell, BOL EFF 14.2%
, !
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PANEL LEVEL COMPARISONS
CELL RADIATION* EOL EOL
CELL TYPE BOL EFFJ THICKNESS FACTOR W/Kg W/m2
% Mils
Rigid Standard Panel GaAs/GaAs 18 12 .83 28 181
Rigid Light Panel GaAs/GaAs
18 8 .83 82 181
or GaAs/Ge
c_c_ Rigid Light Panel GaAs/Ge 18 3 .83 118 181
Flex Array GaAs/Ge 19 3 .83 294 191
APSA Flex Array GaAs/Ge 19 3 .83 304 191
Rigid Light Panel Si 14 3 .82 103 139
Flex Panel Si 14 8 .76 152 13_0(Large Cells)
APSA Flex Array Si 14 2.2 .82 346 139
*After3x 1014 1MeVelectrons/cm2
No temperature corrections (all 28 ° C)
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PRODUCTION HISTORY
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APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORPORATION
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE AND COST, SILICON vs GaAs CELLS
Relative Cost Operating T and Radiation
(/cm2) 3 x 10 14 1 MeV Electror
Thick- Relative
Cell ness Array Oper. Cell * Cost/W Relative
Types (Size) Type o/_s/E Temp. Cell Stack Array** (Cell Stack) Area/W
Silicon
2ohm-cm 8rail Rigid .68/.81 60 1.0 1.0 0.98 1.0 1.0
BSR (2x4)
Silicon
Ol
Space Sta. 8 mil Flex .65/.87 54 1.75 0.8 .........
I 0 ohm-crr
BSF/R, WT (8x8)
GaAs/Ge 8mil Rigid .87/.81 80 10 2.7 1.42 1.40 0.51
(2x4)
GaAs/Ge 3.5 mil Rigid .87/.81 80 12 3.0 --- 1.45 0.51
(2x4)
* Cell Stack: solar cell, cover, interconnect and substrate
** TRW's data
APPLIED SOLAR ENERGY CORPORATION
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AF MANTECH PROGRAM
HIGHEFFICIENCY, RUGGED GaAs/Ge CELLS
OBJECTIVES:
• Develop manufacturing technology for high efficiency (>18% AMO)
lightweight (<0.05 gm/cm2 ), large area (>__4x4 cm2 ),
space qualified GaAs/Ge cells.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
co
O_
• Demonstrated MOCVD growth, cell thinning and processing capable
of .meeting all goals above
• 4 cm x 4 cm cells, <4 mils thick exceeded 19% and 6 cm x 6 cm exceeded 17%
• Major space qualification tests completed
• Demonstrating and testing welded or soldered panel technology on
lightweight substrates
• Developing high temperature contact system
I '! I I ] ! ' I l _ I 1 _ 1 I /
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SOLAR CELL TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
• Development of large scale, reliable MOCVD reactors for growth of thin films
• Thin, rugged GaAs/Ge replaced GaAs/GaAs cells
e*,
• High efficiency (71>18%), thin GaAs/Ge cell will provide much
improved specific power performance
• Manufacturing cost of GaAs/Ge cell will be further reduced as demand increases
co
-.3
• Tight process control, quality management and automation are needed
for advanced production cells
• Solar cells will continue to be "tailor-made" to meet various
environment and mission requirements
• BOL, 1 sun AMO, 28° C efficiency in early 19 9 0's
- Silicon n>17%
-Single junctionGaAs _>20%
-Two junction cascade rt>24%
• For significantly improved manufacturing technology, must have
sustained demand. For few large production runs, return on
investment not assured
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GR 0 WING THE SPACE
°o_ S TA TION'S ELE CTRICALp_
-__ POWER PLANT7_Q
GALE R. SUNDBERG
NASA LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44135
!
_. TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE STATION EVOLUTION
A WORKSHOP
I".
DALLAS, TEXAS _ _ _.
GROWINGTHESPACESTATION'S
ELECTRICALPOWERPLANT
GALER.SUNDBERG
NASALEWISRESEARCHCENTER
CLEVELAND,OHIO44135
SUMMARY
Forovera decadeNASALeRChasbeendefining,demonstratingandevaluatingpower
electronic omponentsandmulti-kilowatt,multiplyredundant,electricalpowersystemsas
,_, partof ourOASTcharter. Whetherwe consideraircraft(commercialtransport/military),
"_ SpaceStationFreedom,GrowthStation,launchvehicles,or the newHumanExploration
Initiativeourconclusionsremainthesame:highfrequencyACpowerdistributionandcontrol
is superiorto allotherapproachesforachievinga FAST,SMART,SAFE,VERSATILE,and
GROWABLEelectricalpowersystemthatwillmeetawiderangeof missionoptions.
Tomeethecostandoperabilitygoalsoffutureaerospacemissionsthatrequiresignificantly
higherelectricalpowerandlongerdurations,wemustlearnto integratemultipletechnologies
inwaysthatenhanceoverallsystemsynergisms.ThispaperwillchallengethewayNASAis
doingbusinessinspaceelectricpowerandproposesomeapproachesforevolvinglargespace
vehiclesandplatformsinwellconstructedstepsto providesafe,groundtestable,growable,
smartsystemsthatprovidesimple,replicativelogicstructures,whichenablehardwareand
softwareverification,validationandimplementation.
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AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGV DIRECrORATE Lewis Research Cenler
UTILITYPOWERFORTHESPACEFRONTIER
• SPACEINFRASTRUCTUREQUIRES
COMMONALITYWITHDIVERSITY
,, SPACESTATIONIS FIRSTSTEP
• TECHNOLOGYNEEDEDNOWTO
SETSTANDARDS .-_
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t APPROACH:
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• INCREASINGLYSOPHISTICATED
KNOWLEDGE-BASEDDESIGNS
• PROOF-OF-CONCEPTON EPS TESTBEDS
SIGNIFICANCE:
/ * ENHANCEDCREWEFFICIENCY THROUGHFASTERPOWEROPERATIONSDECISIONS
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FUNDAMENTALSYSTEMREQUIREMENTS
• MUSTMEETMISSIONREQUIREMENTS
- RATEDPOWER,GOODAVAILABILITY
ACCOMMODATEVARYINGLOADPROFILES
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WHY MODULARITY
• VHSIC, ADVANCED VLSI CHIPS DRIVING THE POWER SUPPLY FUNCTION
TO BECOME HIGHLY DISTRIBUTED
• POWER CABLING WITHIN THE RACKS LESS COMPLEX AND LOWER IN MASS
• LESS MASS AND LOSS ESPECIALLY FOR 5V DISTRIBUTION FOR ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
• MODULES CAN BE DESIGNED USING HIGH INTERNAL SWITCHING FREQUENCIES;
THE RESULT IS LOWER MASS AND VOLUME AND HIGHER RELIABILITY
ol
...,3
• MODULAR DESIGN PROVIDES EFFICIENCY ADVANTAGES AT PARTIAL LOADS
• MODULARITY ALLOWS GRACEFUL DEGRADATION
• EXTRA REDUNDANCY CAN BE ADDED WITH SMALL INCREASE IN MASS
• MODULARITY WILL PERMIT STANDARDIZATION AND COMMONALITY;
DIVERSIFIED POWER SUPPLY EFFORTS WOULD BE TOO COSTLY
OVERVIEW
• MODULARITY OPENS THE DOOR TO STANDARDIZATION OF POWER
SUPPLIES, COMMONALITY, AND SUBSTANTIAL COST SAVINGS
• THE DEVELOPMENT OF STANDARDIZED SPACE QUALIFIED POWER
SUPPLY BUILDING BLOCK MODULES CAN BENEFIT THE SPACE
STATION PROGRAM, FUTURE SPACECRAFT, AND THE NEW MOON
AND MARS INITIATIVES
oo • HYBRIDIZED, HIGH SWITCHING FREQUENCY MODULES CAN
IMPROVE EFFICIENCY, SAVE MASS, INCREASE RELIABILITY AND
REDUCE POWER SUPPLY COSTS SIGNIFICANTLY
• TWO SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS ARE DISCUSSED:
A) USER END DC/DC POWER SUPPLIES
B) BULK CONVERTERS
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INTRODUCTION
TARGET APPLICATIONS
(DISCUSSIONOFVlEWGRAPH6)
SpaceStationFreedomcost modelsshowthatthe lifecyclecost of a kilowattof power installedis on
the orderof twentymilliondollars. At matureoperations,the stationwill use hundredsof powersupplies
to feed housekeepingand user loads. Proposedstandardmodulardc powersuppliescan provide
significantcost, mass,andefficiencysavingsfor the program.
Thedevelopmentof a smallnumberof standardspacequalifiedpowersupplieswith the Space Stationas an
initialconsumermayhavea significantbenefitto futurespacecraftand the new Moonand Marsinitiatives.
To the usersof the Station,the newapproachwill permitthe use of "distributed"powersupplydesignwith the
userableto specifyjust what is neededanduse it onlywhereneeded. The cost of user powersupplies
maybe$70to $80 million;R&Dto reduceit maybeworthwhile.
The modulardesignapproachcan also providebenefitsto the bulk conversionapplication.The proposeddesign
incorporatesmultiplemodularconvertersin the primary/secondarybus interfacethat can providesignificant
cost,mass,efficiency,and reliabilityimprovementsfor the programwhile meetingthe design requirements.
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POWER SUPPLIES FOR FREEDOM
• USER-END POWER SUPPLIES ON FREEDOM FOR HOUSEKEEPING
AND PAYLOADS
• APPROX. 2000 POWER SUPPLIES OF FLIGHT HARDWARE
• ESTIMATE MORE THAN 5000 UNITS OF NON-FLIGHT HARDWARE FOR
DEVELOPMENT WORK
• ESTIMATED COST IN EXCESS $80 MILLION FOR FLIGHT AND
DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE
FOCUS ON DC POWER SUPPLIES
• HALF OF ALL POWER SUPPLIES (APPROX. 1000) FEED DC LOADS
• 5, _+15,28 VOLTS ARE TYPICAL OUTPUT VOLTAGES
• BULK CONVERTER UNITS (DC TO DC CONVERTER UNIT, DDCU)
• 12.5 kW UNITS INTERFACE 160V POWER SUPPLY BUSES TO 120V
DISTRIBUTION BUSES
• 28 UNITS, 350 kW ONLINE CAPACITY AT ASSEMBLY COMPLETE
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MODULARITY CONCEPT
(DISCUSSIONOFVIEWGRAPHS7,8, AND9)
Manufacturersof powersuppliesfor spaceapplicationshave used modulardesignsbeforeto minimize
t
the developmentcostsof unitsof differentsize. Loral,for.example,hasbuilt half, one,andtwo kilowatt
units using250 W modules.The EuropeanandJapanesepartnersof SpaceStationFreedomhave been
consideringthe useof two to fourkW dc/dcconvertermodulesto build largerconvertersinterfacingthe
stationpowerdistribution.These unitsare basedupondiscreteelectricalcomponents.
Recently,developmentsin hybridizedpowersuppliesusing highswitchingfrequenciesin the 100kHzto 10 MHz
rangeprovidethe basis for pushingthis modulardesignapproachmuchfurtherwith significantadvantages.
O_
Several20 to 250 Wdc/dcconvertersdesignshavebeendevelopedat MIT,CALTECH,VPI,AT&Tand
otherplacesandsomeare now availableviatheir industrialpartners.These designsare verycompact
and have beenhybridized.None are spacequalifiedyet. If used as buildingblocks,theyoffer many
advantagesnot feasiblein the discretecomponentdesignscited above.
Noneof theseunitshavebeen spacequalified;the proposeddevelopmenteffort, therefore,is necessary.
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MODULARITY CONCEPT
• CONCEPT: BUILD DC POWER SUPPLIES USING SMALL,
HIGH-SWITCHING-FREQUENCY HYBRIDIZED MODULES.
• TECHNICALAND ECONOMICFACTORS
• EFFICIENCY
• RELIABILITY
• EMI
• FLEXIBILITY
• CONTROL
• APPLICATIONSAND BENEFITS
• MASS
• COST
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SIZE COMPARISON OF PRESENT
AND PROPOSED DESIGN
I..e. 16.25-
"X 1.5"
3" 1/2" "x,
PROPOSED 100 W JPL-NSCAT INSTRUMENT (1989)
STATE-OF-THE-ART 120 W POWER SUPPLY
MODULE DISCRETE COMPONENT
EFFICIENCY
(DISCUSSION OF VIEWGRAPHS 10, 11, AND 12)
Efficiency is perhaps the most important consideration. One kW of installed capacity of the Space Station amounts
to approximately twenty million dollars of Life Cycle Costs (LCC). Thus, a one percent increase in the efficency
of the proposed 100 Watt converter costing about $10,000 may save twice that in LCC. In design, every effort
should be made to increase the efficiency of the module as well as the whole converter.
Because the final rectification stage of a module results in a voltage drop, the efficiency of the module is a sensitive
function of its output voltage. Viewgraph 11 shows the efficiency of state of the art modules as a functien of the
output voltage. The same viewgraph shows that if techniques such as synchronous rectification and design
optimization are applied, higher efficiencies in the shaded band can be achieved. It is sufficient to see in this
overview that a 2% to 4% improvement in efficiency may be feasible, assuming that about 37.5 kW of the station
power goes to dc loads. This improvement in the efficiency is equivalent to 0.75 to 1.5 kW power savings or a life
oo cycle cost benefit of 15 to 30 million dollars.
Another aspect of modular design is the improvement in the efficiency at partial loads. A typical efficiency curve for
a power converter is shown in Viewgraph 12; the efficiencies at partial and "keep alive" levels of operation are
quite low due to high parasitic light load losses. If a modular design is used in which a provision is made to turn off
the unloaded modules, the synthesized efficiency-load characteristics would look like that shown in Viewgraph 12.
Operationat partial load and at "keep warm" levels are quite common. Measureable savings can be made
in the parasitic losses at lightly loaded conditions.
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EFFICIENCY
• INCREASES IN EFFICIENCY OCCUR AT TWO LEVELS:
• AT THE MODULE LEVEL 2% - 4% INCREASE
OVER CURRENT PRACTICE
• AT THE BULK CONVERSION LEVEL 2% - 4% SYSTEM
EFFICIENCY INCREASE DUE TO IMPROVED EFFICIENCY
i_,
_ AT PARTIAL LOADS BY SWITCHING OFF UNLOADED
MODULES
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RELIABILITY
(DISCUSSION OF VIEWGRAPH 13)
The reliabilityof a powerconversionsubsystemis dependentof the followingelementsof design:
1)Thermalstress;2) Electricalstress;3) Partscountandcomplexity;4) Selectionof parts(classof part).
Improvedreliabilityis dependentuponthermalstress.Operaiingtemperatureof a powerconversiondevice
isdependenton heatdissipation,massradiatingarea,andcooling methods.Inherently,the smallersize of
hybridsgives the designerthe flexibilityto optimizethe size for cooling effectiveness.Hybridizedpower
convertermoduleshavea low profilemakingit easierto removeheat;coolerjunctiontemperaturesadd
significantlyto the lifeof the circuit.
We haveseen earlierthat as the switchingfrequencyincreases,the sizesof the inductorsandcapacitors
decreases.Onebenefitof smallersize is that it permitsuse of highlyreliableceramiccapacitorsinsteadof
tantalumcapacitors.
I--L
•"_ Althoughit remainsto beshown,the improvementsmaybe so substantial(upto 250,000hrs MTBF)that from ab3
reliabilitypointof view,the hybridcircuit maybetreatedas a single part. If this is demonstrated,the reliability
of the wholepowerdistributionsystemcan be improvedsignificantly.
Largerpowerconvertersbuilt by parallelingsmallermoduleshave inherentfault tolerancecapability.
The failureof a moduleneednot causethe failureof the whole unit. In spaceapplicationsrequiring
redundancy,the modularapproachprovidessome elegantlow mass, highefficiencydesignoptions.
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RELIABILITY
• CERAMIC FILTER CAPACITORS FOR HIGH FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
ARE MORE RELIABLE THAN TYPICALLY USED TANTALUM CAPACITORS
• HYBRID CONSTRUCTION HIGHLY RELIABLE
• HIGHER EFFICIENCY AND LOW PROFILE CAN IMPROVE THERMAL CONTROL
I,..=
"_ • MODULARITY PROVIDES GRACEFUL DEGRADATIONGO
• BUILT-IN SPARES CAN PROVIDE ADDITIONAL REDUNDANCY
EMI CONTROL
(DISCUSSIONOFVlEWGRAPH14)
The EMIstandard(MIL-STD-461B)placesabsolutelimitson powerlinecurrentsas a functionof frequency
irrespectiveof the power ratingor voltageof the power.converter.The permissibleconductedcurrent
decreasesby 30dBs/decadeto 2 MHzand then remainsconstant.
It is easierto designa lowpowermoduleto meetthe EMIspecificationsthan a highpowerunit because
of the lowerbuscurrentand resultinglowerconductedEMI current.When multiplemodulesare placed in
parallel,care mustbetaken to ensurethat the currentsdo not exceedthe EMI limits.Synchronizingthe
moduleshelps reducethe generatedEMIcurrents.If all modulesused in a large systemlike the Space
•_ Stationare designedto use the sameswitchingfrequency,say, 100 kHz,or multiplesthereof, synchronization
can be easily implemented.
Numerouscommercialhybridpowersupplymodulevendorsindicatecompliancewith various EMI specifications
includingMIL-STD-461B.Due to highswitchingfrequencies,smallEMI filters are required.
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EMI CONTROL
• PROTOTYPE MODULES HAVE ALREADY SHOWN COMPLIANCE WITH
MIL-STD-461B
• MODULES CAN BE SYNCHRONIZED TO ENHANCE EMI CONTROL
-,.,1
ol
• SMALL EXTERNAL FILTERS CAN PROVIDE FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS
MASS AND VOLUME REDUCTION
(DISCUSSION OF VIEWGRAPH 15)
Dr. C_k of Cal Tech pointsout that a rough figure of merit for current switching rate capability of semiconductors
is the product of power and switching frequency. For a given power level, progressively higher frequencies lead
to smaller magnetics and overall mass. Although precise comparisons based upon the figure of merit cannot be
made from available product data, because a modular design would not necessarily use individual casings for
each module, and because frequency of operation would be higher, the mass of the modular design is expected
to be less compared to a single unit design.
A higher figure of merit tends to represent a lower mass. Although the improvements do not continue with ever
increasing frequency, the present state-of-the-art permits the use of frequencies up to 2 MHz, although some
designs as high as 10 MHz have been prototyped.
Mass and volume improvements are possible because high switching frequencies require physically smaller filters.
Some of the mass reduction provided by the modular design approach can be used to further improve the efficiency.
This can be accomplished by slightly larger magnetics which may reduce hysteresis losses, or by increasing
redundancy by using an increased number of units in parallel. Also some mass and volume savings can be traded
to get better heat removal and to add redundant units to increase reliability and fault tolerance.
\ \ I
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MASS AND VOLUME
e HIGHER SWITCHING FREQUENCIES LEAD TO LOWER POWER
SUPPLY MASS
• HIGHER SWITCHING FREQUENCY AND HYBRIDIZATION LEADS
TO COMPACT SIZE
,..-3
• ESTIMATES OF MASS SAVINGS WILL BE DISCUSSED FOR
EACH APPLICATION
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USER POWER SUPPLIES
APPLICATIONCHARACTERISTICS
(DISCUSSIONOF VIEWGRAPH16)
Advancedhighdensitycomponents(e. g. VHSIC)and interconnectiontechnologiesforcethe power
conditioningfunctionto becomehighlydistributedthroughoutthe entireelectronicssystem.
Futuresystemswill containincreasednumbersof powerconditioningmodules,each of which
processessmalleramountsof powerand is locatedcloserto the electronicload circuitsthat it powers.
The Moduleoutput powerwill be as required.
The advantagesof distributedpower include:a) Reductionin the complexityof systemwiring and associated
_, shieldedcables;b) Eliminationof voltagedrop associatedwith distributionfrom a central powerconverter,Oo
i especiallyat lowerinput voltages;c) Improvedreliability,reducedcommonmode noise; d) Elimination
of resonancesin cablesand;e) Improvedtransientresponsedue to high frequencyconverterswitching.
A numberof controland safetyfeaturescanbe easilybuilt-ininto the modules.This furtherenhancesthe
usefulnessof the powersuppliesto the endusers.
\
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USER POWER SUPPLIES
APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS (Cont'd)
(DISCUSSION OF VIEWGRAPH 16)
The usage of 120 Vdc distribution inside the racks would result in, a smaller cables mass. When parallel
power supply modules are used, only the number of units required by the load will be turned on. This will
result in higher efficiency and lower parasitic losses.
These modules can be controlled via a IEEE-1553B bus interface. They can operate over the broad input voltage
range specified and provide the necessary isolation to the load. They can provide current limiting, soft start,
and short circuit protection. These power supply modules can be used as a single power unit and in addition
oo multiple units can be utilized for bulk converters interfacing primary and secondary distribution.
APPLICATION CHARACTERISTICS
• TAILOR POWER SYSTEM USING COMMON POWER SUPPLY COMPONENTS
WHERE THEY ARE NEEDED
• DISTRIBUTED POWER SUPPLIES
• BOARD LEVEL POWER SUPPLIES OPTIMIZE POWER DISTRIBUTION
• LOWER MASS AND WIRING COMPLEXITY DUE TO 120V DISTRIBUTION
IN THE RACKS
• USE ONLY WHAT IS NEEDED
• SPECIAL FEATURES: MODULES CAN PROVIDE
I--L
oo • IMPROVED PROTECTION CHARACTERISTICS
• CURRENT LIMITING CAPABILITY
• IMPROVED SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION
• IMPROVED TRANSIENT RESPONSE
• SAFETY CHARACTERISTICS
• ELECTRICAL ISOLATION
• ABILITY TO HANDLE INPUT VOLTAGE VARIATION
• CONTROLLABILITY
• DIGITAL CONTROL AND IEEE-1553 BUS INTERFACE
j 1 i I I 1 I I I I ) ! I I I I I I I
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USER POWER SUPPLIES
MASS AND COST BENEFITS
• MASS REDUCTION
• ESTIMATE 1000 Ib MASS SAVINGS
• EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT
• 2 TO 4% IMPROVEMENT TRANSLATES TO 0.75 TO 1.5 kW
POWER DELIVERED (ESTIMATE BASED UPON DELIVERED
POWER SUPPLIES FOR DC LOADS ONLY)
OO
¢o
• COST BENEFITS
• APPROX. $3.75 TO $5 MILLION DUE TO MASS REDUCTION
(AT $5000/Ib)
• APPROX. $15 TO $30 MILLION LIFE CYCLE COST BENEFIT
DUE TO HIGHER EFFICIENCY (AT $20 MILLION/kW)
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BULK CONVERTER APPLICATIONi...a.
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BULK CONVERTER APPLICATION
"O
• MODULAR DESIGN
• ONE FOR ONE REPLACEMENT OF BULK CONVERTERS (DDCUs)r--
2
Z
O
-_ • A SWITCHING MATRIX IS USED WITH MODULAR CONVERTERS TO"11
r- _. REDUCE BOX COUNT
Ill -_
1
PRESENT ARCHITECTURE [SPACE STATION FREEDOM (SSF) ELECTRICAL
POWER SYSTEM (EPS)]
(DISCUSSION OF VIEWGRAPH 19)
VG-19 shows the present concept of the SSF EPS architecture in-board of the alpha gimbal. The power
rating of SSF is 37.5 kW generated by photovoltaic panels. The spacecraft is divided into two separate
18.75-kW distribution systems. Primary power is generated at 160 Vdc. In the present baseline, four
main bus switching units (MBSUs), one in each quadrant of the EPS network, control the distribution
of power to the elements of Space Station Freedom. The four MBSUs supply 160-Vdc power to
28 dc-to-dc Converter Units (DDCUs) that interface with the loads via dc Power Distribution Control
Units and with other devices.
p-L
oo Twenty eight buses in the space station's utility tray provide the interface between the four MBSUs
oo
and the 28 DDCUs. The DDCUs are associated with the loads and mounted on or near them.
A single dedicated dc bus feeds each DDCU.
The DDCUs convert 160-Vdc power to regulated 120 Vdc. Each is rated at 12.5 kW, and provides
electrical isolation between the 160-Vdc bus and the 120-Vdc bus.
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BULK CONVERTER APPLICATION
PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
DDCUs- 28BOXES
ALPHA GROWTH INSTALLEDCAPACITY
350kW
PMAD PALLETJ
I PMAD PALLET
J PDGF (TYP)GROWTH _ (_ ALPHA
PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE [SPACE STATION FREEDOM (SSF) ELECTRICAL
POWER SYSTEM (EPS)]
(DISCUSSION OF VIEWGRAPHS 20, 21)
The proposed architecture is similar to the present one, except for the location and design approach to
the utilization of the DDCUs.
VG-20 depicts the proposed EPS architecture. The DDCUs are shown adjacent to the MBSUs.
This is a significant change, reflecting their proposed relocation on the central EPS PMAD pallet
instead of on the surface of modules and nodes. By locating the DDCUs in a single envelope,
_, see VG-21, flexibility is gained in sizing the units. Instead of each DDCU being dedicated to a
single fixed module, node, or pallet, the DDCUs are available to be switched selectively to any
combination of buses, as the need arises. The details of this design are provided below.
As in the present architecture, the proposed centralized DDCUs are internally modularized.
Of these, approximately one-half are active at any given time; the others are "connected"
spares (usually turned off).
Individual moduleswithin the DDCU (DDC module) may be sized in the range of 250 W to 5 kW.
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PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE [SPACE STATION FREEDOM (SSF) ELECTRICAL
POWER SYSTEM (EPS)] (Cont'd)
(DISCUSSION OF VIEWGRAPHS 20, 21)
The approach, see VG-21, is to use multiple DC/DC converter modules instead of a single
12.5-kW interface DC/DC converter. By using switches, these modules can be switched
to a desired secondary bus and provide the desired power requirements to a particular
load. A failure of a single module does not impair power rating, as a replacement
redundant module is switched into service. The result of this technique is to provide
high levels of reliability without requiring the required installed kilowatt capacity of a
c.O
single large interface DDCU. The reduction in installed DDCU capacity will result in a
relatively proportional mass reduction. In line with the reduction in active DDCU
capacity, the part load losses are expected to be proportionally reduced, resulting in
improved EPS efficiency and reduced cost.
BULK CONVERTER APPLICATION
PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE
199 991 DDCUs: 4 TO 8 BOXES
_/_ _j i_,_L 150-200 kW INSTALLED
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MODULAR ARRANGEMENT FOR BULK
CONVERTERS
DDOJ
...................................... 7 - 120VDC
MODULE1 BUSSES
DOC SWITCHING r--i 120VDC
,,ovoc, ,
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• MODULE2
DDC SWITCHING_ 120VDC
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• MODULEN
DDC SWITCHING 120VDC
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DOCU- DC/DCBULKCONVERTERUNIT
DOC - DC/DCCONVERTER
SW - SWITCH
MASS AND EFFICIENCY
• MODULAR BULK CONVERTER (DDCU) DESIGN
• EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT 2% - 4% RESULTING
IN 0.75 TO 1.5 kW ADDED POWER DELIVERED
• WITH SWITCHING MATRIX AND CHANGES IN BUS ARCHITECTURE
t-a
€..O
• MASS REDUCTIONS OF MORE THAN 1500 Ibs.
• BOX COUNT REDUCED FROM 28 TO 4 TO 8
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COST REDUCTIONS IN
BULK CONVERTER APPLICATION
• MASS AND EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENTS REDUCE COSTS
• $7.5 MILLION SAVINGS FROM MASS REDUCTIONS
• $15 TO $30 MILLION LIFE CYCLE COST REDUCTION DUE
TO IMPROVED EFFICIENCY (THIS REFLECTS 37.5 kW ADDITION)
• OPTIMIZED, STANDARDIZED, AND SPACE QUALIFIED MODULES
REDUCE DEVELOPMENT COSTS COMPARED TO NONSTANDARDIZED¢..TI
DESIGNS
• RELIABILITY INCREASES REQUIRE LESS LOGISTICS, ON-ORBIT
STORAGE, AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
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RECOMMENDATION TO OAST
• FUND JOINT DEVELOPMENT EFFORT LeRC-JPL
• JPL MODULE DEVELOPMENT
• LeRC: PACKAGING DEVELOPMENT
• DEVELOP SPACE QUALIFIED 10W THROUGH 250W MODULES
• 2 TO 4% HIGHER EFFICIENCY THAN EXISTING UNITS
• STATE-OF-THE-ART SWITCHING FREQUENCY
• COMPLIANT WITH REQUIREMENTS OF SPACE STATION
• DEMONSTRATE PARALLEL OPERATION
'". • DEVELOP CONTROL LOGIC
• DEVELOP BREADBOARDSAND DEMONSTRATEI--Aoo_ PARALLEL OPERATION
r,-_._j_ • DEMONSTRATE PERFORMANCE OVER THE FULL RANGE
-,,j OF DESIGN LOADS
• DEMONSTRATE BULK CONVERTER ARRANGEMENT
• MULTIPLE-MODULE, MULTI BUS CONFIGURATION
• ELECTRICAL ISOLATION
• FAULT TOLERANCE
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO
THIS WORKSHOP
• PLACE HIGH PRIORITY ON THE PROPOSED MODULAR
POWER SUPPLY DEVELOPMENT EFFORT
• EMPHASIZE BOTH END-APPLICATIONS
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Powerplant locations
need to be assessed
• Integratedwith Space Station
" * Tethered
flyi (b )o_ • Free- ng eamed power
• Earth-based (beamed power)
i \
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Power is prerequisitefor
Space Station evolution
• Near-term: 25 kW (supplemental power)
• Mid-term: 100-500kW (mission support)
• Long-term: > 500 kW (infrastructureelement)
Beamedpower has
potentialbenefits
• Flexibility of power plant location
• Reduced drag on Space Station
• Orbital altitude optimizedfor space shuttle
• Growth path to power supply for exploration
missions
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There are two major
beamedpoweroptions
• Lasers
- Generation (demonstrated)
- Transmission (demonstrated)
=_ - Reception (to be developed)
• Microwaves
- 2.45 GHz (end-to-end system demonstrated)
-35 GHz (demonstrated in laboratory)
Powerbeamingrequires
in-spacedemonstration
• Recommendedat planning conference for ISY
• Proposed by Center for Space Power
(TexasA&M)
• Investigated by Institute of Space and
Astronautical Science (Japan)
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Space PowerSystemTechnology
(ISAS)
Working groups
• Systemtechnology
- Microwavepowerreception
- Attitudecontrol
- Lasertechnology
- Photovoltaicconversion
-,.,1
- Thermodynamic conversion
- Propulsion
• Experiment/observation
- Spacecraft environment
-Interaction with space plasma
- Communication system
- Biological effect
° PlannedTSS experiment(enabling)
Deployed satellite Q
I
I
Satellite ready t
for deployment
b_
Diagnosticsof plasma
_ environment with tether
attached to 12 meter
expandable boom
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Microwavetransmission experiment
considered for space
shuttle cargobay Rmeamni°tpeulatorarm
Receiving
Microwave g,
° l
15ft.
Transmitting antenna
Possiblepowertransmissionconfiguration
fromspaceshuttle to free-flyingplatform
shuttle cargo bay
nn
Transmitting I /
antenna
__I_. Microwavebeam
U SA Receiving antenna /
Free-flying platform J
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Powerbeaming is the enabler Solar /
for future missions / SystemEarth Extraterrestrialenergy and
Generic technology Planets Power for materials
development Moon & use on Earth resources
_/L Cislunar Powerto to benefit
eo/Heo Space transportation humanity
/ _1 Power to systemsand
transportation planetary
Leo systems and bases
power to lunar bases
Supplemental Space
power to Station and
space co-orbiting /shuttle platforms
1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 r,,,
Beamedpowercan be developed
to support Space Station when:
• Experiments are undertaken in the near-term
• Environmentaland societal factors
are considered
bO
• Cooperativeprogramswith industry
are developed
• Beamed power technologies support multiple
space power system applicationsI
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SPE®REGENERATIVEHYDROGEN/OXYGEN FUEL CELLS
FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL
SURFACEAND MICROGRAVITYAPPLICATIONS
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HYDROGEN-OXYGEN REGENERATIV
FUEL CELL ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM
(Dedicated Electrochemical Modules)
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HYDROGEN-OXYGEN REGENERATIVE
FUEL CELL ENERGYSTORAGE SYSTEM
(Unitized Regenerative Module)
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SPE ELECTROCHEMICALCELL REACTIONS
t-uel _ell
r Load
• (+)I I I (-) Hydrogen
02+4H+ +4e--,2H2_/_l I- _ -2H2 -'4H+ +4e_ __- Proton exchange
Product | | membrane
water//_.._ _ eHlYd_g(_;s
electrodes_ - - _._.-Proton exchange
membrane
Oxygen -_ - Hydrogen
2H20-*4H + + 4e + 02 4H. 4H + + 4e_ 2H2
(-)
Process
water '1 I-- 4e
Electrolyzer Cell
TYPICALSPE MODULES
LUNARBASE ELECTRICALENERGY
STORAGEREQUIREMENTS
Discharge output rate - 25KW
Discharge cycle time r_-J375hours
bO
p.L
OO
Charge cycle time rx.,300 hours
System operating time > 20,000 hours
High reliability - Static phase separation
Low mass ,'_ 1000 watt-hours / kg
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EXPECTEDLIFETIMES OF SPE CELLS
WITH PERFLUOROCARBONPROTON
EXCHANGE MEMBRANES
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SPECELLVOLTAGESTABILITY
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DEDICATEDSPE FUELCELL(25KW) SCHEMATIC
FOR MICROGRAVITY APPLICATIONS
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PASSIVESTATICWATERREMOVAL
SPE FUEL CELL -- CROSS SECTION
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PASSIVEWATER REMOVALSPE
FUELCELLPERFORMANCEAT 150°F
1.1 --
CELL AREA: 0.23 FT2
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LUNAR BASE APPLICATION
25KW SPE FUEL CELL SUBSYSTEM
POWER DENSITY SUMMARY
FUEL CELL NAFION 120 NAFION 125/117 ADVANCED
SUBSYSTEM MEMBRANE MEMBRANE MEMBRANEbo
with Porous 47 84 140
Hydrophillic Phase
Separators J 307
with Gravity Phase
Separation J 230
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DEDICATEDSPE WATER ELECTROLYZER(29# / HR)
FOR MICROGRAVITYAPPLICATIONS
Ret
Hydrogen_ i_ I _ Oxygen
BackPressure i J I BackPressure
Regulator RegulatorWater
ElectrolyzerModule
WithBuilt-in
MicrogravityStatic
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_30 Units Delivered DevelopmentUnit DevelopmentUnit
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SPE ANODE FEED WATER ELECTROLYSIS CELL
PERFORMANCE VS GAS GENERATION PRESSURE
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HYDROPHOBICOXYGEN PHASE
SEPARATORSCHEMATIC
H20 to Recirculation Loop
o= o= ii
O2 / H20 Hydrophobic O 2 to Storage
From Material
Electrolysis
Cell
HYDROPHILIC / ELECTROCHEMICAL
HYDROGEN PHASE SEPARATOR
SCHEMATIC
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_ Pumpoda20., // ,, N;_
Membrane& H20To
ElectrodeAssemblyAnodeLoop
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LUNAR BASE APPLICATION
SPE ELECTROLYZER (29#/HR)
SUBSYSTEM POWER DENSITY SUMMARY
ELECTROLYZER NAFION 120 NAFION 125 / 117 ADVANCED
SUBSYSTEM MEMBRANE MEMBRANE MEMBRANE
o WA WA WAc,o¢jl
Sepa,a,ors_ __ _ _ _
Awdth;tedcDesign 158 _ 178 _ 188
Separators J 347 J 392 J 414
Watts Power Input at 100% Thermal Efficiency (~59KW)
UNITIZED REGENERATIVE
FUEL CELL SCHEMATIC
Porous Membrane
Separator i
Product H O -2H20 Spring _Bellows
0 2 _ 0 2Co
= + " Product H 20
Membrane & Recycle LoopPower/Load ElectrodeInterface
Assembly
m
H2H2
Feed H 20 _-
Water Feed Barrier lq D
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UNITIZED REGENERATIVEFUEL CELL
COMPARISONOF PERFORMANCEDURING
FUEL CELL AND ELECTROLYSIS MODES
_ _._.._!_.o J _'4''''_ _'''_ _'_'1 _"q
; ,X "GO
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SUMMARY
• In the shorter term the dedicated SPE Fuel Cell and
SPE Elecrolysis approach meets many of NASA
energy requirements including:
- Low system mass
- Long lifetimes
b_
- Stable voltage
- Passive phase management
• in the longer term the unitized regenerative SPE
Fuel Cell offers additional advantages:
- Lower complexity
- Higher reliability (lower number of parts/passive
fluid and thermal management)
- Lower mass
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DISCUSSION VIEWGRAPH 1
Integrated Power and Attitude Control System (IPACS) studies performed
over a decade ago establishedthe feasibility of storing electrical energy in
flywheelsand utilizingthe resultingangular momentumfor spacecraft attitude
control. Such a system has been shown to have numerousattractivefeatures
relativeto morecontemporarytechnology,and isappropriateto manyapplications
(includinghigh-performanceslewingactuators). Technologyadvancesover the
lasttwo decadesin compositerotors,motor/generator/electronics,and magnetic
bearings are found to support the use of IPACS for increasinglysophisticated
applications. It is concluded that the concept offers potential performance
advantagesas well as savingsin massand life-cyclecost.
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OVERVIEW
.IPACSCONCEPT
" FEATURES& MISSIONAPPLICABILITY
•TECHNOLOGYADVANCEMENTSSUPPORTINGIPACS
- ROTORS--MATERIALS& SHAPE
- MOTORS/GENERATORS
- BEARINGS
" SYSTEM-LEVELTRADE COMPARISONS
" CONCLUSONS& RECOMMENDATIONS
DISCUSSION VIEWGRAPH #2
The IPACS concept provides for the storageof electricalenergy as kinetic
energy in mechanicalrotors. Energystorage wheelscan generallybe made to
providehigherenergydensitiesthanmost other long-lifeenergystoragedevices.
When significant amounts of energy are stored in this fashion, appreciable
amountsof angularmomentumare produced. This angularmomentummay be
utilizedfor attitudecontrolof the spacecraft.
To accomplish the dual function of energy storage and attitude control, the
IPACS wheels are configured in such a way that they will satisfy simultaneous
energy (power) and momentum (control Torque) demands, and to do so with
negligible interaction between the two functions. Although this may seen to be an
imposing requirement, it is easily accomplished with wheel configurations that are
similar to the momentum wheel (MW) and control moment gyro (CMG)
configurations appropriate to many applications. In most spacecraft applications
the IPACS units replace the functions performed by batteries and momentum
storage/transfer equipment. The obvious merits of IPACS are its potential for
satisfyingtwo functions with common hardware and long life. Similar components
have demonstrated very long life in space missions.
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INTEGRATED POWER AND ATTITUDE CONTROL
SYSTEM(IPACS)CONCEPT
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DISCUSSION VIEWGRAPH #3
The energy storage wheel historical legacy is rich with focused and
supportingtechnology developmentsthat are applicableto the developmentof an
advanced IPACS. This is particularlytrue for the advances In composite rotors,
magnetic bearings, and motor/generator/circuitry technology that have occurred
during the last 12 years. The three basic technology areas that are the
fundamental componentsof an advances IPACSare listed on the left side of the
vlewgraph. Improvementsin power processingcircuitry,magnetic materials,and
magneticsystemdesign have increasedthe energy recovery efficiency (round-trip
charge/discharge cycle efficiency) from approximately 60% to over 85%. In a
spacecraft photovoltaicpower system, this efficiency has a strong effect on the
overallsystem sizing (includingthe solar array).
During the last decade, magnetic bearing technology has gone from an
interesting laboratory curiosity to a proven technology with several flight
applications having operated successfully in orbit, and many more applications
proven in the laboratory. Notable among these are a Soviet flight experiment of
a magnetically suspended reaction sphere, the flight of a rotating scanner with
_ magneticbearingsbythe SperryFlightSystemsDivision,and the operationalflight
c_ of European reaction wheels with magnetic bearings. Also, the use of magnetic
suspensionfor vibrationisolationandhigh-accuracypointinghavebeenthoroughly
studied and proven in the laboratory. The merits of very low friction losses,
maintenance-freelong life, and freedom from vibrationdisturbances,for example,
are very attractive. These suggest "leap-frogging" past the use of ball bearings
with the attendant problems of lifetime, vibration, maintenance, "and the
long-durationtesting needed to validate bearing design.
The composite rotor technology is the key to achieving higher energy
densities. The recent Department of Energy composite energy storage wheel
developmentand testing programshave provided a valuable legacy that was not
available a decade ago. Considerable data have been provided on various
materials, rotor shapes, composite rotor fabrication, and testing techniques. In
addition,advantagesin basic compositematerialstechnology are continuingto be
made at a high rate.
The advances in the three technology areas described above suggest that
an advancedIPACSemployinga compositestructurerotor,magneticbearings,and
advancedmotor/generator/electronics is a feasible andcost-effectivereplacement
for the systems used in the contemporaryspacecraft of today.
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TECHNOLOGYAREA FACTOFI ADVANCEMENTS
tlIGllCIIABGE/ _o IMPROVEDPERMANENTMAGNETS
DISCllARGE • MOSFETCIDCUITRY
• CYCLE • IMPROVEDMAGNETICDESIGN
EFFICIENCY
• RUSSIANSIIAVEFLOWNTtlEM
MAGNETICBEARINGSCANNERSFLYING
• VERYLOWFlllCTION (CLASSIFIEDPtlOGRAM)
• VIBRATION
ISOLATION • AFMLREACTIONWiiEELTESTS
• RELIABILITY • NASALalICTESTSOFAMCD
• EUROP AND VELOPMENTS
• MANY OTIIERS
_• • DOEPROGRAM(S)
IIIGItERENERGY
DENSITIES
__= IMPROVEDMATERIALS• SAFETY
CONCLUSIONS:• CttAIIGE/DISCltABGEEFFICIENCYMUCH IMPROVED-- FItOM 60% TO 85%
• LAB VERIFICATIONACCOMPLISItEDIN TtlBEE BASICTECHNOLOGYAREAS
DISCUSSIONVIEWGRAPH#4
Thehistoricaldevelopmentof the threekeytechnologyareasis showninthe
viewgraph.
ENERGY CONVERSION- The advent of the samarium cobalt magnets
permittedIPACSenergy conversionefficienciesto first becomecompetitivewith
batteries. Significant improvementsin magnetic materials have been made
subsequently.The adventof improvedcircuitry,such as metaloxide field effect
transistors(MOSFETS)has greatlyreducedtheswitchingand conductionlosses.
The combinedresultis an improvementin roundtripconversionefficiericiesfrom
approximately60% in the early 1970's to an estimated 85% today. Further
improvementsin circuitryareprojectedto pushthe efficiencyinto the 90% range
by the early1990's.
ROTOR DESIGN - Early IPACS's employingnon-isotropicrotor materials
(such as steel or titanium) achieved a deliverable system energy density of
approximately11 WH/KG (includingthe mass of the rotor, energyconversion,
bearings, gimbals,and vacuumhousing equipment). The most efficient rotor
shape appearedto be the constantstress (or exponential)shape. Subsequent
developmentof the non-isotropic(composite)materialsand the compositerotor
design studiessponsoredby the U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE) in the late
1970's and early 1980's produceda legacy of valuabledesign data. Annular (or
oo hoop) type rotor shapes were found to utilize the non-isotropicproperties of
compositesmost advantageouslyand producethe highestenergy densities. An
advancedIPACS conceptdesignedin 1984 had an expecteddeliverablesystem
energydensityof 22 WH/KG. This includedall mass itemschargeableto energy
storageandattitudecontrolactuators,and hadveryconservativederatingfactors
included for a 20 year fatigue life and structural factors for safety. Newer
composite materials and less conservative safety factors will now permit the
achievementof about60 WH/KG. It is safe to projectthatsystemenergy densities
of 100 WH/KG will be achievableby the early 1990's.
BEARING/SUSPENSION - Ball bearing systems employing thin-film
lubricationhave proven to be highly reliable and have modest friction losses.
Magneticsuspensionsoffer the advantagesof lower losses, very long life, and
improved freedom from vibration disturbances. Laboratory testing of the
NASA/LaRCAnnularmomentumcontrol device (AMCD), and the U. S. Air Force
Materials Laboratory (AFML) magnetically suspended reaction wheel have
establishedtheir feasibility. Subsequent flights of a magneticallysuspended
scanner,reactionwheelswithmagneticbearingon the EuropeanSpot spacecraft,
and a russian reaction sphere experiment have demonstrated operational
feasibility. Large angle magnetic suspensions have been developed which
combinethe dualfunctionsof a magneticspinbearingand a rotorgimbal system.
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DISCUSSION VIEWGRAPH #5
The viewgraphshowsanearly IPACSdesignthis conceptwas developedby
RockwellInternationalundercontact to NASA. This concept utilized a titanium
constantstressrotor,ballbearings,and a permanentmagnetmotor. This system
demonstrateda deliverablesystem energy densityof approximately11 WH/KG
(includingthe mass of the rotor, energy conversion, bearings, gimbals, and
vacuumhousingequipment).
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INTEGRATED POWER AND ATTITUDE
CONTROL SYSTEM (IPACS) DESIGN CONCEPT
EXISTING TECHNOLOGY (1970)i
BEARING
HOUSING IIOUSIN6RING
! HOUSING
MOTOB/GENROTOR
•,,.,,...
BEARING \"
OILER "\PRELOAO
SPRING,,_,,
ISOTBOPIC
!
BOTOB MOTOB/GEN
STATOR
VACUUMPUMP _. BEABIN
VALVE __ HOUSING
_"_ _ LAUNCH
LOCK
DISCUSSIONVIEWGRAPH#6
AnoveladvancedIPACSsystememployinga largeanglegimbalingmagnetic
bearing is shown in the viewgraph. This system provides a suspensionwhich
serves the dual functionsof a magneticspin bearing and a rotor gimbal system.
The conceptincludessphericallyshapedarmatureand statorsurfaces. It permits
tiltingthe rotorthroughanglesup to approximately20 degreeswith only a small
penalty in bearingmass(approximately3 %of the rotatingmass). This additional
bearing massto obtainthe gimbalingfunctionis quite small when compared to
more conventionalgimbalringstructuresandsix axistorquerswhichhavemasses
approximatelyequalto the gimbaledmass. For space stationtype applications,
IPACS rotorshavean excessof angularmomentumand can satisfythe attitude
controlrequirementswithinthisgimbal angleconstraint.
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COMBINED ATTITUDE REFERENCEAND ENERGY
STORAGE SYSTEM (CARES) MODULE
LIFTING ELECTROMAGNETx . . POSITION SENSOR\
FLYWHEEL BEARING STATOR (2)
TOUCHDOWN BEARING BEARING ROTOR (2)
SPOKE(3)
MOTORIGENERATOR
ROTOR
MOTOR/GENERATOR (C,S, DRAPER LABORATORIES)
STATOR _-TO ELECTRONICS
DISCUSSIONVIEWGRAPH#7
Viewgraphdepictsan artistconceptionof the systemdescribedin the prior
viewgraph.
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DISCUSSION VIEWGRAPH #8
Some of the advantagesof magneticbearingsfor spinningrotorapplications
are summarizedin the viewgraph. The suspensionis activelycontrolledin three
degreesof translationalfreedomandtwoofthe rotationaldegreesof freedom. For
this reason, the suspensioncan also be employed as both a translationaland
rotationalstructuralvibrationdampingactuator. The activelycontrolledmagnetic
suspensioncan be usedfor the compensationof the rotor dynamicresonances.
The controlschemesprovidefor gainschedulingas a functionof rotorspeed so
as to minimizerotordeflectionsand interactionwith rotordynamicresonances.
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MAGNETIC BEARING ADVANTAGES
LOW LOSSES
. FRICTION/POWER LOSSES SMALL RELATIVETO BALL BEARINGS
ROTOR VIBRATION SUPPRESSION
• LOW-BANDWIDTH SUSPENSION ISOLATES ROTOR VIBRATION SOURCES
- ROTOR BALANCE REQUIREMENTS EASED
bOol - ACTIVE SUSPENSION FACILITATES ACTIVE CONTROL OF ROTOR DYNAMIC RESONANCES
(SEE FIGURE )
- BEARING NOISE REDUCED
ACTIVE SPACECRAFT STRUCTURAL DAMPING
• FACILITATES VERY WIDE BANDWIDTH CONTROL
• TRANSLATIONAL CONTROL AS WELL AS ROTATIONAL (5 D.O.F. PERACTUATOR)
PRECISION CONTROL
• FACILITATED BY WIDE BANDWIDTH CAPABILITY & LOW DISTURBANCE FEATURES
DISCUSSION VIEWGRAPH .#9
Viewgraph shows the effect of magnetic bearing gain scheduling as a
functionof speed on rotordynamicperformance.
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SHAFTDEFLECTION
FORCEDRESPONSEDUE TO MASS UNBALANCE
BEARING FEEDBACK (CONVENTIONAL BEARING)
RATIOOF BEARINGTO SHAFT FREQUENCY = 0.5
o.
itl
"r:'
0 Damping made a function of rotational speed
_ such that shaft deflection and bearing forceo_ are minimized
_o
o
" NORMAUZED BY UNBALANCE DISTANCE
""NORI,IAUZED BY BEARING FREQUENCY
•""NOR_IAUZED BY SHAFT FREQUENCY
DISCUSSION VIEWGRAPH #10
Over the last ten years, the government has funded the design and
developmentofa largenumberofcompositeflywheelrotors. Thisresearch,which
received early support from NSF-RAND, has recently been funded almost
exclusivelyby DOEand its predecessor,ERDA. As indicatedthe viewgraph,this
programhasresultedinthe developmentandtest of ten compositerotorsystems.
In additionto the DOE-developedsystems,anumberof promisingcomposite
systemsexistthat DOE ruledout for considerationbased on eitherhigh cost or
unavailability.Thesesystemsincludemetalmatrices,suchasboron/aluminumor
silicon carbide/aluminum, and more conventional composites, such as
boron/epoxy. Usableenergy densitiesof approximately200 Wh/kg have been
demonstratedwith advancedgraphiterotors.
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DOE Flywheel Developments
Developer Design Materials
Garrett lVlulti-material multi-ring rim S2-G/K-29/K-49; A1 Hub
Garrett Multi-material multi-ring rim S2-G/K-29/K-49; Gr tlub
Brobeck Multimaterial rim with tension balanced spokes S2-G/K-49
K-29 Spokes
,AL/K--49 liub
Rocketdyne Rim with ore.rwrapand twin-disk hub Gr, A1 Hub
o_ Hercules Contoured rim Gr, A1 Hub
GE Alpha-ply laminated disk S2-G, A1 tIub "
GE Alpha-ply laminated disk with rim S2-G, Gr Rim; A1 Hub
LLNL Tapered-thickness laminated disk Gr, A1 tlub
LLNL Constant-thickness laminated disk Gr, A1 Hub
AVCO Radiaily-circumferentially laminated disk K-49, A1 Hub
DISCUSSION VIEWGRAPH #11
Recently significant new research was conducted at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (Martin Marietta). On October 17, 1985, an experimental energy storage
demonstration was conducted in Oak Ridge. A small flywheel rim denoted as
Demo 1A was constructed of carbon composites and dynamically tested in a spin
test chamber at the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant. One low speed run was
conducted to permit trim balancing, and then the unit was accelerated to a speed
of 1055 m/s. The construction of this demonstration unit is similar to the planned
construction for the outer portion for larger flywheel rims. The success of this
early demonstration unit provides a confirmation of the ability to fabricate,
assemble, and test thick-walled composite sections.
Both the specific energy (89 Wh/kg) and the total energy (7.687 MJ) of the
¢= flywheel (rim and hub) tested exceeds any reported performance of the DOEt_
flywheel development program. Especially impressive is the fact that the rim
specific energy of 500 wh/kg is an operational value not an ultimate (at failure)
figure.
Since this early test, a number of additional rims have been fabricated and
tested. As indicated by these results, failure of the rim occurred at a peripheral
velocity of 1405 m/s. At this speed, the rim specific energy was 878 kJ/kg. Based
on this failure point, it appears reasonable that an operating speed of 1220 m/s
can be used with confidence. At this speed, the rim specific energy is 663 kJ/kg.
The performance of these flywheels represents a significant advance over previous
rotors.
For comparison nickel nitrogen batteries used in the Hubbel space telescope
has a system energy density of less than 20 watt hours per kg at a 50% depth of
discharge.
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DISCUSSION VIEWGRAPH #12
Theviewgraph presents the system mass density of the various candidates,
and illustrates the need for tradingenergy storagecandidateson a systemlevel
basis. The advantageof IPACS is attributableprimarilyto it's higher energy
conversionefficiencyand the eliminationof the need for controlmomentgyros.
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DISCUSSION VIEWGRAPH #13
Life-cycle cost data for the three systemwas also developedand is givenin
theviewgraph.The datais normalizedto the IPACScostat IOCand presumesthat
additionalequipmentis addedto the systemoverthe first five yearsto double its
powercapacity. The dataalsoincludesoperationaland servicingcosts. It can be
seenthatthe IPACSapproachresultsin considerablecostsavings,bothfor initial
developmentand operations.
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DISCUSSION VIEWGRAPH #14
Key features of the approachare outlinedin the viewgraph.
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PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF IPACS
• PROVIDESENERGYSTORAGE& MOMENTUMTRANSFER
(ATTITUDECONTROL)
• VERYLONGLIFE(MANYCYCLES)
• SUPPORTSHIGH PEAKPOWER
bO
€.O
• PERFORMANCE
-HIGH CHARG_DISCHARGE CYCLE EFFICIENCY: > 85%
- HIGH ENERGYDENSITY:> 22 Wh/kg (CONSERVATIVE)
• EASILYADAPTEDTO LARGEATTITUDEMANEUVERREQUIREMENTS
• ADAPTABLETO MANYMISSIONSANDAPPLICATIONS--
COST/WEIGHTADVANTAGESFORMOSTOFTHEM
DISCUSSIONVIEWGRAPH#15
Basedon the keyfeaturesof the IPACSdesignsome generalguidelinesfor
the applicabilityof the conceptto variousspace missionshave been derivedand
are summarizedin the viewgraph. Missionsincludea SpaceStation,variouslow
earth orbital spacecraft,and a geosynchronousorbit spacecraft (Tracking and
data relay satellite). The IPACS was found to be quite viable for all these
applications.
More recently, greater emphasis has been placed on the rapid attitude
slewingmaneuversrequired by some surveillancespacecraft and the Strategic
DefenseInitiative(SDI) applications. In some of these applications,not onlyis a
greatdealoftransferablemomentumneeded,butthekineticenergyof the slewing
body is alsoquite large. The energytransfer requiredis so large that it imposes
-_ very largepeakingtorquingpowerrequirements(manyhorsepower). The IPACS
capabilityto store and deliver high peak power, and regenerativelybrake rapid
slewingmaneuvers,is ideallysuitedto these applications.
IPACS MISSION APPLICABILITY
MOSTAPPROPRIATEFOR MISSIONS/APPLICATIONSREQUIRING:
• BOTHENERGYSTORAGE& MOMENTUMTRANSFER
ATTITUDECONTROL
• MODERATETO LARGECONTROLREQUIREMENTS
(SUCHAS RAPIDSLEWINGMANEUVERS,OR MOMENTUM
STORAGEREQUIREMENTS)
• HIGHCHARGE/DISCHARGECYCLELIFE
MISSIONSTHATMIGHTOTHERWISEEMPLOYPHOTOVOTAIC/
BA'FIERYSYSTEMS& MOMENTUMTRANSFEREQUIPMENT
DISCUSSION VIEWGRAPH #16
The IPACS concept is found to be attractive for manyspace missionsand
offerssavingsin performance,system mass, and cost. In additionto the more
traditionalapplications,it is emerging as a high-performanceslewing actuator
candidatefor surveillanceand SDI missions,which require large peak slewing
powertransferas well as momentumtransfer.
The fundamentalIPACStechnologiesinthethreebasicareasof rotordesign,
energyconversion,and magneticbearingsare now matureand will supportthe
developmentof advancedIPACSapplications. It remainsto integratethesethree
fundamentaltechnologiesinto flighttype unitsand validatetheir performance int
helaboratory. It isrecommendedthatsucha technologyprogrambe implemented
to support future applications.t_
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
. IPACSCONCEPTFEATURESAI-rRACTIVEFORMANYSPACE
MISSIONS/APPROACHES
• TECHNOLOGYADVANCESIN 3 BASICAREASNOW MATURE
- COMPOSITEROTORS
- MAGNETICBEARINGS
,,--.3
6o
- MOTOR/GENERATORS
• WILL SUPPORTADVANCED IPACS DEVELOPMENT
, OFFERSPERFORMANCEADVANTAGES,ANDSAVINGSIN
COSTANDMASS
• RECOMMENDIPACSTECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENT
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THE CONCEPT
• PV/Batteryand Solar Dynamicare baseload
powersystems
• Spacestationwillhaveloadfactorlessthan
one (shuttle~ 0.8)
t,o
80% of
Basek energy _
power =
source
20%
of
energy
SPACESTATION ENERGY DEMAND
100-- --
Power
demand
oo Percent
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Percent of orbit duration
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ORBITER FUEL CELL POWERPLANT
b,3
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Characteristics Status
Power 12 kW (21 kW max) • Satisfies present mission
requirements
Weight 260 Ib
Durability____2000 hour TBO
ORBITER ENHANCEMENTS REQUIRE
ADDITIONAL FCP CAPABILITIES
EDO EMA/EAPU
o - Extended durability - EDO goals
- Enhancedsafety plus
- Increased power
- Improved reliability
- Reduced weight
- Reduced reactant consumption
- Simplified monitoring/checkout
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TECHNOLOGYADVANCESSUPPORT
ORBITERENHANCEMENT
Advanced
+ + • Orbiter
Cell
Present Orbiter NASA-LeRC Cell SDIO/USAF Cell -EDO
Cell - Long life - High power - EMA/EAPU
- Light weight
- Improved materials
EMA
PRELIMINARYREQUIREMENTS
Orbiter/EDO EMA Goal
Power output 12 kW/15 kW 12 kW/60 kW
(rated/peak)
t_
Oo
bo
Voltage 28 Vdc 28/270V dc/ac
Weight 262 Ib 262 Ib
Transparency -- Physically ._
_" interchangable "_
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PEM TECH BASE PROGRESS
0 2 i ::
STORAGE
< "'_=:°'°i" o,-+_ P°WER_=_TO STORAGE
STORAGE
COOLANT _ _ €_
OoGo
Simple concept Lab scaleDemo power plant
Proof of
principle
stack
5 kW
UNUSED ENERGYESTIMATE
80% Load Factor
Daily
Station energy Unused
capacity capacity energy
kW kWh kWh
t_
OO
37.5 900 180
75 1800 360
300 7200 1440
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STATION ENERGY STORAGE
• Unique RFCS capability provides discriminator
• Inter vs intra orbit energy storage
• Capability enhances
t_3
= • User load requirements
• Margin for undefinable needs
• Contingency
• Survival
• Construction
• Unknowns
FUEL CELL SYSTEM MODULARITY
-" "-- -- _- --W;t_r -- Fi Onboard
Power i recharging
from I'_ system
I electrolysis
source, I module __ _
I ; / Alternate
I // _-- -- -- l_ll_ s°urce
I _ / / resupply
= I
I /
!
Power I Fuel cellto load module Primary
L ........... j fuel cell
jY
Regenerative fuel cell system
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IOC STATION
PEAK POWER CAPABILITY
75 kW Nominal Capicity
200- Added RFCS
storage capacity
1000 kWh
Peak 160- (5000 Ibs)
load
Go
kW 120
Nominal 80
capacity _ 75 I I I I I0 5 10 15 2O 25
Hours at sustained peaking power
ENERGYSTORAGESYSTEM
DEVELOPMENT
• EnhancedOrbiterfuel cell powerplantbeing
developed
• Electrolysisunit for enhancedspace station
planned
• Combinefor regenerativefuel cell system
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Primary Fuel Cell
SURVIVAL POWER SUPPLY
20-
• 5 kW (HPG)_
• Ht-pressuregas(HPG) - 5 Ibs/kWh
• Cryogen (Cryo)--2
15-
System
mass
Thousands 10
of
oun0s5-
O0 I I I t10 20 30 40
Power supply duration -Days
SUMMARY
• Regenfuel cell can enhance space station
- Peaking
- Emergency
b,3
0
• Same technology for Lunar/Mars exploration
program
• Technologyand engineeringprogramsrequired
to achievepotential
J ],. ._
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SSM/PMAD
Automation of Space Station Module
Power Management and Distribution
System
Preparedby
€.D
RobertBechtel,DaveWeeks
and BryanWalls
for the
Technologyfor Space
StationEvolutionWorkshop
:Z
Marshall Space Flight Center
b_ This vuc..l_aph des(iribe_.s the primar-y reasons for needing00
b_ automation of the electrical power system within the
habitation and labora.-ory modules of Space Station Freedom.
As the systems bec-ome more complex and are required to
distribute power to a larger number of loads, these factors
will become increasingly more important. Future needs in the
automation area will necessitat.e the development of advanced
techniques both in terms of software and hardware.
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SSM/PMAD
The Case for Power System Automation
I Reduce ground support personnel
m Alleviate downlink communications
requirements
bO
_D
= l Provide greater crew availability for
, mission support
l Effectively uti!!ze resources for larger,
more complex load configurations
I Redu£ed response times for
reconl'igurat_onalter faults
__A Narshall Space Flight Center j
Circuit breakers are very effective at quickly sating a power system.
They represent the only technology available which can react in time
and also be remotely controlled and monitored. Though conceivably
a very fast computer could read sensors, recognize high current, and
order a switch open before damage could occur, it is unlikely with
today's technology, less reliable than circuit breakers, and offers no
advantage over a remotely switchable circuit breaker.
Knowledge of the actual state of a system is necessary for effective
control. Determining sensor locations and designing them into the
"_" system, instead of adding them on later, reduces the cost and
increasing the reliability of the system as a whole.
A problem with numerous sensors is the flood of data they produce.
What does one do with it? The answer proposed here is to sort it out
locally, and only pass up summaries unless more is needed. Often
"situation nominal" is much more relevant than a stream of data, no
matter how accurate.
The central controllers act as an interface for human users, put
system in an acceptable state if a problem occurs, assist users in
identifying and correcting problems, record and allow modification of
the system configuration, and provide the lowest level processors
the data they need for normal operation.
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SSM/PMAD
SSM/PMAD Approach to Automation
m Use fast, simple, dependable hardware at
the lowest level as the "first line of
defense".
m provide adequate sensors to understand
the system state.
l Distribute processors through the system
to control low level hardware, gather
sensor data_and communicate with higherlevel control.
l Coordinate system-wide activity through
intelligent controllers.
b_
The Space Station Module F'o_Jer Management and Distribution
(SSM/PMAD) test bed has been established at MSFC through the
space station advanced devel___pment -Funding starting in 1985.
Subsequent automation upgrades and improvements have been
realized through space station evolutionary .Funding and OAST
participation. The test bed is currently supportin_-i advanced
automation activities as well as prime space station
development testing.
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SSM/PMAD
f -N
SSM/PMAD Test Bed
1 Test bed emulating the hab/lab Power
Distribution and Control architecture
l Started under Advanced Development--1985 -- Hardware and Automationt_
contracts to Martin Marietta Aerospace
l Presently funded by Codes SS, ST, and RC
• Original configuration for 20kHz with
rin_bus primary_distribution modified for120V DC_and radial distribution
_J_I_A Marshall Space Flight Center j
The topology of the SSM/PMAD is the same as for the present
space station baseline design. The primary power
distribution assembly (f-"DCU) redistributes 120 VDC power to
each of up to six rack ]clad center locations through 3kw
remote power controllers (RPC). The power is then fed to the
loads through 1 or- 3 |::wRPCs within the rack. Each rack load
00 center and PDCU is controlled by a dedicated lowest level
processor- (LLP). The overall test bed control is done by the
Symbolics 3620 D and the Uni'" workstations. The space
station module topology identifies the PDCU as a secondary
power distribution assembly and the rack load center as a
tertiary power distribution assemh].y_ but the _:unctions
these elements per.form are identical. The control
architecture of t.he test bed is similar tc._that baseline -Fclr
the space station. This similarities will be discussed
later.
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SSM/PMAD Topology
(UpgradedCommunications]Processors) jMarshall Space Flight Center
As part of the automation development approach to the SSM/PMAD, a function partitioning of the module
PMAD was conducted. This was conducted in four steps: (1) list and define potential types of controlling
entities for functions; (2) develop rules and guidelines to partition functions; (3) define PMAD to sufficient
level of functional detail to allow partitioning of single contolling entity to each function; and (4) partition
controlling entities/definitions of (1) to each function defined in (3) using rules and guidelines of step (2).
Controlling entities are hardware (settable but not programmable in the usual sense), algorithmic soltware
(conventional software), expert system (incorporating knowledge, experience, and problem solving approach
of human experts), crew partition (controlled by onboard and/or ground support personnel), and expert-aided
crew (same as crew except the person(s) are aided by expert system or by outside expert person).
The partitioning rules pertain to function types categorized as simple (well understood functions/processes
such as simple mathematics/logic with predictable inputs and outputs), complex (technically understood
functions using knowledge from accepted text books/procedures, but requiring advanced scientific skills
or training to implement), and expert (functions usually understood only by recognized experts and requiring
their knowledge and judgment to implement).
Definition of the SSM/PMAD task was accomplished by mapping a functional breakdown of the PMAD task.
Power Management & Distribution was broken down into power conditioning, power distribution, and power
network control. Each of these in turn was broken down into three or four divisions. The power network
control divisions were broken down into two deeper layers.
The Power Network Control functions, provisionally assumed to require software development were then
evaluated. Determination of which subfunctions could be controlled entirely by a single type of controlling
entity were followed by an estimation of the necessary capability or complexity of each subfunction. This
was followed by first order estimates of the difficulty of developing the software necessary to control the
subfunctions.
Finally, the actual partitioning of the entire SSM/PMAD task was performed. Tables were developed to
follow the functional breakdown partitioning rules and software development estimates.
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f Functional Partitioning
FUNCTION PARTITIONING
• DEVELOPED26 RULESFORFUNCTIONPARTITIONINGOFSSM/PMAD
• DEVELOPEDPARTITIONINGOFFUNCTIONS:
FUNCTION PARTITION APPLICABLE PARTITIONING RULES
Various functions under power Hardware, algorithmic soft- One or more of the 26 rules
cond., dist., dist. regret., load ware, expert system, or
¢o expert-aided crewo mgmt, and health mgmt
• DEVELOPEDPRELIMINARYESTIMATES OF SOFTWARERELATEDCONTROLPARAMETERS:
NECESSARY CAPABILITY ESTIMATED DIFFICULTY
FUNCTION F DEVELOPF DESIRABLER PONS TIME
SIMPLE COMPLEX EXPERT LOW MODERATE HIGH
EXAMPLES: 5 Minutes or less
-Minor Schedul ig X
Load Shedding X X Less than 10 seconds
_J_I_A Marshall Space Flight Center j
This viewgraph shows the control logic flow of the SSM/PMAD.
Control operations whicln must be performed as quickly as
possible to prevent damage to the power system (immediate)
are done in the hardware, ie:various abnormal operating
modes as discussed in the following RPC description.
Functions requiring response times in the seconds or tens of
seconds, or which are not time critical can be performed at
appropriately higher levels. However, it is still desirable
to perform power system control at as low a level as
possible to minimize dependency on global type communication
o networks.
b0
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SSM/PMAD
SSM/PMAD Control
m 3 Artificial Intelligence SystemsMaestro
LPLMS
Frames
m Deterministic control at rack Lowest Level
Processors (LLP)
= m Smart Switches
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[SCHEDVLE='] ALGORITHM ISEGMENTED COMMANL_ SENSORSSCtlEDULE
• Schedule • Coordinate &COMMANDS • Multi-Fau!!
• Monitor/AssessRack
• Priorifization systemconlrol Performance Protection
• Reduce Data
• Dynamic • Monitor/Assess • Implements Schedule
Rescheduling SyslemPerform- • Implemenls
ance Reconfiguration
• FDIR • "Essential"Load
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Rack Level Autonomy-- Switches,Sensors,LLPs,and CAC
The RPCs designed for this breadboard actually consist of two parts:
a power stage, which is a switch with resetable over-current
protection and a current sensor, and a Generic Card (GC). The GC
uses a state machine to oiler protection against various abnormal
conditions, and to communicate with the Switch Interface Card (SIC)
and the power stage. Individual sensors are attached to an A-to-D
converter which is also attached to the SIC. Each Lowest Level
Processor (LLP) communicates with up to two SICs in a Load Center
-- one for each bus.
'_ The LLP turns RPCs on or off according to a schedule downloaded
to it. It also monitors all the sensors and RPCs. If an RPC trips, the
LLP notifies FRAMES of the kind of trip as part of a full status
update. The LLP performs in the same way if an RPC is using more
power than it is scheduled for, even if the level wouldn't trip the RPC.
The LLP orders that RPC off and reports the fault. If the schedule
marks an RPC as redundant, the LLP will attempt to turn on a load's
redundant RPC if the primary one trips or is shed. Finally, the LLP
stores a priority list for it's loads so, in the event of a reduction in
system power, lower priority loads will be shed first.
The Communications and Algorithmic Controller (CAC) acts as tile
communications interface between the LLPs and lhe higher level
controllers. It is the central control point in manual mode operation.
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Rack Level Autonomy
I Remote Power Controllers (RPCs) provide
immediate protection.
• RPCs are_rouped into Load Centers.
Load Cenffersare controlled by Lowest
Level Processors (LLPs)
m LLPs execute a schedule which is
downloaded to them.
m LLPs shed loads which use more than
scheduled power.
m LLPs can switch loads to the secondary
bus when necessary.
m LLPs communicate with hi_her level
controllers through the CA(;.
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Testing in the SSM/PMAD has shown that current limiting
capability at the load center level can in ,fact. help in
preventing the propagatior_ o.f faults to other loads within
the rack or to the distribution bus. Including protection
against as many abnormal operational circumstances as
possible can .acilitate isolation oT .aults and hence
cm increase power system r-eliability -for- other loads.
o Pre-reduction o.l:data at the switch level can alleviate
processor communication delays. A '°smart", current limiting
RPC with the (.-.harac:teristi(_s sho_.;n on the w,.tgraph and
capable of protecting against several -fault modes has been
developed for the SSM/F'MAD. A similar version was also
developed for use in the 201::hz version o-f the SSM/F'MAD.
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SPACE STATION MODULE EPS TEST BED X
120VDC REMOTE POWER CONTROLLER (RPC) CHARACTERISTICS
1 AND 3 kW (8.3 and 25 Amp) RATINGS
IRFP 351 MOSFETS
Q REMOTE COMIvIAND ON/OFF/RESET
Q CURRENT MEASUREMENT
di/dt LIMITED BY l_h
ACTIVE CURRENT LIMITING @ 175% RATED CURRENT
TRIPS ON:
O CURRENT INSTANTANEOUSLY > 400% RATED CURRENT
O CURRENTLIMITING> 15msee
(_ 12t> LIMIT
..,.3 O uNDERvOLTAGE
O OVERTEMPERATURE
e"
400% .......... .' .......................
'° di/dt limitedby l_.h
I °'
175%
_i..
TRIPPED
• 15ms _-"-I
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Fault Recovery and Management Expert System
(FRAMES)
FRAMES is one of the three AI systems in the SSM/PMAD
breadboard. Each LLP notifies FRAMES any time it recognizes an
anomaly, such as tripped breakers or shed loads. Messages giving
sensor readings are also sent to FRAMES. FRAMES uses the
information which comes to it to characterize the system state. If a
failure is diagnosed, it notifies the user via its user interface, and
sends a message to Maestro the system scheduler. Components
oo are marked failed, if it is believed they are broken, or out-of-service
if they are not usable (eg. a circuit-breaker above is failed). This
information is passed on to Maestro for use in rescheduling.
The FRAMES user interface shows the whole system state. Every
switch and sensor in the system is displayed, and shows whether or
not it is powered, failed, or out-of-service. Switches also show
whether they are opened, closed, or tripped. Components are
mousable for further information, including sensor values and values
of various flags.
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FRAMES
I Monitors breadboard, reporting
anomahes to user and to Maestro.
i Evaluates anomalies to determine if failure
has occurred, and diagnoses failure based
on reported symptoms.
1.0
• Notifies user and other expert systems of
conclusions, including any switches
considered out ol service.
• User interface allows examination of
breadboard sensor reading and switch
statuses.
• Uses rules developed through work with
Power Engineers.
I Coordinate system-wide activity through
intelligent controllers.
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r._ TYPICAL FRAMES SCREEN
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RBI (Open) 33 ^
[] RCCB (Failed Open)
8K RPC (Closed)
o 8K RPC (Failed Closed)
r_n.] 1K RPC (Open)
Maestro
Maestro is a resource scheduler which can schedule numerous
activities using multiple constraints. In the SSM/PMAD breadboard
the constraints currently used include number of crew members
required, equipment resources, and power resources. Power is
allocated not just by how much is available to the whole system, but
also by the ability of intervening components to supply the power.
Maestro's interface converts the schedule into a list at the
component level. Information includes start and stop times and
upper and lower power levels at each component.
Dynamic rescheduling may be done in the event of a fault. Maestro
_ has access to Activity, Schedule, and Equipment Libraries, and
uses encoded knowledge gained from expert schedulers to schedule
within constraints.
Load Priority List Management System
(LPLMS)
The third of the AI systems, the Load Priority List Maintenance
System (LPLMS)uses information from the event st and the activity
library, along with its own rules, to dynamically assign relative priority
to each active load in the system. A new list is sent down to the
LLPs at least every 15 minutes (less than 15 if a contingency
occurs). The load priority list can be used to shed loads in case of a
reduction in power.
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SSM/PMAD
Planning/Scheduling
MAESTRO
i Schedules all SSM/PMAD load for crew period (and
longer) based on need/availability of resources
i Resources include available power, distribution system
capacity, crew members nee/led, equipment, etc.
I Enables operation during contingencies until new
baseline schedule is generated
l Tracks and accommodates PMAD configuration
changes
l Reduced response times for reconfiguration afterfaults
Loads Priority List Management System (LPLMS)
l Handles dynamic priorities of up to 500 loads
i Generates global load shedding list every 15 minutes
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Typical MAESTRO Screen
Showing Equipment Editor
, SSM/PMAD, ,,
r h
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Typical MAESTRO Screen
Showing Schedule
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Modes for Equipment Cameras and Locker 1
ALLOY 8OLIDIFICATION Cameras and Locker 2
Cameras and Locker 3
__ Camera==and Locker 4
Prep 100 0.481 YES NO Digital Thermometer 1
Heat 940 4.519 YES NO Digital Thermometer 2
Soak 1080 5.192 YES NO Digital Thermometer 3
Cool 100 0.481 YES NO Digital Thermometer 4
C,O Off 0 0.000 YES NO Digital Multlmeter 1
Digital Multlmeter 2
•",3 T Digital Multlmeter 3
Digital Multlmeter 4
Locations for Equipment Digital Record O¢cllllscope 1
ALLOY 8OLIDIFICATION Digital Record Oscllllscope 2
Digital Reco*'d Oscllllscope 3
I_ Digital Record Oscllllscope 4
F15 Subsystem Dlstrlbuto( 1 Electro Magnetic Shield Locker 1
F01 Subsystem Distributor 1 Electro Magnetic Shield Locker 2
Electro Magnetic Shield Locker 3
Freeze I_ryet
Video Camera / Recorder 1
Video Camera / Recorder 2
This chart compares the control of the SSM/PMAD (as
described previously) with the Space Station Freedom
baseline. The basic levels of control are essentially the
same {or the SSM/PMAD and Space Station Freedom baseline.
One major goal of the advanc-ed automation task is to
transfer FDIR (fault detection, isolation, and recovery) to
a module level controller thereby eliminating need for
significant involvement of crew and/or ground personnel. In
addition, contro)., contingency, and reconTigurations
•Functions are migrated to lower levels as part oT the
advanced automation tasks. Advanced automation will also
permit a much larger portion of scheduling the onboard short
•term plan (OSTP) to actually be done onboard. The cost of
ca these advances is increased processing capability. At
present, the Space Station Freedom lab module baseline00
provides only 15 controller MDMs to control approximately 29
active rack locations (although this number will be
increased to one controller MDM in each rack at assembly
complete).
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SSM/PMAD & Space Station Freedom
Comparison
SSM/PMAD -- Deterministic & Expert Systems
MAESTRO b_ I FRAMES b_ULT INF SWITCllES
LPLMS DETERMINISTIC DISCRET
ISCHEDUL E _1 ALGORITtlM [ SEGMENTED " COMMAND"S I SENSORSSCHEDULE
& COMMANDS
Schedule FDIR MonitorRack SmartSwitches
Prioritization Monitor System Implements Schedule
Schedule
Priorifization
• FDIR
BasicFDIR
I MonitorElement MonitorServeralRacks
] I Implement Schedule ExecuteCommands CircuitBreakel
[DISTRIBUTED CONTROl. )_TAISTATUSGROUND ELEMENT FAULT INF _ I SWITCIlES
OMGA OMA S MANAGER I -- MDM'S
APPLICATIONS
"7 ,COMMASDS COmlaNd_[ SENSOgS
GROUND CREW
SUPPORT
Space Station Freedom Deterministic Control
_FDIR FDIR j
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PlannedModificationsto SSM/PMAD
By the middle of 1990, some fairly major changes to the automation
portion of the SSM/PMAD should be in place. These include a new
unix-based computer to host both the FRAMES and CAC functions,
80386 computers with Ethernet to replace the current LLP
processors, and some major changes in the structure of FRAMES,
with it rehosted in a powerful Knowledge Base Management System
environment. The user interface will be significantly upgraded, also.bO
Under OAST funding, research is under way in how to improve
cooperation among the three expert systems, and in adding
intermediate modes of autonomy. In the current system, the user
has the choice of autonomous operation, or of taking over the whole
system. The intermediate modes will provide choices between these
two extremes, so a user can have the help of an intelligent assistant.
As the system matures and stabilizes, portions will be transferred
into the Ada language, running on general purpose processors.Stricter validation and verification will be observed than is desirable
in the present prototypical phase. At the close of this phase, the
system should be mature enough to be moved into the mainstream
of the Space Station Freedom Program.
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Ongoing Enhancement to SSM/PMAD
l Upgrade of communications (Ethernet)
m Expansion of Intermediate Levels of
Autonomy
m Consolidated, improved user interface
m Upgrade FRAMES Knowledge Base
Management System
m Operation with LeRC Automation Test
Bed
Proposed MSFC/LeRC Communications
A communications link is nowavailable between MSFC's AMPSLAB
facility, which includesthe SSM/PMAD breadboard, and the Lewis
Research Center Power Technology Division laboratory, with their
Autonomous Power Expert System (APEX). Two virtual links are
envisioned between the two PMAD systems.
The first link will involve the schedulers for the two systems. Initially
interaction will be limited to a request for some level of power from
SSM/PMAD for each of the two power buses. APEX would then
assign levels, possibly different from those requested, for the buses.
As the systems mature, the negotiation will become more
sophisticated; SSM/PMAD will provide justification for its request,
and APEX will be expected to compare SSM/PMAD's request withbO
those from it's other loads to provide an overall "fair" schedule
according to balanced priorities.
The second proposed link will be between one of the loads on the
APEX brassboard and one of the dc sources on the SSM/PMAD
system. The power drawn by the load will be varied to reflect the
power being used in the SSM/PMAD breadboard, thus emulating a
single end-to-end power system.
The actual communications link between the centers is via TCP/IP
using the PSCN-I service. Both virtual links will be built on this
connection, though the second connection may initially be done
manually, with communication by telephone.
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MSFC/LeRC Communications
m A virtual link between the intdligent
controllers allows negotiation for power
resources.
l A second virtual link between one of the
LeRC load and a MSFC source allows
¢.o
emulation of a single breadboard.
l Each breadboard can still be operated
independently.
m The actual communications link is
available using TCP/IP on the PSCN-I.
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¢m The primary technology drivers which need to tie addressed to
allow progress tc_wards .full automation o-F the module
electrical power system are summarized.
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SSM/PMAD
Future Technology Needs for -'N
Power System Automation
• Develop cooperating expert systems
m Automation techniques for:
• Larger, more complex systems
• Handle Incipient Failures
• Perform FDIR for multiple, independent failures
m Improve user-oriented explanation/interface facilities
• Refinement of Algorithms & Rules
m Improved Sensors/Switches:
• Accuracy/Reliability
• Data Reductrion
• Fault Analysis
• Increase DMS capability:
• Reduce Power
• Permit More Processing Capability
_AA Reduce Latency jMarshall Space Flight Center
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SPACE STATION PROPULSION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
There ore several requirements that the Space Station Propuls|on System has to
meet. The Propulsion System for the Station is no different from most other
propulsion systems In that it is required to provide thrust for attitude
control torques and tronslot|on.moneuyers. Since primary attitude control is
done via Control Moment Gyro's (CMG's}, the Propulsion System will only be
used for domplng disturbances which exceed the CMG's capability, for
desaturation of the CMG's and for CMG back-up. The translation requirements
ore for compensation of atmospheric drag (reboost), orbit altitude adjustment
which might be necessary, and collision avoidance. By for the biggest
propulsion requirement Is for reboost, which will consume, on average,
approximately 2.8 million Ibf-sec of impulse per year, which represents over
95_ of the propellant required.
Other propulsion requirements ore to utilize waste fluids to produce useful
impulse and to maintain sufficient propellant reserves, such that if a -
resupply is missed, the Station can still perform nominal operations.
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0 SPACESTATIONPROPULSIONSYSTEMREQUIREMENTS
0 PROVIDETHRUSTFOR"
0 ATTITUDECONTROL
0 LARGEDISTURBANCEDAMPING
0 CMGDESATURATION
0 CMGBACK-UP
0 TRANSLATION
0 ATMOSPHERICDRAGMAKE-UP(REBOOST)
0 ORBITALTITUDEADJUSTMENTS
0 COLLISIONAVOIDANCE
0 UTILIZE WASTEFLUIDSTO PRODUCEUSEFULREBOOSTIMPULSE
0 MAINTAINSUFFICIENTPROPELLANTRESERVESIN THE EVENTOF A MISSED
RESUPPLY
SPACE STATION PROPULSION CONFIGURATION
The Propulsion System modules are located above and below the transverse boom
at each end. At each location, there are two module interfaces, such that two
modules can be sitting side by side. This is done so that one of the modules
can be completely depleted prior to being removed from the Station. and the
remaining module can be activated, so that there is no loss of propulsion
capability.
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SPACE STATION
MODULAR HYDRAZINE PROPULSION SYSTEM
STARBOARD UPPER
PROPULSIONMODULE
PORT UPPER
PROPULSIONMODULE
c,o
' I --
STARBOARD LOWER
-- PROPULSION MODULE --
PORT LOWER
PROPULSION MODULE
FROI'_T VIEW
SPACE STATION PROPULSION SYSTEM DESIGN
During the "Scrub '89" exercise, the Space Station Propulsion System design
was changed from a Water Electrolysis/Oxygen-Hydrogen system to a modular
hydrazine system. The change was made to reduce the risk to the program and
to reduce the up-front development costs. A blowdown hydrazine system was
baselined because of the simplicity of the system and the maturity of the
system hardware. Hundreds of satellites have been constructed and flown with
blowdown hydrazine systems. GN&C is concerned about the variation of thrust
between modules and the complexity of the software to control and target the
Station.
The Propulsion System concept is as follows: At each end of the transverse
boom are two propulsion locations, one each above and below the boom. At each
of the propulsion locations, there are two module Interfaces, such that two
modules can be collocated next to each other. When one of the modules Is
depleted of propellant, it is returned to the ground and the adjacent m_dule
is utilized. The modules are propulsion systems, containing everything that
is required to produce thrust: propellant tanks, isolation valves, thrusters,
heaters, Instrumentation and avionics. The only interface with the truss is
with power, data and structural Interfaces. There are no fluid connections
which can be mated on-orbit. In this way concerns over propellant spillage
and leakage is minimized. All maintenance on the system is done only on the
ground. Because of the Station Critical requirement for performing reboost,
each module le dual fault tolerant.
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0 SPACE STATIONPROPULSIONSYSTEMDESIGN
0 BLOWDOWNHYDRAZINESYSTEM
0 CHOSEN FOR SIMPLICITYAND MATURITYOF HARDWARE,DEVELOPMENT
COSTAND SCHEDULE,AND POWERCONSUMPTION
0 IMPACTSTO GN&C BEING EVALUATED
0 MODULARSYSTEM
0 PROPELLANTRESUPPLYVIA MODULE REPLACEMENT
0 NO FLUID CONNECTIONSBETWEENMODULES
0 STRUCTURAL,POWER,ANDDATA INTERFACESONLY
0 EACH MODULE DUAL FAULTTOLERANTFOB PERFORMINGREBOOST
PRELIMINARY PROPULSION MODULE CONFIGURATION
The Propulsion Module consists of all of the hardware required to meet the
Station requirements: propellant tanks, isolation valves, attitude control
thrusters, reboost thrusters, avionics, thermal control, etc. It is designed
to fit in the Orbiter Payload Bay.
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SPACE STATION PROPULSION SYSTEM DRIVERS
The Propulsion System design is driven by many external" factors. Here is o
short list of the most Important parameters:
1) The Space Station is not going to be maintained at a fixed altitude, but
rather will be allowed to vary in altitude such that the Orbiter Logistics can
be optimized, while maintaining adequate Station Orbit life-time. This orbit
altitude is a function of Station Configuration (Mass and Frontal area) and
also the atmospheric density, which varies with the eleven year solar cycle.
Because of these considerations, the Propulsion System impulse requirement is
a function of the Orbiter capability, overall Station configuration and the
atmospheric density.
2) The Propulsion System thrusters were sized to 25 Ibf each back when the
Station was staying at 27e nmi constant altitude, which meant that the reboost
Impulse was much less than it is today. When the altitude strategy was-
changed to the variable altitude strategy, the burn times for performing
reboosts increased significantly. An average reboost with four 25 Ibf
thrusters tokes about 2 hours to perform. The maximum reboost takes over four
hours to perform. With a modular blowdown hydrozine system, thrusters are not
available 'off-the-shelf' for these burn times, and the reboosts will only be
done with two of the modules for propellant utilization purposes. This means
that the thrust size for the reboost thrusters should be increased. There are
structural concerns which are being worked. The attitude control thrusters
would remain at 25 Ibf.
3) Because the Station is operating lower in the atmosphere, the Propulsion
Co System is required to keep the Station from re-entering. At times, the margin
_:_ against re-entry is as little as 90 days. This means that the PropulFion
System must be dual fault tolerant for station survival (i.e. reboost).
4) The requirement for propellant resupply introduces a set of requirements
on the Propulsion System. The first is to optimize the package in the payload
boy, both the mass and the volume. Since the capability of the Orbiter is
fixed, the challenge is to design the module such that the most propellant is
brought up in the /ightest and smallest package. Since there will be other
items being brought up to the Station at the some time as the Propulsion
system is being resupplled, compatibility with those other elements
(unpressurized logistics module, pressurized logistics module, etc.) is a
design driver. Finally, since the modules will be flying routinely in the
Orbiter Payload Bay, the safety requirements that ore imposed on any other
payload must be met by the PropulSion Modules.
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0 SPACESTATIONPROPULSIONSYSTEM DRIVERS
0 ALTITUDESTRATEGY
0 ORBITERCAPABILITIES
0 SPACE STATIONCONFIGURATION
0 ATMOSPHERICDENSITY(SOLARACTIVITY)
0 THRUSTSIZE
0 STRUCTURALCONCERNS
0 TOTALBURN TIME FOR REBOOST
0 REDUNDANCYREQUIREMENTS
0 CREW SAFETY
0 STATIONORBIT DECAY- ALTITUDESTRATEGY
0 BESUPPLY
0 MASS FRACTION
0 MANIFESTINGCONCERNS
0 PAYLOADBAY SAFETY
HYDRAZINE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
In order to minimize the number of thrusters required for each module, the
capability of being able to deplete the entire module through o single reboost
thruster Is desirable. The current demonstrated through-put of hydrazine
thrusters in the 109 Ibf range is approximately I Million Ib-secs (43_0 Ibm of
propellant). If the modules contain 4500 Ibm of hydrazine, then every time o
module is reserviced, a thruster would have to be replaced. If the modules
ore bigger than this, then there would hove to be additional thrusters or the
life of the thrusters must be improved.
Because of the costs associated with Installing additional thrusters,
extending the life of hydrazine thrusters is being pursued. A supporting
development program is progressing to modify existing designs and demonstrate
additional thruster lifetime, with the goal of at least doubling the life of
the thrusters. An RFP will be distributed soon with delivery of thrusters
expected in the fall of 199e. These will then be tested at our test facility
at JSC.
Other technology development programs may be necessary, depending on the final
propulsion system configuration. Configurotlons which ore being examined
include systems with metering valves to provide 0 constant inlet pressure to
the thrustor from a blowdown system, a system with o pump and accumulator to
provide o constant inlet pressure to the thrusters, or on electronic regulator
for providing constant tank pressure. These configurations may be requtred
due to concerns by GN&C over the potential thrust mismatch between propulsion
modules.
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0 HYDRAZINE.TECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENT
0 LONGLIFE HYDRAZINETHRUSTER
0 CURRENTECHNOLOGYTHRUSTERSONLYDEMONSTRATEDTO
APPROXIMATELY1 MILLION LB-SEC
_ 0 SUPPORTINGDEVELOPMENTPROGRAMPLANNEDTO INCORPORATEINTO
EXISTINGDESIGNSFEATURESTO EXTENDTHE LIFE
0 SPECIFYINGA MINIMUMLIFE OF 2 MILLION LB-SEC
0 CONTRACTSEXPECTEDBY MAY
0 TESTINGTO BE CONDUCTEDAT JSC NEXTYEAR
0 OTHERI'ECHNOLOGYDEVELOPMENTMAYBE NECESSARY,DEPENDINGON RESULTS
OF ON-GOINGTRADESTUDIES
0 METERINGVALVETO PROVIDECONSTANTHRUSTFROMA BLOWDOWN
SYSTEM
0 PUMPFORMAINTAININGCONSTANTHRUSTERINLET PRESSURE
0 ELECTRONIC.PRESSUREGULATION
WASTE FLUID DISPOSAL SYSTEM
The Waste Fluid Disposal System was the resistojet. However, during Scrub
'89. the power requirements for the resistojet were questioned, With this in
mind, o trade study was Initiated at the WP-92 contractor to determine the
'best' method of waste fluid disposal. The options are as follows:
1) Resistojet: Much advanced development has occurred on the resistojet,
including work by in the late 60's-early 7e's by Morquordt and much more
recent work by LeRC. The problem with the resistojet is that, depending on
the flowrate and the temperature desired, up to 5ee w ore consumed per
reslstojet. With all six resistojets firing, the resistojet module would be
consuming 3 KW of power, approximately 4_ of the entire Station generating
capability.
2) Waste gas disposal using Hydrazine thrusters: Work was done on thi_concept by Rocket Research during Phase B. The concept was demonstrate_,
however, additional work needs to be done to characterize the performance of
the thruster when on oxidizln 9 gas is introduced to the combustion chamber.
It also has the disadvantage in that o consumable which must be resupplied
from the ground is consumed to heat the waste gases.
3) Thermal Energy Storage: This concept involves slowly heating a phase
change material using low power heaters, and then passing the waste fluids
through o heat exchanger to heat the gases. This concept would not have the
instantaneous power consumption of the resistojets, but would probably consume
more energy (low power for long periods of time) due to thermal losses. This
concept also does not hove o consumable which must be reeupplied.
_" The MDSSC trade study is expected to be completed in mid-February, 1990
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PROPULSIONSYSTEM
0 WASTEFLUIDDISPOSALSYSTEM
0 MDSSCCURRENTLYEVALUATINGTHE BESTMETHODOF WASTEFLUIDDISPOSAL
0 BESISTOJETS
0 ADVANCEDDEVELOPMENTWORK
0 HIGH POWERBEOUIBEDDURINGOPERATION
0 WASTEGAS INJECTIONINTOHYDBAZINETHRUSTERS
0 ADVANCEDDEVELOPMENTWORK
0 OXIDIZINGGASESWERE NOT EVALUATED
0 CONSUMABLEREQUIRED
0 THERMALENERGYSTORAGE
0 SIMILARTO SOLARDYNAMICENERGYSTORAGE
0 LOW POWERREQUIRED
0 NO CONSUMABLE
0 TRADESTUDYTO BE COMPLETEDBY MID FEBRUARY,1990
INTEGRATED SCHEDULE - PROPULSION SYSTEM
The Propulsion System Integrated Schedule shows the classical DDT&E approach
to flight hardware: Prelim!nary Des!gn, Detal!ed Design0 Development Testing,
Final Design, and Qualification /es_lng. uue _o cost reasons, the Propulsion
System Development and Qualification Testing will be done at the NASA-JSC
White Sands Test Facility (WSTF}.
The Supporting Development Schedule reflects the remaining work from the Water
Electrolysis/Oxygen-Hydrogen System. the preparation of the WSTF facility for
Development and Qualification testing, and the Long Life Hydrozine thruster
effort.
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SPACE STATION PROPULSION SYSTEM EVOLUTION
The choice of hydrazine for the long term Station means" that the program will
be paylng.a large llfe cycle cost for propellant resupply because of
hydrozlne s low spec!flc Impulse.. Because.of thls,.the WP-02 contractor has
been tasked with perTormlng o troae stuay to aetermlne what Propulsion System
should be used for the long term. Options include the present modular
hydrozlne system, o distributed hydrazlne system, several blpropellant
systems, and the old basellne, a distributed Water
Electrolysis/Oxygen-Hydrogen system. All of the propellant combinations for
the bipropellant system utilize Nitrogen Tetroxide (NTO) as the oxidizer. The
fuels being considered are Monomethyl Hydrozine (MMH), Hydrazine, and a
blend of 50_ Unsymetrical Di-Methyl Hydrozine (UDMH) and 59_ hydrozine called
A-50.
In addition to these propellant combinations, combinations of systems were
Included for study. Since the program is developing the modular hydrozine
system, this system could be used for attitude control and contingency
purposes, and o dedicated, high performance reboost system could be used for
atmospheric drag compensation.
The trade study is expected to be completed by the end of January, 199e.
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0 SPACE STATIONPROPULSIONSYSTEMEVOLUTION
0 HYDRAZINEMAYNOTBE THE BESTPROPELLANTCHOICEFORTHE LONGTERM
SPACESTATION
0 SPECIFICIMPULSEOF APPROX. 235 LBF-SEC/LBM
0 LIFE CYCLE COST OF PROPELLANTRESUPPLYOF HYDRAZINEIS
SIGNIFICANT
0 TRADESTUDYIN WORKBY THEWP-D2CONTBACTORTO DEFINE 'BEST' CHOICE
FOBLONGTERMSPACESTATION
0 MODULARHYDRAZINE
0 DISTRIBUTEDHYDRAZINE
0 DISTRIBUTEDBI-PROPELLANT
0 DISTRIBUTEDWATER ELECTROLYSIS/OXYGEN-HYDROGENSYSTEM
0 COMBINATIONMODULARHYDRAZINE/BIPROPELLANT
0 COMBINATIONMODULARHYDRAZINE/ELECTROLYSIS
0 TRADE STUDY TO BE COMPLETEBY END OF JANUARY,1990
PROPELLANT SELECTION TRADE STUDY
These ore the criterio which ore being used for the propellant selection trode
study, both quolitotive and quontitotive evoluations. When these evoluotions
ore completed, the results will be presented to Level llI ond Level II so thot
ony technology development thot moy be required con be funded.
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0 PROPELLANTSELECTIONTRADESTUDY
0 OUANTITATIVEEVALUATIONCRITERIA
0 DDT&ECOSTS
0 LAUNCHCOSTS
0 RESUPPLYCOSTS
0 MAINTENANCECOSTS
0 GROUND HANDLINGCOSTS
0 POWER
0 OUALITATIVEEVALUATIONCRITERIA
0 GROUND HANDLING
0 GN&C
0 MATERIALSAND PROCESSING
0 RELIABILITY
0 LOGISTICS
0 TEST AND VERIFICATION
0 EVA
0 CONTAMINATION
0 MAINTAINABILITY
0 SAFETY
0 SYSTEM INTEGRATION
TECHNOLOGYNEEDS FOR WATERELECTROLYSIS/OXYGEN- HYDROGENSYSTEM
Several Items were Identified by the WP-e2 contractor In their proposal as
requiring additional development. These Items include: the electroly=is unit
and electrolysis unit components, the high pressure/light weight storage
tanks, and the electronic regulators.
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0 TECHNOLOGYNEEDSTOWATERELECTROLYSIS/OXYGEN-HYDROGENPROPULSIONSYSTEM
0 HIGH PRESSURELECTROLYSISUNITS
0 STACK
O. COMPONENTS
0 REGULATORS
0 PHASESEPARATORS
0 VALVES
0 THRUSTERS
0 HIGHP_ESSUREILIGHTWEIGHT STORAGEVESSELS
0 ELECTRONICPRESSUREREGULATION
0 SYSTEMLEVELTESTING
02/H2 TECHNOLOGY PLAN
This is a suggested technology plan that would be pursued if the Water
Electrolysis/Oxygen - Hydrogen system is selected by the WP-02 contractor as
the system of choice for the long term Station. This schedule includes
electrolysis unit development, electrolysis component development, electronic
regulator development, thruster testing and improvements, Graphite/Epoxy tank
testing, and finally System level breadboard testing.
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02 / H2 PROPULSIONTECHNOLOGY PLAN
FY 90 FY 91 FY 92 FY 93 FY 94
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
MDSSC START PRELIM. DESIGN _7
MDSSC SELECT VENDORS
1. COMPLETE ELECTROLYSIS
BREADBOARD UNITS" ""'" "\"" '-'-" "'"-_'-"_ ;.'"" =
2. ELECTROLYSIS COMPONENT I I / I
,,
• REFURB BREADBOARD UNITS
• LIFE TESTING AND _lr
co IMPROVEMENTS
¢J'l
4. ELECTRONIC REGULATOR
"TECHNOLOGY
5. THRUSTER TESTING AND I k
IMPROVEMENTS
6. GRAPHITE/EPOXY TANK I II
TECHNOLOGY k7. TEST BED
• PHASE 2
• PHASE 3 _.A)
• ASSUMES 2 ELECTROLYSIS VEHDORS (PARALLEL TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT)
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS FOR BIPROPELLANT SYSTEMS
Even though bipropellant systems are "state of the art _', additional
development for on-orbit servicing of the system is required. Obviously, if
the systems are going to be serviced on-orbit, the first component that needs
to be developed is the automatic couplings for the transfer of hazardous
fluids. Other technologies that require development are the capability to
vent off the pressurant gas from the system (if the system is a pressure
regulated system) without expelling liquid propellant. This could be
accomplished by new zero-g liquid separation techniques or by the development
of Oxidizer compatible diaphragms. Also, to make the refueling system as
light at possible, transfer pumps could be developed..
The hydrozine/NTO sy tem is attractive from the lock of carbon and carbon
compounds in the thruster exhaust. If this is the system chosen, then
considerable work still needs to be done on thrusters using this propellant
combination.
One of the problems with NTO is the formation of iron nitrate. This problem
con be eliminated by constructing the system only of titanium. One of the
problems Is that there are no titanium bellows for valves. This means that
components bein 9 constructed usin titanium contain bimetallic joints where
materials containing iron ore uti_i umzed. The development of titoni bellows
is required for building a true all titanium system.
Finally, leakage of regulators over long periods of time has historically been
a problem with space craft. This is why most systems flown are blowdown
systems, in order to utilize a pressure regulated system for the
bipropetlonts, regulator designs which con better handle contaminates and
01 reaction products from the propellants need to be developed. The area of
O_ electronic pressure regulators means that high response and high seal loading
can both be attained.
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0 TECHNOLOGYNEEDS FOR BIPROPELLANTSYSTEMS
0 IF ON-ORBITPROPULSIONSYSTEMSSERVICINGREQUIRED:
0 FLUIDTRANSFERCOUPLINGS
0 OXIDIZERDIAPHRAGMS
0 ZEBO-GVENT CAPABILITY(LIQUID/VAPORSEPARATION)
0 TRANSFERPUMPS (POTENTIAL)
0 HYDRAZINE/NTOTHRUSTERSIF THAT PROPELLANTCOMBINATIONSELECTED
0 ALL-TITANIUMOXIDIZERSYSTEMS
O. TITANIUMBELLOWS
0 ZEBO-LEAKREGULATORSIF PBESSUREREGULATEDSYSTEMSELECTED
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INTEGRATED PROPULSION TEST ARTICLE
At the end of Phase B, the baseline Propulsion System on the Space Station was
o Water Electrolysis/Oxygen-Hydrogen (WEOH) system. The idea was to utilize
the excess water from the Orbiter Fuel cells as the propellant. Add the fact
that Oxygen/Hydrogen has a high specific impulse and the resupply quantities
for the Station are greatly reduced. However, with the newer altitude
strategies, and the overall water balance on the Station, it appears that a
considerable amount of water would have to be resupplied.
Because of the lack of advanced development on the WEOHsystem, JSC embarked
on a test program called the Integrated Propulsion Test Article (IPTA).
Started in 1987, this system consisted on a 30e0 psi electrolysis unit, high
pressure (3ee8 psi) gas storage, electronic pressure regulation and available
thrusters. Phase I testing began in 1988 and consisted of end-to-end system
operation demonstration, proving the feasibility of the WEOHconcept.
q.O Phase II testing will utilize much of the Phase I test hardware, but will be
O_ configured to better simulate the envisioned Space Station distributed system.
1,O Testing is to begin, in April, 1990.
In addition to the system demonstration, contracts are on-going in the area of
high pressure electrolysis units.
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0 SPACESTATIONBASELINEWASA WATERELECTROLYSIS/OXYGEN-HYDROGENSYSTEM
0 UTILIZE 'WASTE' WATERFROMTHE ORBITERFUELCELLS
0 HIGH SPECIFIC IMPULSEPROPELLANTCOMBINATION
0 INTEGRATEDPROPULSIONTESTARTICLEFIRST TESTEDIN 1988
0 INTEGRATEDBREADBOARDSYSTEMUSINGAVAILABLEHARDWARE
0 HIGH PRESSURELECTROYSISUNIT (3000 PSI)
0 ELECTRONICPRESSUREREGULATION
0 ROCKETDYNEANDBELL THRUSTERS
0 PHASEI DEMONSTRATEDND-TO-ENDSYSTEMOPERATION
0 WATERIN - THRUSTOUT
0 PHASE II TO DEMONSTRATEOPERATIONWITH SYSTEMMORE CLOSELY
RESEMBLINGTHE PROPOSEDSPACE STATIONCONFIGURATION
0 PHASE II TESTINGTO BEGIN IN APRIL, 1990
0 ELECTROLYSISUNIT DEVELOPMENT
PHASE I CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
The Phase I IPTA consisted of a high pressure electrolysis unit, high pressure
gas storage tanks, electronic pressure regulation, and available thrusters.
The electrolysis unit was a unit borrowed from the Navy called the Oxygen
Generation Plant (OGP). This'_unit was a development test article which has
accumulated many hours of run time. It is used to generate Oxygen at high
pressure (3eee psi). With very little modification, it successfully generated
both hydrogen and oxygen for storage in high pressure tanks, and subsequent
usage in the thrusters.
Electronic regulators were procured from Morotta for control of the gas flow
rates. This is required due to potential temperature differences between the
oxygen and hydrogen. They can also be used to vary the thrust and also to
maintain or vary the O/F ratio being delivered to the thruster.
Available thrusters were used for Phase I testing. Two thrusters were tested:
CO o Bell thruster which was originally built for a LeRC contract, and an IRAD
thruster from Rocketdyne.
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0 PHASEI CONFIGURATIONDESCRIPTION
0 ELECTROLYSISUNIT
0 NAVYOXYGENGENERATIONPLANT(OGP)
0 3000 PSI OPERATION
0 DEVELOPMENTUNIT
0 ELECTRONICREGULATORS
0 CAPABLEOF VARYINGINLET PRESSURETO THRUSTERSTO
COMPENSATEFOR:
0 TEMPERATUREVARIATIONS
0 THRUSTSELECTION
0 DESIREDO/F RATIO
0 THRUSTERSEVALUATED
0 BELL - LEWISCONTRACTEDTHRUSTER.
0 ROCKETDYNE- IRADTHRUSTERON LOANTO JSC
PHASE II TESTING
Phase II testing will demonstrate the envisioned Space Station configuration.
Long distribution lines between the high pressure gas storage and thrusters
are being installed. The capability to fire multiple thrusters is being built
into the test article so that system dynamics con be studied. Thermal
conditioning of the propellants to simulate long thruster firings and
determine the effect of varying the thruster inlet temperature and pressure
will be on additional capability.
The propellant storage capacity will also be increased so that longer thruster
firings con be performed. Electronic pressure regulation will be installed
upstream of the distribution lines to simulate the planned Station
configuration. Finally, as the new breadboard electrolysis units become
available, they will be installed in the IPTA to determine system
compatibility and concerns.
Co When testing resumes, we will have the capability of operating a WEOH
breadboard system which closely simulates the envisioned Space Station
configuration over o wide range of operating conditions.
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0 PHASEII TESTING
0 RECONFIGURETESTARTICLE
0 LONGDISTRIBUTIONLINES
0 MULTIPLETHRUSTERS
0 THERMALCONDITIONINGOF PROPELLANT
0 LARGERPROPELLANTCAPACITY
0 ELECTRONICREGULATIONTO CONTROLDISTRIBUTIONPRESSUREIN
ADDITONTO THRUSTERINLET PRESSURE
0 BREADBOARDELECTROLYSISUNIT AS IT BECOMESAVAILABLE
0 TESTINGTO DEMOSTRATEOPERATIONOF A SYSTEMCLOSERRESEMBLINGTHE
STATIONCONFIGURATIONOVERALARGE OPERATINGRANGE
ELECTROLYSIS UNIT DEVELOPMENT
Contracts were let in 1988 to two electrolysis unit manufacturers to develop
breadboard high pressure electrolysis units. The two manufacturers are
developing two different technologies, Hamilton Standard is modifying their
OGP technology for space applications (lower weight, smaller packaging, etc)
which utilizes a Solid Polymer Electrolyte, and Life Systems, Inc is
developing an Static Vapor Feed unit. The delivery of the first unit is
expected in March, 1990.
The delivered unit will consist of the cell stack and all necessary hardware
to operate the unit at 3000 psi. Extensive testing is planned for the units
at JSC following delivery. Stand-alone testing will demonstrate the
operational characteristics of the particular device. And then the unit will
be installed in the IPTA to demonstrate system operation.
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0 ELECTROLYSISUNIT DEVELOPMENTCONTRACTSAWARDEDIN 1988
0 PARALLELDEVELOPMENTOF TWOHIGH PRESSURELECTROLYSISTECHNOLOGIES
0 ACID CELL/SOLID POLYMERELECTROLITE- HAMILTONSTANDARD
0 ALKALINE CELL/STATICVAPORFEED- LIFE SYSTEMS,INC.
0 DELIVERYOF THE FIRST BREADBOARDUNIT IS EXPECTEDBY MID-MARCH
0 HARDWAREWILL CONSISTOF CELL STACKAND ALL NECESSARYHARDWARETO
OPERATETHE UNIT
0 EXTENSIVETESTINGPLANNEDAT JSC FOLLOWINGHARDWARE
DELIVERY
0 STAND-ALONETESTING
0 DEMONSTRATEOPERATIONALCHARACTERISTICS
0 IPTATESTING
0 DEMONSTRATESYSTEMOPERATION
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SPE ELECTROCHEMICALCELL REACTIONS
Electrolysis Cell Fuel Cell
Solid polymer Solid polymer
electrolyte electrolyte
Oxygen electrode
Oxygen (with wetprooting tilm),,,= /HydrogenHydrogen-,_ _ electrode v J( electrodeelectrode " v
c_ Hydrogen Oxygen Oxygen Hydrogen
to
_H-_
|H-_
O2 + 4H ++ 4e-...H 2H2---4H +. 4e
4H ++ 4e--_-2H2
_k_H20--.-4H + . 4e + 02 Product
Process water
water
(-) (+) (+) (-)
4e ' 4e___
Electrical loadDC source
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SPE FUEL CELL /
ELECTROLYZER FEATURES
• No free corrosive liquid - sole electrolyte is solid sheet of
sulfonated fluoropolymer similer to teflon
- Normality is fixed - cannot change with operating
conditions or life - cannot be diluted by product or
process water
= - Location & volume of electrolyte are fixed - cannot leak,
creep, leach out or be expelled by acceleration forces or
pressure differentials
- Membrane forms rugged barrier separating reactants-
tested to 5000 psid without blow-through
• > 10 year life demonstrated with stable performance
- > 100,000 load hrs completed on electrolysis cells,
>60,000 hr on fuel cell stack
- < 1p.v / hr degradation
- Fuel cell operates on commercial grade reactants
- No carbonate formation
• Excellent load following - similar to a battery
SPE FUEL CELL/
ELECTROLYZER FEATURES (Cont'd)
• Simplified cell construction
- Low cost
- High yield with consistent performance
-_ - High reliability
• Mature technology with extensive hardware experience
- Two successful space power applications
- SPE electrolyzers in production for military and commercial
applications
- 30 years of development, manufacturing and operational
experience
- Technology status results from cumulative development
funding from many programs
WATER ELECTROLYSIS
PERFORMANCE HISTORY
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STATE-OF-THE-ARTSPE CELL
STRUCTURE
H2 side-- --H 2 screen
Air breather screen- --ZR fret plate
Air side- -Woven NB strips
NB fret plate- --Pressure pad
0.23 FT2 CELL HARDWARE
SPE_PROPULSIONELECTROLYZERFORNASA'S
INTEGRATEDPROPULSIONTESTARTICLE
INTRODUCTION:ELECTROLYSIS CELL STACK
CELL STACK:
POSITIVEBUS CELLS STACKED.
@ SPRINGSONE ONTHE OTHER
FLUIDS PARALLEL
ENDPLATE ELECTRICALSERIES
0o
STACKEDCELLS TIEROD
FLUIDPLATE
WATERIN GAS/WATEROUT©
,LOADINGMECHANISM:
CELLS HELD BETWEENENDPLATEAND FLUID PLATE
CLAMPINGFORCE APPLIED BY SPRINGS
FORCETRANSFERREDBY TIE RODS
MODESOF SPEELECTROLYZER
OPERATION
• ANODEPROCESSWATERLIQUID FEED
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• CATHODEPROCESSWATER LIQUID FEED
• CATHODEPROCESSWATER VAPOR FEED
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INTRODUCTION:ELECTROLYSIS SYSTEM
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DEMONSTRATED LIFE - LIQUID ANODE FEED SPE ELECTROLYZER AS OF APRIL 1988
Type of Service/ProductDescription Electrolysis Cell Operating Number Number Total System StackHours Cell Hours
Navy Electrolyzers Rate ,_ea Pressure of of Cells Number Hours
Ibs/hr h20 .ft2 PSI Stacks Per Stack Of Cells
US Navy:
NuclearSubmarine02 Generation With Over
3000psi System- QualificationUnit(OGP#2) 21 0.23 300to3900 2 100 200 1,000 1,000 100,000 5 Million
3000 psi system - Praprototype(OGP#I) 21 0.23 300 to 3000 2 100183 183 10,000 13,000 1,181,000
DevelopmentSystem(Breadboard) 21 0.23 300 to 3000 2 100 200 14.000 29.000 2,900,000 Cell Hours
OevelopmentStackOGPProgmm 1 0.23 300 to 3000 1 5 5 1,900 1,900 9,500
DevelopmentStackOGPProgram 2 023 300'_3000 1 10 10 1.600 1.500 15,000 of Successful
DevalopmentStackOGPProgram 4 0.23 300 to 3000 1 20 20 2,500 2,500 50,000 ('_1_DevelopmentStackOGPProgram 7.4 0.23 300 te 3000 1 35 35 3,900 3,900 136,500 __.eration
DevelopmentStackNSSC4 0.2 0.23 ambient 1 1 1 87,500 87,500 87,500 / ig
Oev_opm_tStad_NSSC7 0.2 0.23 ambient 1 1 1 02.500 82.500 82.500 the Selected
DevelopmentStackNSSC9 0.2 0.23 ambient 1 1 1 87,500 87,500 87,500 SPE
UnitedKingdomNavy: Cell Des n
Nuc..,S,,=,,a,ne02Gar_ra_on is Well
DevelopmentStack S/N#1 12.5 0.23 150 1 58 58 3,000 3,000 174,000
DevelopmentStackS/N#2 15 029 150 1 70 70 6,000 6,000 420.000 EstablishedProductionStacks:
C,O VariousProducl_onunits(22 total) 15 to 17 0.23 150 22 70 or 81 1.731 classified classified classified
OO
NASNJSC
ElectricEnergyStoragqSystem 3 0.23 150 1 22 22 2,000 2,000 44,000
TOTAL- NAVY/NASAdasign (doesnotincluda 38 2,537 303,300 320,300 5,187,500
classifieddataand variouslaboratorytestdata)
ES1000 Series:
And supportedConstructorJohn Brown- England 3 4 1 100 1 3 4 3 4 2, 00O 2,000 68,000
PublicServiceElectric& Gas, NewJersey 16 1 100 1 1 4 1 4 10,000 10,0O0 140,000 by over
South BagdadThermalPow_ Station- Bagdad,lraq 24 I I O0 2 1 2 24 35,000 70.000 840.000
Delta #4 Powar Project- Nigeria 24 1 100 2 12 24 100 200 2,400 130 Million
DevelopmentUnit- High CurrantDensity (EPRI) 6 1 100 1 6 6 2,000 2,000 12,000
MonsantoMoundLaberatodes- Moundsville.Ohio 8 1 100 2 5 10 100 200 1,000 Cell Hours
IntarmountainPower Project- Delta Utah 1 0 1 100 1 1 0 1 0 8,000 8,000 80,000
of Anode
LaboratorySeries: / Feed
GasChromatographHydrogenGenemtor 0.02 0.05 60H2ambO2 12000 3 36,000 42,000,000 42,000,000 126,000,00(
/
(various world-wide customers) Operational
Experience
TotalCommerciafProducts(UquidAnodaFeed) 12,010 36,122 42,057,200 42,092,400 127,143,40(
(note:totaldoes.not includeall ES 1003 systems1
GRANDTOTAL-LIQUIDANOOEFEED 12,048 38,659 42,360,500 42,412,700 132,330,901
SPEWATERELECTROLYZERS
(ActiveCell Area0.23 Ft2)
it
¢.o
Oo
oo Production Modules U.S. Navy Submarines 3,000 psi Propulsion
3.000 psi Qual Unit Electrolyzer Mock-Up
m '
i
n .........
U.K. Navy Submarines 6000 psi Space Station 1,000 psi
_30 Units Delivered Development Unit Development Unit
HIGH PRESSURE WATER ELECTROLYSIS
EXPERIENCE
U.S. NAVY ROYAL NAVY
SUBMARINES SUBMARINES
• SYSTEMWATER > 20 LBS HzO/HR > 15 LBS HzO/HR
ELECTROLYSISRATE
• OPERATINGPRESSURE ..-3,000 PSI ..-1,800 PSI
¢,.,o
oo
t,.O
• YEARS INSERVICE > 30 > 25
• NUMBEROF SYSTEMS IN ,,-270 ,,.24
SERVICE
• ESTIMATEDOPERATINGHOURS ,,.5000 HRS/SYSTEM-YR ,,.4000 HRS/SYSTEM-YR
• ESTIMATEDTOTAL SYSTEM > 1 X 107 HOURS > 1 X 106 HOURS
EXPERIENCE
COMPARATIVE DATA
SPE KOH
225 SCFH/pure oxygen 150 SCFH/<2% hydrogen
in oxygen
300-3000 psi out 3000 psi out
Rapid start/shutdown >2 hour start-up
Failsafe shutdown Attended shutdown
Nitrogen conservative High nitrogen usage
Unattended operations _ Attended operations
Module life _-, 16 years Cell life _-_2 yrs
w / redundancy
65 dB structureborne noise 85 dB cell noise
Can withstand >700 psid Inches water control req'd
across membrane
Redundant cell stack _-_75% Availability less than req'd -
availability (<50% req'd) based on experience
I 1 j I I I I 1 I 1 I ] I I I I 1 I I
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OXYGESCGF_-INU.S.NAVY SPEERATORMODULE
Co
O0
z___J
Fq r''
rLi
OXYGEN
GENERATING
PLANT
(OGP) "
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ROYALNAVY SPE ELECTROLYZER
• Royal Navy selected SPE electrolyzer to replace
alkaline electrolyzers in nuclear submarine
oxygen generator systems
GO
d\ • Alkaline was established system for >25 years
• SPE electrolyzer system fully qualified for
submarine environment and at sea
• SPE electrolyzer systems (_25kW) are in
productionwith >30 systems delivered to date.
.OVAL.AVYA.ALYSlComparison of SPE vs established alkaline trolyzer
SPE performance
Parameters as _oof KOH
i
Output 120
Size 63
Weight 44
Cost 78
Through life cost 42
Cooling water 74
Power 93
Maintenance 20
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COMMERCIAL SPE
ELECTROLYSIS PROGRAMS
1973 - Present
• Laboratory H2 generator in roduction sinceJd_73
- > 10,000 units pr ducep to date (UL I,st
- Units in use throughout world
• ES- 1000 H 2 generator system commercially
available since 1983
- 7 systems plus 6 modules shipped to date
- Excellent reports from customers
• Large scale systems ready for commercialization
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Robotics
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Level III
Subsystem Presentations
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Flight Telerobotic Servicer0
t-"
r_
c_
Dennis Haley
o
_" Martin Marietta
STS and S.S. Freedom. Operations Are Supported by
SSFTS Design
SSFTS Operations from the Orbiter Payload Bay Transporter Attached Operations on Freedom
Fixed Base Independent
Operations on Freedom Fixed Base Dependent Operations on Freedom
I
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SSFTS Elements
STS Workstation Space Station Workstation
Telerobot Telerobot-Stowed 34.45 in.
ManipulatorMax.
Length=72.15in.
in. I
83.34in.
.41.55 in.
ASPS Max. -_" I_/" Stowed Telerobol
Lenglh = 61.45 in. _40 0 in. Dimensions
FTS Mission Operations
AssemblyOperations
- Truss Assembly - Nonstandard ORU Installation
- SIA Installation • Ku- and S-Band Antenna
- Thermal UtilityTray Installation and Coupling • Radiator Panels
- Standard ORU Module Installation • RCS Modules
• Alpha and Beta Gimbals
• Etc
Servicing/MaintenanceOperations
- Propellant Resupply - ORU Replacement
- Cryogenic Resupply - Calibration
- Expendable Module Replacement
Inspection Operations
- Meteoroid Physical Damage - Module Leaks
- Thermal Fluid Leak - Temperature Probing
- Cabling Connectivity - Assembly Inspection
I i j I I I I I I J I I I I I I J ) I
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FTS General Requirements
ManipulatorTip Force: 20 Ib
ManipulatorTip Torque: 20 ft/Ib
Manipulator Repeatability: 0.005 in.
Manipulator IncrementalMotion" 0.001 in.
System Weight: 1500 Ib
System Power: 2000 watts Peak, 1000watts Average, 350 watts Standby
System Lifetime: Indefinite On-Orbit Life through Periodic Maintenance; MTBF
Consistent with a Two-Year Servicing Interval with an
Operations Duty Cycle of 30 Hours per Weeko
System Shall Be Two-Fault Tolerant Against Inadvertent Release of Material
System ShallAvoid Unplanned Physical Contact (Collision)
System Shall Be Capable of Detecting Failures and Automatically Assuming a Safe State
Flight Telerobotic Servicer Hardware and Technology Development
Flow
DevelopmentTest Flight(1991) Technology Design
, Hardware
Demon
€=
,_ OperationalConfiguration (1995)
Engineering Test System (1994)
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Flight Telerobotic Servicer-Telerobot
EVA
Safety COMS
"_ Receiver Module
° \
Controlh
Battery Battery
Computer
-__ Regulator/ Power
Charger Module
FTS Manipulator
.._ Force/Torque
• -227° " +90° Sensor / t:_/--_-_.
/ +120° / '_'_" ,_)
+90 Shoulder Pitch and . //
.1 Elbow Controller ;',_ (
.90o_,, -90° -_ \
Wrist and Tool
Controllers _. "_+.9/ 0o Wrist
_..90 o3;_.....-.. Camera
(3O
Shoulder
Roll and Yaw
Controller _
-180°
J-90
-180°
-90°
c Drive
I i I I I I I I I "1 I I I ] I I J I I
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JR3 Force-Torque Transducer
Power and Data
Connector
Cable Channel
Circuit Boards
End EffectorChangeoutMechanism
Autonomous Mounting
Connector Holes
;;T ......
I I_
Motor EVA
Override
I
,_. Cam Follower
Motor
Brake (2)
EVA
Override
.950 2.000 Drive Fixed Half
EECM
Removable
Halt EECM
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Flight Telerobotic Servicer-End-of-Arm Tooling
Manipulalor
Tooling Plale
User Interfaces
Truss Assembly/Disassembly Thermal Radiator Panel Fluid Coupler
EVA Handhold Screw Module Retention System
t_
I
.Captive Fastener J-Hook Multilayer Keyhole Slot EVA Wing Tab
Insulation (MLI) Connector
i I / 1 1 I _ I ] i i, I _ I ] IJ
FTS Data Management and Processing
All Flighl Deck Orbiler P/L Bay - _ .... .
(HC) ......... "-:" i_!:'"ii Right
I Lell Hand I IRighl Hand . :..iTelerobotBus 2... Manipulator
Conl_oller I IC°nlr°ller ControllersI Workslalion iSDP No. 1 ?,..
ILell Hand Right Hand ;TR Master TR Master.i; ' •
Conlroller Conlroller iCompute,r1 computer,1
Electronics Eleclronics (GPU):;;::I " (CPU) ::"_.i.i .Left
i i Manipulator
I E ; co ,ro,,o,€_ AFD _ ; _, " ' ".....PCDU "''" ............... "........................ SDP No. 2 ,i_.!i_:...(PS) Iler_ I ;_ " " "TR Master TRi
i ' I & Dala ...... !& Dala iBay iSwilch Controllers
'; I RecOrder I RecOrder ICo Irol I(VS) .,--.-.. ..... .: "'"I No.1 No.2 n ,.. _::..:.:.; ,,?.
I MPAC-F To_-_STS To STS : ;..... Tool HolsledController
! Corns PDI TR ,_: .:;.. CPA Conlrol
Video/ I EleclronicsConlrol ;7 ..: ' •
Hardwire / Display Assembly .... ''_"
[ Panel (WS) ;'_:'__; " " ' ": ' '": Controller
(Partially Redundanl i_:i':i... Telembot Bus '[,,,.,_,.,,...-._:--.....: ......_:_
.......... _, .... - :i;Reg¢harger_i
•';:":_ " " '" "' ' ";'":"_";"'"_: "_ (PS)
Non DMPS I C Indicales Bus Conlroller " °
Control Subsystem
Hybrid Force/Position Control System
I Camera Data _
_lf Hand I _
Controller Controller ] i _ , .... , Joint Posilion Cameras
-in _. _ -_ Hooo[Inverse i
,JO [ & Forward I"_+)'-_1 "in m "i I Commands
Positions Kinematics I, _ I _. e alc s I
.._orceRell_ ,. I I Kinematics I Joint /T
_lc_nsa/ionI,_______. _ , IIC°mplaintcontrolII Posilion I/ I111I['_L&J.t
Hand Controller ' II Compensation I I II
Commands ' $ /_]_ _t __
, / ! Force Data _ F°rrCe'e_
'_ W°rkstati°n/Teler°l:x:)t Interlace I Processing J Sensors
ORU Changeout Response Stability Characteristics
- 14 ke = 18.3 Ib/in.
km = 480 Ib/in.
8 _v'- - - -- --- - 12 bm = 50 Ib-s/in.
• 6 ,": 10 mc 1.31b-s2/in..{:: =
.o4 _ 8 Td =o ,_ 6 Uns_abl Stable
n 2- _
4 Td= Td = .15(,/)
, i , -_ II_'_'-'_'_"l/--I -1 I --"l -I --1 2 "_Td=0 'Td = _'d = .18S
0
0 2 4 6 8 10 00 0.6 1.2 1.8 2.4 3.0
Time, s Damping B, Ib-s/in.
ORU ChangeouI Response
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FTS Vision Subsystem and Camera Positioning
Assembly
Head-MountedCameras Wrisl-Mounled Camera
11-in.x 14-in. FOV
at 3:1 Zoom
4_ \
cn_ 3.511 X__ 9.6-in. x 12.4-in.
4.8-in. x 6.2-in.
Camera Posilioning Assembly
B
Pan/Till
Mechanism
._ra
Ills "_ \
Translating
Base
Two-AxisGimbal
Oo,.),. DriveAssembly
FTS Workstation Display Assembly Panel
Color Flat Panel Displays
0 0
Caulion
and _ ,-,.,...-,l_-,_,,.,.-,,-- ],-,,---,,,,-.,..-l.........
I - |e_ _iI_i_ J_tN Cm_wd IImk4HI
Warning _ t_l, tm _ C] _(_ '1;1 I;1'Lighls ! [iq-----I ] Variable
,,,,.,_,,-.-,,,,_.,,." [] " ' Funclion
Primary _" _ :'" " J'"'"'"'' "'' "" C] I_ Keys
•"-" ooCommand _ _ _ I ,and Control i _ _ _ _ C] 1_0 []
_'o _ -"Display L.,. ,--,,,,,,,,_ oo_;1!1-., EIEI ........i _,,iI _.-i i ,.-i•......,... -_-nonnonnon
v U-o.U U:_UII:o.u.O O
_'_-"_'- O_'_ ....... ..__ '_._'_,_ _I" Hardwired
I } I 1 I I i I I I I I I I _ I I
, !
Mini-MasterHand Controller
FTS NASREM System Architecture
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Servicing Operations Demonstrated
REPLACING lIST REACTION WHEEL REPLACING RADIATOR ASSEMBLY
'_ .,f
b_,4 :_
L_
TItERMAL UI-ILITY & REFUELING CONNECTORS TRUSS ASSEMBLY
t,..O
_O t,
FTS Growth Accommodations
60-in 4DOF Camera 512x512 Pixel,01 in
PositioningBoomIor ResolulionLaser Scanner _....._ I
OdhoganolViewing _ Slereo Viewing wilhDislance
Joinl Control Processors Control
• 200% Throughput Margin 8 Hr ExtendedOperalions
• 52% Memory Margin Ballery with Inlegral
• 50 Spare I/O Digilal Discreles PCM Atlaches on Back
7DOF Control
Modular EE & Tools for Growth
6DOF
Rev__ m
Telerobot SDPS (ea) Workslallon SDPs (ea)
• 70% Memory Margin • 80% Memory Margin
• 80% Throughpul Margin • 297% ThroughputMargin
• Growth CPU • GrowthCPU
enl, Slabilizalion, & • 3 Spare Slols for Memory • 3 Spare Slols Ior Memory
positioning Subsystem Parallel Processor
v Added DOFs & Alternalive
5-DOF wilh PrismaticJoinl Conliguralions • 1 It 3 Vol AIIocaled toPDGM Atlachmenl Mechanism Growth Parallel Processor
I ) I I ! I I _ ! I ! I I I I I j _ I
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I,IGovernment Gouvernemenlof Canada du Canada
Canadian Agence spatiale
Space Agency canadienne
THE MOBILE SERVICING SYSTEM
NASA - OAST
TECHNOLOGY FOR SPACE STATION
•" EVOLUTION - A WORKSHOP
I--L
Dallas, Texas
January 16, 1990
David G. Hunter _,_.
Acting Robotics Manager _, _ ..L_
Canadian Space Station Program _,, c,_
%Canad'
I _lrlPI Government Gouvernementof Canada du Canada
Canadian Agence spatiale
Space Agency canadienne
CANADIAN ROLE ON SPACE STATION
(NASA/MOSST MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING)
"Canadian elements will be developed to play the predominant
role in satisfying the following functions for the Space Station:
€=
-attached payload servicing (external)
- Space Station assembly
- Space Station maintenance (external)
- transportation on Space Station
- deployment and retrieval functions
- EVA support"
Canad
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MSSOverallConfiguration
SpaceSegment
• MobileServicingCentre(MSC)
• SpecialPurposeDexterousManipulator(SPDM)
• MSSMaintenanceDepot(MMD)
• MSSControlEquipment(MCE)
4:=
GroundSegmentC_
• GroundOperationsFacility,the EngineeringSupportCentre
SupportSystems
• ManipulatorDevelopmentandSimulationFacility(MDSF)
• Technicaland ManagementInformationSystem(TMIS)
• SoftwareSupportEnvironment(SSE)
MOBILE SERVICING SYSTEM (MSS)
t,o
MobileServicingCentre(MSC)
-- Space Station
Remote Manipulator System
,(SSRMS)
Special Purpose
Dextrous Manipulator
(SPDM)
--_ Mobile Remote
Servicer Base System
i (MOS)
--- Electronic
Control
Equipment
EVA Work Station
PSA-2
POA Support
Assembly MFR
(PSA)- I Accommodated
-- Tool
oo. • _..
.J _'*° "'%
_._ Space .....
Station Truss .'.--....
'_.-" MBS to MT Interlace .... .--....---::""'q'_
- Payload/ORU "'\ .-f" -_"" ":"" .... _ " """, Mobile Transporter
Accomondations ""-:" (MT) ",
(POA) \ -" : ' """ " "
" Flight Telerobotic "::" ""
_ , System (FTS) Interlace ....
% •. o
Canad'ii.
425
MobileServicingSystem(SpaceSegment)Hierarchy
MOBILE
.......... SERVICING
CANADIAN SYSTEM
CONTRIBUTION (MSS)
TO
SPACE STATION =
Space Se_mcnt Ground Segment
" ., I [
SPACE STATION Moble Servicing Centre (MSC) I
DESIGNA TED I :_iif!::i,!::._i!:!:;i.:.:i:;!i:i:i:i:!:.:..:: :::ii:!::i !.,.::
ELEMENTS Mobile Mobile Special Purpose MSS Iii :.ii!ii;!:!iiii!!!_e'f;ren:€_ !i:.i:i!::I
Transporter _ Remote Dexterous I Maintenance II i :'GfaUrtd Segmettt::s Icer Man,pu,a,or Dope, !i(MRS) (SPDM) (MMD) :U. S. SupDIled ,,
........... i
/ MRS BASE MSS Control Equipment[_j SYSTEMS SYSTEM (MCE) *
(3_ 7 IMBSI
._ HANDCONTROLLER I
SPACESTATION ASSEMBLY
REMOTEMANIPULATOR (HCA)SYSTEM(SSRMS)
IVA HUMAN-COMPUTER J
t INTERFACE I
MSC SOFTWARE JPOWERMANAGEMENT (Hs) I& DISTRIBUTIONSYSTEM !(MSC-PMDS) -- TBD -- TBD
I OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT ANO
MSC -- CONTROLSOFTWARE
DATA MANAGEMENT (OMCS)SYSTEM
IMSC-DMSI -- TBD -- TBD
t EVA
._ WORKS TATION
MSC
COMMUNICATIONS (EVA WS)
SYSTEM(MSC-CS) -- TBD -- TBD
ARTFICIAL
_. -- -----.--L.-- . VISION LIt_T
(AVU)
FLIGHT | -- TOOLS -- TOOLS
OPERA TIONS --J TOOLS
SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT * MCE Is a collection of control
u OSE -- OSE equlpement for MSS elements.
ORBITSUPPORt
-- EQUPMENT Notes:
(OSE) (1) HCA & AVU Integrate with Space
-- FSE --FSE Station (SS) IVA-Control Station.
FLIGHTSUPPORT |2) IHS runs in SS IVA Control Station
EQUIPMENT computer.(FSE)
........... , (3) OMCS runs In SS computer faclfltlesfor MSS.
] ' ! ! I [ I I I ] ) I I i I I [ I f
i i 1
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SSRMSConfiguration
I .... _[_
_°T -lJJe . p=l= =ice-17800
-i -
Wrist Roll Joint
Wrist Pitch Joint
Latching End Effector
Wrist Yaw Joint
CCTV Camera
Elbow Pitch Joint
JOIN]" ANGLE LIMITS
Boom Hinge Mechanism ShoulderRoll . 270°
PRI,=I_ €=',PVrlPU'_II =_-._ ShoulderYaw . 270°
Shoulder Pitch Joint ShoulderPitch . 270°
Shoulder Yaw Joint _ ElbowPitch _+270°
Latching End Effector WristPitch _+270°
WristYaw . 270°
Wrist Roll _+.270°
Shoulder RollJoint
SS ss Core Network
, ......... •
...................... =2........................... .'T!...........
' I I "
SSC&T I_ A MSU t MSS-ARF t .
Com.Sys. LELGU./BIA_'o o
_.SS ControlEquipment / oZ _. MSSTrussLocalBus I i
• , t -!- - I-,-- -I_.T.--!;-:.,r'.
..............................................................i _'_'_
"_!,........ •.................................1 l:: b_..4I_°.11..°1l I .............. I MRS , I; I I I I I I
/ " I MBS I ] •1 :I .... I : DIscreteControls-__1 . .! II ,: r_ I
M_ e Stanaara , . •I RFC-m. I , &Telemtry"_;-_] I r----"] I-------I _ I I'TTI:_'1 Mob,ie II;_;';_.1I AnalogSensor$ i _I "°" I I_.o_1_111F'i"l'_JTransp°rterl.
. _ ........ I eIA i _ r'_,l o:-- ,I
,li' I ' IE/' ' .......!I_' , , ,i IP_ o.u
ORU _ I I . _l..J.__..._._J.._l.J__,.__J___J__l ._..._ I _ :: _Payload
Payload-.41- "" --I "1 .... "1........ I.... I_ _ _ L _ ...I_ _ _ ."--- "_' -- -- "-- -I-- _ PalletPallet_ _.=_._._, ........ ,..,.,.F__,_'_I::.,:Ir,t._,.....L._.'[.: ...... ..In.........r:..t....... ...,.. _FTS"_i , i I i : i I1: I1: I1: i:, , t-,_
' II_ "-'" _€__I, I'-_!!I-_v, _o.I _.I LI'I ws I I I LI:P I FTS SSRMS SSRMS SSRMS.I L!J_I I/ i"_ III i-_ I se_M SPDM SPDM:.I "_'" M I
h_ I _ I EVAWSEVAWSEVAWSI '! s ,I" _......J
i_ .......r,TMSCLocalBus :_,
.... "limeDlstributionBus . SSRMS ORU,Payload,
........ FTSBus Pallet,FTS
MSS DataDistributionand Interfaces
I \
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I
Functional Requirements for SPDM
PerformDextrousTasks for Assembly& Maintenanceof:
[] MobileServicingCentre,includingMobileTransporter
[] ExternalSpaceStationSystems
[] PowerSystem
[] Alpha& BetaGimbalsr,.o
[] C&TSystem
[] GN&CSystem
[] DMSSystem
[] RCS
[] SIAandPIA(forattachedpayloads)
PerformDextrousTasks for
[] HandlingSmallPayloads(external)
[]. EVA-Support
_ SafeHavenSupport ,_ --,.,banacla
H _ N Government Gouvernementof Canada du Canada
Canadian Agencespat•ale
SpaceAgency canadienne
Functional Requirements for SPDM (cont'd)
Dextrous Tasks for Assembly and Maintenanceinclude
• ExchangeORU'S
• Attach / DetachORUInterfaces
• Connect/ DisconnectUtilities
• Mate/ DemateConnectors
• Remove/Install ThermalCovers& Blankets
• CleanSurfaces
• Inspectand MonitorwithVisionSystem
• ProvideLightingto SupportEVA
• PositionTools& Materialsto SupportEVA
• ProvideTVViewsto MonitorEVAActivities
Canadi
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SPDM Configuration
CENTRAL
"-- BODY
POWER DATA
GRAPPLE FIXTURE
(PDGF} LOWER BODY WITH UPPERILOWER
ELECTRONIC BOXES BODY PITCH
_ JOINT
ORU PLATFORM TV CAMERA
TOOL
CHANGE-OUT SPECIAL TOOL
LOWERBODY MECHANISMYAW AND PITCH
P'_ JOINTS_
WRISTPITCH
YAW AND
ROLLJOINTS
BASE
BASE
ROLL
JOINT
UPPER BODY WITH LOWERARM
ELECTRONIC WITHWI_NQ
BOXES AND TOOLS
TV CAI_
DEXTEROUS ARM
ELBOWPITCH
JOINT
LATCHING
END EFFECTOR UPPERARM
WITHWlPJNQ
SHOULDER ROLL "NECK" ARM
YAW AND PITCH ROLL JOINT MOUNTING
JOINTS STRUCTURE
Canad
STEREO CAMERAS
AND LIGHTS
I_l Government Gouvernementof Canada du Canada
Canadian Agence spatiale
SpaceAgency canadienne
SPDMOperatingFromMBSfor SSRMSMaintenance
SPDM
t'Q
SSRMS
/
MBS
8
, Canad
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Typical Joint
GEAR
¢..,o
GO
JOINT
HOUSING
i
Boo.s '_._ Jol.To.lvE
-......j ELECTRONICS
I_1_ I Government Gouvernementof Canada du Canada
Canadian Agence spatiale
Space Agency canadienne
SPDMOperatingAt The End Of SSRMS
(ORUExchangeonEquipmentTrayInsideTruss)
(a) (b)
Canad_
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SpaceStationFreedomProgramOffice
Mobile Servicing System Development Canada
Schedule
I I
I III I I I I I
CalendarYear 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96
i
Program Approvals
Contract Negotiation
ContractPhase I''-°1=-* I °'-° I " ° ---_ _ \
T.B. Approvals
MSS Det4|lled Desi_in t tEPA TB TB
r._ Canadian PDR'I MT SS SPDMMSC MSC GND MMD
Canadian CDR'I MSC GNO M_O
NASA CDR'I {L I PMC
MTC IMSS Detailed Design MrC PMO
' _317Canadian CDR's . MSC G_O
,L ._"" Manul,=cluTe & Te$!
ManufactureComplete G_D A
Delivery to KSC MSC SlPOM
CDR - Critical Design Review GND - Ground Support System PMC - Permanenlly Manned Conllguratloll
PDR- Preliminary Design Review MMD - Maintenance Depot SPDM- Special Purpose Dexlerous Manipulator
EPA- Ella€live Project Approval MSC - Mobile Servicing Centre SS - Spice Station
MTC - Man Tended Configuration
MT - Mobile Transporter
I _I_I Governmenl Gouvememento! Canada du Canada
Canadian Agencespatiale
SpaceAgency canadienne
Objectiveof Advanced Technology Development
[] Minimizecrewworkload
Q Automateall routineoperationsand mundanetasks
El Developa hierarchicalcommandstructure;evolutionaryshiftingof control
functionsfrom operatorto machine
El Automatemonitoringof operations;crew interventiononlywhenalarms
occur
El ImproveHuman-Machineinterfaces
[] Increaseautonomyandminimizegroundsupportof MSSoperations
El Improvedon-orbitaccessto designdata,maintenanceprocedures,test
proceduresandarchivedoperationaldata.
El Toolsfor on-orbit planningof MSSoperations.
[] Increasethe operationaleffectivenessof the MSS.
Canad
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BasicRequirementsfor AdvancedTechnology
• Focusedeffortin selectedareas
- Applicationspecific
- Probablesuccess
O Modularandadd-ontypeconcepts
O At thecompletionof proof-0f-principledemonstration(POPD)concepts
prOceedalongtheMSSProgramlife-cycle
O CompatibiiitybetweenMSSandSpaceStationA&Rconcepts
- Commonality
- Effectiveutilizationof stationresources
[3 Evolutionaryapproach
[3 Futuregrowth
O Technologytransparency
[3 Progressivevolutionfromteleoperationtowardsautonomousoperation
Canad
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Automation and. Robotics Technologies
MSS Baseline
_- Target-Based Vision
¢.0
,= ._c_. - position, orientation, rate determination
_ Collision Avoidanceo.
- collisionwarning
-6 Force/Moment Accommodation
- limiting of applied forces and torqueso
Canadi
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Automation and Robotics Technologies
MSS Baseline (cont.)
Coordinated Control
"6 - two manipulatorst_
SSRMS/SPDM
€= t'" -
co O
¢.O t.)
Command Language
- hierarchical
- object-oriented
- extensible
Achievable Level of Automation
- auto-trajectories
- automated tracking and grappling
Canad
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Space Agency canadienne
Automation and Robotics Technologies
Planned for Incorporation
Enhanced Vision System
_).__ - depth recovery
- shape recognition
"_" - object recognitiono (3.)
0O
Collision Avoidance
- machine assisted trajectory planning
"_ - on-line trajectory management
t-
o
o
CanadR
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Automation and Robotics Technologies
Planned for Incorporation (cont.)
_ Expert Systems Applications
E
_m - fault detection and diagnosis
,_,= ,E_ - on-orbit integration, test and maintenance
o _ information system
•=-E - planning system
Achievable level of Automation
- task level automation
Canad
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Section: Introduction
Title: Definitions
1. Defining "Agent-IndependentPlanning"
"Agent-IndependentPlannin_"is a method of automated planning
that allows the generatlon of task plans from a set of goals,
without having to be concernedwith constraints imposed by the
agent that will execute the plan. In the domaln of Space Station
Freedom (SSF),these plans can be considereda sequence of tasks
for intra-vehicular and extra-vehicular operations activity.
Plans, or operationsprocedures, are developed by considering
general constraints on the planning environment and task
sequences. For executionof these procedures, the plans are
translated into the specific operationslangu,age of a particular
agent. This methodologyallows plans and their environmentto be
modeled in a fashion that separatesdifferent classes of con-
straints into independentsets.
2. Defining "Agent"
An "agent" is any entity that will perform the plan. Again, in
the domain of Space Station Freedom, an agent might be a
crewmember,robot, or some automated system. Each of these
agents has a unique set of instructionswhich it understands,
whether English sentences, robotic programming commands, or
software instructions. Each agent also has its own set of capa-
bilities and constraints when executing a plan. These con-
straints are modeled and used independentlyfrom general planning
constraints. The key benefit from this methodology in that these
operations procedures may be developedvirtually independently
from robotic/automatedsystems or crew skills necessary to exe-
cute them. This allows systems to be developed wlthout changes
in one component adversely impactinganother.
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Question: What is agent-independentplanning?
Answer: Constructingplans to satisfy a set of goals,
regardless of the agent that will performthem.
,. Question: What is an agent?
-4
Answer: Any entity that effects action on the environment.
Includes:
• Robots
• Crewmembers
• Automated Systems (software & hardware)
Key Benefit:Developmentof procedures is independent from
development of robotics / automation / crew skills to perform them p
,,,_-_,,,,, ]L_J j
Section: Motivation
Title: Space Station Freedom Robotics Environment
1. Different Kinds of Robotic System Implies Redundant
Programming
The number of ways to automate a single task through robotics is
proportional to the number of robotic systems. That is, todlrect dlfferent robots to do the same task would likely require
a different software program for each robot. Suppose an robot on
board of SSF had been programmed to remove certaln types of pumps
from a rack. If that robot were replaced with a new robot of
increased capability, this new robot would likely require fresh
programming to perform the same pump removal tasks. While this
problem of redundant programming is not unique to the domain of
Space Station Freedom, it is intensified under the new challenges
associated with its long life cycle (30 years).
2. New Challenges Created By SSF Life Cycle
The long period of planned station operation poses significant
challenges to integrating advanced technology. The primary con-
cern is the evolution of technology over this extended life
cycle. This evolution will realize a continuous set of upgrades
in robotic capabilities, including greater _recision of robotic
movement, increased dexterity of robotlc manipulators, and
advanced capabilities in vision, force, range, and other sensors.
Similarly, operations procedures will evolve through continuous
additions and modifications, increasing the range of workload for
the crew. However, crew time for intra-vehicular and extra-
vehicular activity will certainly remain a resource of great
expense. These conditions will enhance the potential to offset
some of this expanding workload from crewmembers to robots, par-
ticular as the advent of increased robotic capabilities allows
them to perform more advanced operations. Hence, we are faced
with a changing set of operations procedures, a changing set of
robots to perform them, and the challenge of maintaining their
integration.
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_ SOE_NS Space Station Freedom
Huntsville
AI Center RoboticsEnvironment
(For each procedure,potentially many"_
ways exist to automate it (one per
k_r°b°ticsystem). _ J
SpaceStation Freedomlong life cyclecreates newchallenges:
• Evolvingtechnology
• Continuousset of upgradesin robotics
greater precision
increaseddexterity
advancedsensor abilities
• Continuousadditionsto SSFoperations
• Extremelyhigh cost of intra- and extra-vehicularactivity
As technologyadvances,great potential existsto transfer expanding _i
workloadfrom crew to new robotic/automatedsystems. m
Section: Motivation
Title: Transition from Crewmemberto Robots
i. Maintaining Integration Between Crew, Robots, and Pro-
cedures
The transfer of workload from crewmembers to robots must be per-
formed in a safe, consistent, and robust manner. Certainly
robots (and their programming) must be verified as capable of
safely performing the transferred work. Also, it must be veri-
fied that exactly the same operations are accomplished, whether
performed by crew or robot. With advancing technology producing
upgraded robotic capabilities, it is reasonable to predict the
transfer of workload not only from crew to robots, but also from
robots to robots. This transfer must maintain a robust integra-
tion with crew and procedures, such that problem of redundant
programming does not impact system development.
2. Transition Table
Certain transition needs imply specific aspects of an approach to
o satisfy the requirements of a safe, consistent and robust system.
Activities which require skills only possessed by humans may be
transferred to robots as their capabilities increase. To main-
tain consistent and robust development of operations procedures,
these activities must be modeled in a representation whlch can be
applied to both crew and robots. Similarly, plans that are
developed for execution by robots of one set of capabilities
should remain applicable to robots possessing advanced capabili-
ties. In order to apply these plans across robotic platforms,
_rocedures must be represented separately from constraints
imposed by capabilities of particular robotic systems. Given a
system that can construct plans for robots with varying capabili-
tles, it follows that this system should also be able to apply
plans to crewmembers with varying skills.
In general, modeling operations procedures and their environment
separately from robotic or crew agents allows the development of
o_erations plans free from impact by changing robotic capabili-
tles or crew skills. Agent-Independent Planning provides a
facility for this robust development of both agents and opera-
tions plans. The approach used by this methodology allows plans
to be generated and later validated for execution by any agent
that is modeled in the system.
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• Needto maintainthe transitionfrom crewmembersto robotics systemsin a
mannerthat is safe, consistent, and robust..
Transition Need TransitionApproach
Crewmembers _ Robotsof new Systemthat can model & reasonabout
capabilities activities for crewmembers and robots alike
Robotsofcurrent _ Robotsofnew Systemthat can model&reason about
capabilities capabilities activitiesseparatelyfrom capabilities
constrained by specific robotic hardware
Crewmembers _ Crewmembers Systemthatcan reasonwithdifferentmodels
with skill set X with skill set Y for differentagents
Agent-IndependentPlanningcanmodel andgeneratean operationsplan and I_validateits executionfor an array of robotic, human,or software agents
RNN
,. j
Section: Approach
Title: Agent-Independent Planning System Flow
1. Generation
Plans for operations procedures are modeled and stored in a task
library. Operations tasks are represented through hierarchical
abstraction, with each task decomposing into a network of lower-
level tasks. Temporal logic operators connect the nodes of this
network and represent the time relationships among the tasks.
Temporal and nonlinear planning techniques combine tasks from the
task library with objects in the planning environment to formu-
late a viable sequence of procedures to satisfy the operations
goals. This plan considers only the constraints associated with
objects and the temporal relationships among tasks.
2. Validation
An agent-independent plan is transformed into an agent-dependent
plan by matching the constraints already present among tasks and
• -- , • ,ob3ect in the plan wlth those of a glven agent. An agent s phy-
sical constraints are validated with respect to the physical con-
straints of the objects it must manipulate. An agent's func-
tional constraints are validated with respect to the tasks and
their temporal constraints. In essence, this validation declares
whether the agent is capable of performing the given plan.
3. Translation
Once a plan has been tailored for a particular agent, the tasks
of this plan can be broken down to the primitive-level tasks;
that is, those with no further decomposition. Using the model
from the a@ent knowledge base, these primitive level tasks are
translated into specific instructions for the agent. For
crewmembers, these instructions are English sentences composing
crew activity plans. For robots, these instructions are the pro-
gramming language of the robot controller, or robot system
software commands. For an automated software system, such as a
graphic simulator, these instructions correlate to a set of
software commands to drive the automation. It is these primitive
tasks, however, that provide a layer of independence between
agent-independent plan and agent-specific instructlons.
\
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_K_ "- ; Plan Generation] ;
[ K, [ . IPlan Translation[ -" i
Crewmember Robot Graph1
Section: Approach
Title: IndependenceBetween Plans and Agents
1. Motion Primitives and Modeling
The non-decomposable tasks, or primitive tasks, provide the com-
mon interface between agents and the planning environment. For
our work in robotic applications,.a small.set of these primitives
has been establlshed that descrlbe physlcal motlon (move, push,
pull, grasp, release, rotate etc.). Models of the plannlng
envlronment (whether agents, object, or tasks) all relate to this
set of primitives. The agents' and objects' physical and
functional constraints are represented in terms of pre-conditions
and effects on these prlmitive tasks. Object-oriented models of
agent and object properties allows descriptions of agents and
ob3ects to be combined through inheritance.
For each primitive task, an agent model contains an appropriate
set of instructions for the execution of that task. Primitive
tasks are hierarchically abstracted into more natural concepts,
allowing plans to be developed to an appropriate level for
crewmembers, but remain decomposable into robotic instructions.
The preconditions and effects associated with the primitive tasks
are also abstracted to provide constraints for nonlinear planning
techniques. . Temporal lo_ic operators which form networks among
the abstractlons are used in temporal plannlng to generate all
viable "sequences" (whether parallel or sequential activity) for
plan executlon.
i \
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Independenceis achieved by establishinga common interface between
agents and their environment. In termsof robotics,this interfaceis action _
(physicalmotion).
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AgentModels Object Models Task Models/
® physicaldescriptions • physicaldescriptions ® tasks compose
"temporal networks"
O functionaldescriptions o functionaldescriptions
(constrainshow agents (constrainshow objects • networksform a
cancause action) are affectedby action) hierarchicalabstraction
of the motion primitives
• object-oriented ;Q object-oriented
representationallows representationallows e nonlinearand temporal
agent "classes"to be developmentof planninguse tasks as
built upby inheriting compositeobject planoperators
variouscharacteristics characteristics
Section: Status
Title: Current Testbed
i. IntelligentPlanner
A system has been developed in Common Lisp on a Texas Instruments
Explorer workstation which models, generates, validates,and
translatesplans for maintenanceand repair operationsto be per-
formed in a rack-likeenvironmentby crewmembers,robots, and a
graphic robotic simulator. Separate knowledge bases descrlbe
agents, objects, and the plan (task)library. Agents and objects
are modeled according to classes of their capabilities. For
example, a class of objects which require power to be disabled
before manipulationby an agent can universally impose a power
constraint on all its members. Such class representationallows
inheritanceof groups of constraintsby merely having membership
in the appropriate class. A more detailed discussionof this
work can be found in:
W. S. Davis, "RoboticTask Planning: Independentof Agents
but Dependenton Time," Proceedings1989 IEEE International
Conferenceon Robotics and Automation,May 1989, Scottsdale
Arizona, pp. 690-696.
2. Agents
A PUMA 560 robot possessing vision, force/torque, and tactile
sensors receivesplans in a languagemostly consistingof VAL II
controllercommands. The sensors are used for safety in plan
execution by detecting force thresholdson sensitive objects and
potential object collisions in the planning environment. A
graphical robotic simulator models the racks and their objects
along with various robotic a_ents. This simulatormaintains the
inverse kinematics for the glven agent and simulates its behavior
of issued commands. It currentlymodels both one- and two-armed
PUMA robots to verify the dynamic translationcapabilitiesof the
planner. The planner generatessequentialinstructions for the
one-armed agent, whereas parallel instructionsare produced for
the two-armed agent. The planner also generates sets of English
sentences describing operations activities. These plans are
issued to a crewmemberusing a DecTalk speech synthesis system,
with the crewmemberproviding feedbackto the planner through a
Verbex voice recognizer.
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IntelligentPlanner )
• Models,Generates,Validates and Translates Plans
• MaintainsModelsof Plans,Agents, And Objects
o, • UsesTechniquesof Temporal Logic, Nonlinear Planning
and Hierarchical Abstraction
( Agents
• Puma560 PossessingVision, Force/Torque,and Tactile Sensors
• GraphicalRoboticSimulator ModelingOne and Two Armed Robots
• Human Interaction via Voice Recognition and Synthesis Systems
Section: Status
Title: Benefits of Approach
1. Generation
The temporal logic representation allows the planner to generate
plans which incorporate all possible orderings of execution by an
agent. This is significant in provldlng plans which can be
applied to agents possessing dlffering capabilities in
sequential/parallel execution. The techniques of hierarchical
abstraction allow operations procedures to be built up to a level
which is natural for operations englneers. Hence, these pro-
cedures can be modeled by non-robotic developers, but still be
translated for a specific robotic agent. Such a benefit will
make robotic automation accessible to a broader group of develop-
ers.
2. Validation
The ability to determine whether an agent is capable of plan exe-
cution is central to the robust theme of compatibility. New
robotic designs can be modeled and verified against operation
procedures already in existence. Similarly, modifications to
operations procedures can be validated to ensure compatibility
with any existing robotic hardware. By validating.procedures for
both crewmembers and robots, areas of future robotzc development
can be targeted to bridge any gaps in human and robotic capabili-
ties.
3. Translation
A plan be generated only once for it to be translated as often as
needed for whatever agents are needed. Translation separates the
development of operations procedures from the specific execution
details, thus establishing consistency in procedure development.
By incorporating developed plans into the plan library, they can
be re-used for future robotic applications. Since development of
procedures is independent from development of robotics, a change
in the robotic execution can still use a previously generated
plan.
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Generation: autonomouslycreates olans from existingtask library
e temporal logic allows reasoningabout all possible methodsfor execution
e non-roboticdeveloperscan modelactivities
Validation: determineswhetheran agent is capableof plan execution
._ ® new robotic designscan be verifiedagainstexisting procedures,and vice versa¢j'l
c.O
• areas for future robotic developmentcan be discoveredand analyzed
Translation: convertsameplan into instructionsfor differentagents
e procedureconsistency
o re-usablesoftware for roboticapplications
I Abstraction Prevr_ ents_p!anObsjl:sence FromFuture Sophi,sti=_r_tiQnsI R::_botics_
Section: Status
Title: Directionsfor Future Research
1. Planning Investigations
Adding nonmonotonicpropertiesto the temporal logic will vastly
improve the computational complexityof current temporal logic
a±gorlthms. It w111 provide the ability to efficiently,re-tract
assertions made in the planning models. Such a capabilitywill
be significant in generating plans from abstract, or time-
variable data. This nonmonotonicitywill also be incorporated
into replanningstrategiesto reformulatethe temporal networks
of the plan models. Explanationfacilitieswill be incorporated
into the planner to extract rationale from temporal and func-
tional constraints and explain the planner's decision to
crewmembers.
2. Robotic Agent Investigations
Models for representingagents.willbe refined for better inheri-
o tance of .a_ent characterlstlcs. Methodologlesfor inheritlng
agent-speclflcznstructionswill be examined. These representa-
tions are targeted toward a strongermodel of an agent's sensing
capabilities. As a testbed for these models, we will incorporate
a three-fingered end-effector for dexterous manipulation of
objects. Issues in active and passive compliance with the
environment will be studied, with the eventual goal of active
compliance with a crewmember, and the receipt of cooperative
plans.
3. Human InterfaceInvestigations
Models for crew skills will be developed to allow the planner to
generate English sentenceswith varying amounts of detail. Dif-
ferent classes of crew skillswall be incorporatedinto the agent
knowledgebase to help guide the explanationof planner rationaleto
ssdent
\
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Planning Investigations_.)
• NonmonotonicPropertiesWith Temporal Logic
• Replanning
• ExplanationOf PlannerDecisions
(_R Ag tigobotic ent Inves ation
• AgentModeling
• DexterousManipulator
CHumanInterface.Investigations.)
• Crew Skill,Modeling
• Presentationof Explanations
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SHUTTLE REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
• THE SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOAD DEPLOYMENT AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM IS THE STATE OF
THE ART FOR IN-SPACE TELEOPERATIONS
• THE PDRS CONSISTS OF THE REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM AND ITS ANCILLARY
EQUIPMENT MOUNTED ON THE SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITER
• THE PDRS FUNCTIONALITIES ARE:
- GRAPPLE, TRANSPORT, ORIENTATION, AND RELEASE OF PAYLOAD
- TRACK, CAPTURE, GRAPPLE, TRANSPORT, ORIENTATION, AND BERTHING OF A
SATELLITE
- EVA CREW TRANSPORT, POSITIONING, ORIENTATION VIA GRAPPLED MANIPULATOR
FOOT RESTRAINT
- LOCAL ILLUMINATION VIA RMS-MOUNTED LIGHT
- DIRECTIONAL, AUGMENTED VIEWING VIA RMS-MOUNTED CCTV
- FREESTREAM EXPERIMENT SENSOR POSITIONING
- POWER AND DATA INTERFACE SERVICES FOR PAYLOADS
- RESOURCE FOR CREATIVE SOLUTIONS TO UNPLANNED PROBLEMS
FLIGHT TELEOPERATOR SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
ASSOCIATED ]
SYSTEM DATA
[ jINTERFACE 0 COMPUTATION WORKPIECEAND SENSORS
T
UTILITY ]SERVICES WORLDDYNAMICS
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SHUTTLE RMS TECHNOLOGY
GN&C, POWER 1
PROP.,PAYLOADS
<NOREAL-TIME
DATA LINK>
-, f -,_ r
ff _ COMPUTATION f •
• WINDOWS • STORED TRAJECTORIES • 1 ARM PAYLOAD
• DEDICATED D&C • 6 JOINTS
-.3 _ • RESOLVED RATE CONTROL _ o SNARE E/E _ • GRAPPLE FIXTURE
• 2 3DOF H/C • PAYLOAD I-LOADS • CCTV CAMERAS • PASSIVE, RIGID
• SINGLE JOINT CONTROL • CAUTION & WARNING • SENSORS: • TARGET PLATE
• ARM & PAYLOAD MODES • SINGULARITY CHECK - JOINT ANGLES " <:65K POUNDS
• CCTV MONITORS • CONSISTENCY CHECK - MOTOR RATE % •
• GPC KEYBOARDS _, ,,
• GPC CRT _ • POWER/DATA I/F
• HARDWIRE BACK-UP A TO PAYLOAD
f N
UTILITY SERVICES
• ONBOARD GPC& DPS
• ELECTRIC POWER
• CCTV SYSTEM
• LIGHTS
• DOWN LINK
• STRUCTUREfI'HERMAL
• GROUND MONITORS
j
Oo
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MOBILE SERVICING CENTER FUNCTIONS
• ASSEMBLY AND EXTERNAL MAINTENANCE OF SSF
• SERVICING OF ATTACHED PAYLOADS
• TRANSPORTATION OF PAYLOADS AND HARDWARE ABOUT
THE STATION
• DEPLOYMENT AND RETRIEVAL OF FREE-FLYING
STABILIZED SPACECRAFT
• BERTHING OF STS (ORBITER) ANDOMV
• UNLOADINGORBITERCARGOBAY
• SUPPORT OF EVA
MOBILE SERVICING CENTER TECHNOLOGY
[ EAL-TIME]DATA LINK
O"a _ COMPUTATION f _ _'_ f _
• FAULTDETECTION • POWER/DATA
• EVA,IVA, SHUTTLE AND DIAGNOSIS • 7 DOFARM GRAPPLEFIXTURE
• INTEGRATEDMULTI- • POSITIONEDBY MOBILE
• TASK PLANNING • FOUR CLASSES OF
FUNCTIOND&C • RESOURCEMANAGEMENT TRANSPORTER PAYLOADS: 1KG, 21KG,
• GRAPHICS,VIDEO DISPLAYS • MANIPULATORPROGRAMMING • FORCE MOMENTSENSOR ll6KG, 128KG
• STANDARDDATA PROCESSORS(8) • COLLISIONAVOIDANCE • CAMERAS • TARGET PLATE
• RF COM,VIDEO,AND DATA
• MULTIPLEARM CONTROL • LIGHTS
• MULTIPURPOSEAPPLICATIONS • ARTIFICIALVISIONUNIT • SINGLEFAILURETOLERANT _ J
CONSOLE • SHAREDCONTROL • LATCHINGEND EFFECTOR
J • FORCELIMITING _ j
\
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FlightTeleroboticServicer-Telerobot
Camera Positioning Assembly
Manipulator
PDGF Transporter I/F
Tool
Holster
'_ Batteries
,,.,3
Controllers
SDP Computers "_'_'_'_-. mications Module
PowerModule
BatteryRegulator/Charger
Attachment, Stabilization, and Positioning System
FLIGHT TELEROBOTIC SERVICER TECHNOLOGY
COMPUTATION F _ PAYLOAD
• NASREM ARCHITECTURE | • ORU's
• EVA, IVA, SHUTI'LE • POSITION/RESOLVED RATE | • TWO 7 DOF ARMS ° TOOLS SETSINTEGR TED MULTI-
FUNCTION D&C . COMMANDS ] • 5 DOF ASPS • INTERCHANGEABLE
• GRAPHICS, VIDEO DISPLAYS . CARTESIAN CONTROL | • POSITIONED BY SRMS, SSRMS TOOLS
• STANDARD DATA PROCESSORS (4) POSITION BASED IMPEDANCE ] • JOINT SENSORS _, ,,
• RF COM, VIDEO, AND DATA . CONTROL ] - POSITION
. ACTIVE COMPLIANT CONTRO - TORQUE• MULTIPURPOSE APPLICATIONS L [FORCE REFLECTION | • DUAL BASES
CONSOLE • HYBRID FORCE/POSITION | • HARMONIC DRIVE
• MASTER/SLAVE CONTROL CONTROL • ROTARY PARALLEL JAW
• COLOR FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS _ J END EFFECTOR
• FORCE REFLECTIVE HAND • • CAMERAS
CONTROLLERS I • LIGHTS
UTILITYvIDEoDATAPOWERSERVICESI
I I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I I I I I
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TECHNOLOGIES REQUIRED FOR
SPACE STATION ASSEMBLY
• FORCE/TORQUE FEEDBACK
• CONSTRAINED MOTION CONTROL FUNCTIONALITY/FORCE
TORQUE CONTROL
- RATE COMMAND TO CONTACT TRANSITION
- RATE COMMAND WITH VARIABLE RESISTANCE LOADING
SPLIT AXIS MODES
• DISPLAY OF COMPLEX ASSEMBLY WORKSPACES TO CREW
• PRACTICAL COLLISION AVOIDANCE (LIMITED MACHINE VISION)
• SINGLE WORKSTATION CONTROL OF MULTIPLE, HIERARCHIAL
(AND SOME PARALLEL) MANIPULATORS
\I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i ! I
TELEOPERATION APPLICATIONS
• ON-ORBIT SERVICING OF SATELLITES
• ON-ORBIT MAINTENANCE OF SPACE STATION FREEDOM
• ON-ORBIT SERVICING OF PLATFORMS
• ON-ORBIT ASSEMBLY OF LUNAR AND MARS EXPLORATION VEHICLES
¢..y;
TECHNOLOGY NEEDS FOR
SPACE STATION EVOLUTION
. FAILURE DETECTION, ISOLATION, AND AUTOMATIC RECONFIGURATION
OF A TELEOPERATOR SYSTEM
• ADVANCED CONTROL LAWS INCORPORATING CONTROL STRUCTURE
INTERACTION
• STABILIZATION/DISTURBANCE REJECTION IN MANIPULATOR/PLATFORM
COUPLING DYNAMICS
o_ • WORLD MODEL PLANNED MOTION EXECUTION, INCLUDING COLLISION
DETECTION AND AVOIDANCE
• ADAPTIVE CONTROL COORDINATION OF MULTIPLE ARM/END EFFECTOR
SYSTEMS
• INTELLIGENT INFORMATION FUSION DISPLAY SYSTEMS
• MULTI-MODE OPERATOR CONTROL INCLUDING HIGH LEVEL
SUPERVISORY CONTROL
• ADVANCED AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY APPLIED TO TELEROBOTICS
• MULTIPLE END EFFECTOR CAPABILITY
' _ _, 1 I I 1 1 ] I ' _ 1 i j 1 1 I 1• i i
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Twenty Year Forecast of NASA Robotics
Requirements for Space Exploration
from
,_ Consortium of Texas Research Universities
"_ University of Texas at Arlington
University of Texas at Austin
Texas A&M University
Rice University
D. Tesar
512-471-3039
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Telerobotics Capabilities for Space Station
Operations
David Akin
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
-..1
Technology for Space Station Evolution Workshop
January 16-19, 1990
Dallas, Texas
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FTS
EVOLUTION
DAVID E. PROVOST
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Z
TECHONOLOGY FOR SPACE STATION _ _
EVOLUTION --A WORKSHOP _
IIII I II I I I II
IDENTIFY near term technology development which would have
significant impact on the evolution of the FTS toward autonomous
tiopera on.
I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I ! _ 1 1
f PATHS FOR FTS EVOLUTION
oo
co
IDENTIFICATIONOF HIGH PAYOFF TECHNOLOGY
• FTS mission utilization team scripted representative tasks
Oo
• Task scripts analyzed for commonality
• Generic task definitions developed
• Scripted tasks mapped into generic task definitions
I ' I I I I ! I ) I I I I I I ! , I I
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FREQUENTLY PERFORMED ACTIONS
I I I III I II III I I I • I
• Orienttorso
• Move arms to vicinity of work
• Attach
ht_
oo
• Detach
. ..., T ,_
PRIMARY TASK STATES
I I I I II I II
• Path Planning
• .Non-contactalignment
Oo
• Contact Planning and Control
1 / I I I I ! I I 1 I I I I I ! L I I
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SIAIESTASK
I,A'I'I ! I)I_ANNING NON-CONTACT ('()N'I'ACT
>" AIJGNMENT > PI_ANNIN(;ANDCONTIIOL
oo
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EPS RADIATOR PANEL INSTALLATION
1. Unstow FTS from shelter
2. Unst0w PDGFs from shelter and store in payload bay
3. Move to IEA bay
4. Install PDGFs
5. Detach diagonal truss member
6. Position FTS for radiator panel installation
Oo
o_ 7. Unstow magazine from payload bay
8. Position magazine for radiator panel installation
9. Attach radiator panel guide
10. Install panels
11. Stow magazine in payload bay
12. Detach FTS from PDGF
13. Attach diagonal truss
14. Detach PDGFs from nodes and store in bay
15. Position orbiter to shelter
16. Stow PDGFs
17. Stow FTS
, j
'\
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GENERIC TASK DEFINITIONS
RETRIEVE ROBOT
Transport work system (e.g. RMS, OMV, MSC) active FTS action is positive
release of the grapple fixture
TEST ROBOT
FI'S is active system
oo
DELIVER ROBOT WORK SYSTEM
Transport work system (e.g. RMS, OMV, MSC) active
FTS action is a positive "grab" of grapple fixture
ORIENTTORSO
FTS positioning system is active system
Requires: Observe,designate,and planpath, utilizationof FTS positioning
system to approachzone of manipulation
MOVE ARMS TO VICINITY OF WORK
FTS manipulator arms are active systems
Requires: Observe, designate, and plan path, move end effectors to /_
vicinity of work J
GENERIC TASK DEFINITIONS
(continued)
II li I I I
ATTACH
FI'S end effector and arms are active systems
Requires: Iterate until seating verified: Observe/sense, designate, and
plan path, align (may use vision force feedback, guides, etc.), move
DO WORK
(-_ _ FTS is active system
'_ ° Requires: Observe, designate activities for completion of task and plan path
required to complete task
Will include one or more of the following: move, insert, drive, push, pull, twist,
turn, engage, disengage, count turns, follow, deploy, lock, align
DETACH
FTS manipulator arms and end effectors are active systems
Requires: Observe, designate,and plan retract path, align/null store energy,
disengage end effector, retract
MOVE ARMS TO SAFE POSITION
FTS manipulator arms are active systems j__equires: Obse ve, design te, and plan path, moveo - i l • i ' i i| i
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[PS RADIAIOFi PAN[L INSIAI LAIION 1ASKS: WITH DIAGONAL TRUSS r!_MOVAL
TASK RETRIEVE TEST DELIVER ORIENT MOVE ATTACH DO DETACH MOVE COMMENT TOTAL
t ROBOT ROBOT ROBOT TORSO ARMS TO WORK ARMS TO STEPS
WORl_ VI CIHIT Y SAFE
SYSTEM lOF WORK POSITION
Id 1
le f
TOTAL 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
TASK RETRIEVE TEST DELIVERjORIENTi MOVE ATTACH DO 'DETACH MOVE COMMENT
2 ROIOT ROBOT ROBOT TORSO ARMS TO' WORK ARMS TO
WORK VICINITY SAFE
_. .._ SYSTEM OF WORK POSITION ..
2b I I
24: I
2d 1 Dr_ve boll ool.
2e ! Movo node hiring
I2f
?g 0 0 0 2 2 ? 4 2 0 Repeat 2b-2f 2 !trans.
2h 1 I
I2i ..
2J !
2k I
21 ! Ilnlalch a_) sepazate jo_l.,i
" 12m ,.
7o 1
2p I
2q • ! I Alan PI)GF
2 ! I [ nga_]__in_ltalch I_D{;I
Ps 1
2! l I ,
2u 0 0 0 I 4 "'II" 3 3 3 ! lh,jmal" ?Is 71
TO1 AL O O 0 5 I t 9 1 2 g 2 4 8
SUMMARY(PERCEXI)
TASK' cAsE RETRIEVE TEST DELIVER ORIENT MOVE ATTACH DO DETACH MOVE
ROBOT ROBOT ROBOT TORSO AttMS TO WORK khMS TO
WOnK VICINITY SAFE
SYSTEM OF WORK POSITION
INSTALL 2 1.6 0.8 t .2 8.9 24.4 20.9 16.7 20.9 4.7
3 1.9 1.5 I 0 9 2 23.8 22.3 13.1 22.3 4.9
4 t.1 1.2 _.T 13.3 22.5 17.3 17.0 17.3 s.9
, ,, , ,
PALLET 1 2.2 0 7 5 8 80 24.9 17.5 15.3 17.5 " O.0
INSTALL 2 1.9 O.0 4.9 8.O 25.3 17.3 17.9 17.3 74
INSIDE/ 3 2.2 0.7 5 8 8 0 24 6 17.5 15.3 17 S 8 0
_:_ AWP 4 1.9 0.0 4 9 O 0 25.3 17.3 17.9 17.3 7.4
'PALLET 1 1.0 0.9 4.4 115 20.4 19.5 13.3 Ig 5 6.8
INSTALL 2 1.3 O.0 2 2 7 I 24. I 22.3 15.G 22.3 4.9
OUTSIDE/ 3 1.4 O 0 3 G 11.5 21.6 16.7 16.5 10.7 7.g
AWP 4 1.5 0.5 25 6.6 23.7 23.2 13.6 23.2 5.1
,, ,, ,,
ORU I 3.1 O 5 52 9 9 20.9 1(;.2 16.3 16.2 9.4
CHANGE- 2 2.3 04 3.4 9.0 23 7 14.7 20.7 14.7 1_.3
OUT
RADIATOR 1 0.3' 02 "'_ 03 75 25.8 1.5.9 28.1 15.9 6.0
WITHOUT
TRUSS
REMOVAL B
• .... 3 -- 'RADIAIOR I 0.2 O 7 G 27.0 16.1 21.2 IG.l 5.3
WITH
TRUSS
REMOVAl:.
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APPROACH TO DEFINING
EVOLUTION ALTERNATIVES
i i i lull I i i i
s Use "decision tree" process flow diagrams
• Identify technological dichotomies
•_ s environmentalstructuringcD
¢.o
s sensor processing capabilities
•. control algorithms
• human interaction
• Choose a path through tree
........ j
COAL 
c.g. Plan ~ M S S  notton to ORU 
1 ~ I l j n m t n l  handover pml l lon  
roardlnmlcr d 
V W f  
PATH PLANNING 
Y BS 
.XI1 (L*ltop) 
Y E S  
l o ~ a l l o n  ? 
NON-CONTACT ALIGNMENT 
(assumcs molion wiN be within a small volume and 
primarily in orientation) 
(primary source of data is a camera image and a 
!ow level vision syslcm exisls) 
CONTACT PLANNING AND CONTROL GOALsr^T_
(assumesthat a non-¢on{acl allgxment hu been performed) _ nut ru_er mat,_l_ nut)
] |
GATI! F.'R / MOVE IN
SENSOR _ DESIRED
DATA DIRECTION
TE LEOP
DONE
(SUCCESS?)
yes
SENSOR yts
WITIIIN
LIMITS
DONE
(SUCCESS}
DONE DONE
(ERROR) (SUCCESS)
1 ,' I I I I l 1 I I [ I ! 1 ] l ] I
NON-CONTACT ALIGNMENT ..,n
PATH PLANNING 
a-1. Plan gwora notlon 10 O I U  
aIlpnmtni handovrr pwL1lar 
DO J kmor r b a c  YFS 
abrlrcla  are? 
Coopule and .loo nmm am &rl&ma(+r 
palh n u 1  rll poinl um 
pafb 
E ~ l t  (pal l )  dorr  pbm lo *xII (palb) ria p l m l  
Can mb<blm 
hurnmm 
sal<ulcIr nest 
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CONTACT PLANNING AND CONTROL GOAl
(e.g. nut runner mated to nut)(assumes that a non-contact alignment has been performed)
(e-R. active compliance) no yes (e.g. remote center €ompli_mce device)
/
] I II /
q
/
GATIIER MOVE IN /
SENSOR DESIRED lDATA DIRECTION
¢,D
yes moyes no
LATE
ERROR TO GOAL
TELEOP
O.e. forces In all axes meet predeflned spec)
• REACHED yes
GOAD STATE
no yes
DONE
(SUCCESS)
DONE I DONE J
(ERROR) (SUCCESS)
SENSORY WORLO TASK
PROCESSING MODELING DECOMPOSITION
DETECT MODEL PLAN
INTEGRATE EVALUATE EXECUTE
GOAL
- '',i " '"i' It II -i _ IM5 H5 SERVICE BAY
GS < I ! i
'1 t l, I ,
MAPS ,_ .....I i ., | t
STATE VARIABLES G4 _ M4 H4 TASK ."" I'
c,'-i PROGRAM FILES i J" _1 _ ! --
c> G3 - I M3 H3 E-MOVE z
-4
! 1 J m! t, [ e .., "11
G2 _ M2 H2 PRIMITIVE m
G1 M 1 Hl TRANSFORM
SERVO
SENSE ACTION
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HUMAN OPERATOR
INTERFACE
_ m
Operator 3 __
Command
Level
¢jI
I __ 000
I , I I I ! I I '
Orient Armsto Attach Drive Orient Attach Align
Torso Vicinity Bolt Boll Torso PDGF
ofTask Runner Out
TASK STEPS
........ - ...... ' "" , ' . .., i
CONCLUSIONS
I
I I I IIII I I I I I I i i lil ii • iI i i
$ Describedmethodologyfor determininghigh payoffautomationtasks
$ Described tradeoffs between autonomy and human assistance for:
t,o
• non contact alignment
• path planning
• contact alignment and control
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